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In reply refer to:
ACC-277

April 15, 1964

Material Licensing Division
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.

Attention:

Subject:

Enclosure:

Mr. Lyall E. Johnson, Acting Director
Material Licensing Division

Renewal of Byproduct Material License
19-1398-29

(1) Application for Byproduct Material
License Form AEC-313 (6 copies)

(2) Radioisotopes Pilot Plant - Facility
Design and Safety Evaluation
MND-3137 (6 copies)

(3) Cell 4 Process Control Panel
I-0009748 (6 copies)

(4) Cell and Isolation Concept for
Cells 3 and 4 N-0009744 (6 copies)

Gentlemen:

tie request that Byproduct Material License No.
19-1398-29, covering the operation of the Martin Marietta
Corporation Pilot Plant at Quehanna, Pennsylvania utilized
for the production of isotopic heat sources, be renewed.

the have compiled "Radioisotopes Pilot Plant - Facility
Design and Safety Evaluation", MIND-3137 in support of our
request for license renewal. Chapter 3, Part 3.6 of
viD-31357 "Reagents" sets forth classified information in
connection with License No. 19-1398-29 and is being for-
warded under separate cover.
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We intend that "Radioisotopes Pilot Plant - Facility
Design and Safety Evaluation", MND-3137, replace all
previous submissions in connection with the existing
byproduct license 19-1398-29 with the following exceptions:

(1) A Proposed Amendment to License 19-1398-29
submitted to you on April 1, 1964 covering
the removal and disposal of the Stationary
Overhead Transfer System.

(2) A proposed amendment to be submitted to
you in the near future to obtain Commission
approval for the rehabilitation of Cells
1 and 2.

Your approval of this submission is required no later
than July 1, 1964 in order that we may resume production of
heat sources at that time.

We will be happy to participate in any discussions you
may desire and will contact your office in approximately two
weeks to establish a firm meeting date to discuss any questions
you may have concerning this submission. Please contact me on
301-687-3800, Extension 513 at any time if we can be of
assistance in this matter.

Thank you for your early consideration of this matter
and for the excellant cooperation of your personnel in past
licensing actions.

Very truly yours,

C. W. Keller,
Nuclear Accountability &
Licensing Representative

C;K/mc

Encls.
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Form AEC-313
(5.58)

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

APPLICATION FOR BYPRODUCT MATERIAL LICENSE
Form approved.
Budget Bureau No. 38-R0274.

INSTRUCTIONS.-Complete Items 1 through 16 If this Is an initial application. If application Is-for renewal of a license, com-
plete only Items 1 through 7 and indicate new Information or changes In the program as requested In Items 8 through 15. Use
supplemental sheets where necessary. Item 16 must be completed on cil applications. Mail three copies to: U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission, Washington 25, D. C. Attention: Isotopes Branch, Division of Licensing and Regulation. Upon approval of this
application, the applicant will receive an AEC Byproduct Material License. An AEC Byproduct Material License Is issued In
accordance with the general requirements contained in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 30 and the Licensee Is sub-
ject to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part-20. .. ...... - --- . . i . .

1. (a) NAME AND STREET ADDRESS OF APPLICANT. (Institution, firm, hospital, Ib) STREET ADDRESS(ES) AT WHICH BYPRODUCT MATERIAL WILL BE USED. (If
person, ot . different from I (a).)

Martin Marietta Corporation Martin Marietta Pilot Plant
Baltimore, Maryland Quehanna, Pennsylvania

2. DEPARTMENT TO USE BYPRODUCT MATERIAL 3. PREVIOUS LICENSE NUMBER(S). (if this is on application far renwal of a

Martin Marietta Corporation liMdnaltofn Byproduct License
Nuclear Division 19-1398-29

4. INDIVIDUAL USER(S). (Name and title of individual(s) who will use or directly S. RADIATION PROTECTION OFFICER (Name of person designated as rodiation pro.
supervise use of byproduct material. Give training and experience in Items S and tection offircer if other than individual user. Attach resume of his troining and ex.

9'Please refer to Chapter 4, perience s in hems 8 and 9.)
Part 4.4 of MND-3137 Richard J. Brisson

(Resume submitted in regards
to license #9 dated 3/29/63)

6. (ol BYPRODUCT MATERIAL. (Elements (b) CHEMICAL AND/OR PHYSICAL FORM AND MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MILLICURIES OF EACH CHEMICAL AND/OR PHYS-
and mass number of each.) ICAL FORM THAT YOU WILL POSSESS AT ANY ONE TIME. (If "eld source(s), also slott name of manufacturer, model

number, number of sources and maximum activity per source.)

Strontium-90 6,000,000 curies Please refer to
Chapter 3 of MND-3137

Associated Contaminants especially Part 3.6

Strontium-89 1,800,000 curies "Reagents".uWhich is
Cerium-144 30,000 curies classified.
Other gross fissio.

products 30,000 curies

7. DESCRIBE PURPOSE FOR WHICH BYPRODUCT MATERIAL WILL BE USED. (If byproduct material is for "hvuman use," supplement A (form AEC-3 1Jo) must be com-
pleted in lieu of this item. If byproduct material is in the form of a sealed source, include the make and model number of the storage contoiner and/or device in
which the source will be stored and/or used.)

For the production of isotopic heat sources.

- - 1 -; S L _ .

(Continued on reverse side)



In reply refer tat
ACC-477

April LS 16

LUntorial Licensing LDiviaiea
L. S. Atom' c Energy %ommisatioz
UWaalingtoan D. C.

Attoetioal Mdr. L~yall It Johunon, Acting D)irector
Mraterial Licensing Divino&

sabjetst Ruewal of IByproduct Material Ligon"4
19-1398-29

Enclovore: (1) Application for Byprogot material
License Farr AfMC-33 (6 copiC.)

(2) Radioisotopes Pilot Plet - Facility
Design and Safety Evaluation
UND)3137 (6 copies)

() Cell 4 Prooes Central Panl
X-0009748 (6 copies)

(4) Cll and Isolation Concmt for
Cells '%* cte < 9'.9+4( ois

rgent1exan:

We request that Byproduct '4atsrial Licase No.
19-1398-29, coering the operation of the Uartia Marietta
Corporation Pilot Plant at :sbaxma, Penns1yvania utilized
for the production of Isotopic beat &oumess bo renewed.

if have compiled Radioisotopea Pilot Plant - ecilty
Dosign and Safety Evaluationr, WND-3137 ir. support of our
request for license roenoal. Chapter 3, Part 3. of
UND-3137 'iReaents' sets forth elaisolflm i .n
connection with Licenae .-M,. -£ 4 _ t . _r

vard41 under sp&at cc
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I Form AEC-313 (5-5EI) PO9Z Two II Form AEC-313 (5-58) Page Trial
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I a. Principles and precticer of radiation '
protection, I
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[ .
1'

Yes No Yes No
11A A A _ ,

I b Rod-oocti,;Iy measuvement stondardizo- I
tion and monitoring techniques and in.

strumEhf.-

Ei fIs r !___I J

Yes No Yes No

c. Mcthermolics and colculations basic to thelI use and mosuremnent of radiooctiity

d. BIologicol effects of radiation I

Yet No Yes No

--- 4- 4

Yes No Yes No

9. EXPERIENCE WITH RADIATION. (Actual e of rodaoisaapes or eqwivolent eapevience.) _H0TOPE MAX IMUM AMOUNT WHERE EXPERIENCE WAS GAINeD DURATION Of EXPERIENCE TYPE OF USE
._ _ _ .___ __ _ ___ 1__ _1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___Pleas* rjfer to Chapter 49 Part 4.4 of ID.313?
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WOBORD

This report is submit--d to the Division of

Licersinf and Regulation of the United States Atomic Energy

Commission by the Nuclear Division of the Martin Company.

It presents the plant design, process description and safety

evaluation of the Radioisotopes Pilot Plant at Queannay,

Penny1lvania. It is presented In support of the Martin Company

application for License to continue the production of radio-

strontium fuel forms.

V.
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CEAUPTR I.

INTRODUCTION

Mehis suinmary repmrt has been prepared by lartir

:uclear. Division, Baltimore, Maryland, a division of IMaztin

Marietta Corporation. It presents the plant design and pro-

duction process of te Radioi.Sotopes Pilot Plant at Quehanna,

Pennsylvania, and provides a general safety evaluation of the

facility and operation-. The report is submitted to the United

States Atomic Eergy Comission in support of an application

for licerse to contnue processing multi-curie -uantities, of

radiostrontiuim.

he .Radioisotopes Pilot Plant has been oper-

ated by the Martin Company since July, 1962. I.-h-is t1me

invaluabl-e ezperience has been gained and nuach of this is

reflected in the improvements in plant design, process equip-

ment.and procedures zand safet;y provil3onc4 described in the

presentz report.

The o erations of thhe Radioisotopes Poduction

Talot Plant are directed to the production of radioisotopic

sourceS of beat, Several generators employing such sources

are now in use furnishing power for remotely-located autonat-

ica.ly-reporting weather stations, navigation buoys, etc. and

are contemplated for use in space vehicles. The requirements.

in these field are expected to utilize the full capacity of the

Pilot Plants in the inmediate Luture and to exceed it in the

- 1 -



near future.

The building in which the Radioisotopes Pro-

duction Pilot PLant is located was constructed by the Curtiss-

Wright Corporation in 1957 and presented to the Pennsylvania

State University in September 1960. the Mkartin doiiany leases

from the University which retaiks control of pdrt of the

building and monitors the liquid waste disposal to the streams.

- 2 -



CHAEB 2

IMI SIME

The area mithin which the Eartin Radioisotooes

Pilot Plant is located Is the former Curtiss-Wright Queheana

Research Pacility, 45 miles northwest of State College in

north-central Pennsylvania. It includes parts of Elk, Cameron5

and Clearfield Counties. Figure 2.1 shows the area in relation

- to the State of Pennsylvaria. This location is peraps the

-most remote one for a nuclear facility in the eastern United

States, since i.t is in a sparsely popalated. region and has an

area of approximately 80 square iles.. Mhe near68 population

.centers, Sinnemahoning (population 300) and Karibhauz (population

400), are nine nmil e from. the site. Thi's s£ite is ideal for the

hot cell operations with respect to its population, meteorologic

and hydrolo ic cha=acIstcs '* general features are rep-

resentative of taose of the Appelachian Plateau pthys-ograpb5Lc

p1rovinee.. dioitope roBuci has been carried cut by

the Mart- Comcno on the esite under lieense fwom the Atcm.Tc

inergy Commission binice 1962. p-iEs to t4hat$ reactor! and-

nuclear facilities -ere op" "ated by th Crtiss-igU 1 3oro-

ation and Vhe Pennaylvaniat Stte Uniezrizty, This study' ezltand

and brings up-to-dias a previoua site description (R:?eference 2.1)

2e1 Sie tI ocatiion

Figure 2.2 is a political map of the area around

the facility. show zIg the -hiwasy networke and vzns and Ailuae.

- 3 -
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The land is largely state forest and state gameland. Circles

of 5j 10 and 25 mile radius have been superimposed on the map.

2.1.2 Exclusion Area

Figure 2.3 is a reproduction of a topographic

map of the site area. The laboratory site is shown near the

upper left corner of the map.

The exclusion area is defined as that area

around.the laboratory which is under control of the Martin

.Company and the Pennsylvania State University. The teras of

the agreement between Martin and the University with respect

to this'exclusion area described in Reference 2.2. The

reference states that "all necessary stepq" are. bing taken to

assure that an exclusion area is maintaine. which will be

satisfactory to martin and the Atomic Energr Co6zrission. Con-

trol is maintained around the facility.vis Cyclone fence and

guard service.

* 2.2 Geo-raph

2.2.1 Topogra g=

The topography of the region is typical of the

Appalachian Plateau; it is a ralatiiely fiat, area at an aver-

age elevation of 2000 feet above mean sea level. The edge of

the exclusion perimeter is incised by several gorges up to

one-half mile in width and 1000 feet in depth Vnich radiat&e

from their origin near the center of the site.

2.2.2 Land Usage

.The area io included in state forest 1anA. with

a secondary growth of trees. In thiE area, thsre is seasonal
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recreation activity especially hunting. 3eyond the state

forest land. within, outlYing toviships,, there is small-scale

agricultural activity. Land usage is therefore quite limited.

2.3 epoulation Denst and Distribufion

The sparse population in its environs is per-

haps the most favorable feature of the site.; Me st:ate forest

surrounding the facility has a iow permane.t po~unlation den-

Sit7. Within a 25 mile radius of the site, -the podlation

density is8 27 individuals per square mile. with a total pop-

ulation within this zone of about 53,000.

ihe population within a 25 mile radixs of tne

site is distributed into about 5 small vil'lageswth popula-

tions less than 1Q00 individuals (average 400), Si± smal1

towns averaging 5000 individuas and a nininal niitbtr of out-

lying individual habitations. Tie total poipilation of this

zone has decreased by about 8000 during the past 8 years due

to the closing of nearby mines and strrpping opatlions.

Table 22.1 gives the Popuiat oIon distribultion

within a 25 mile radius of the site6 91e po~pUation vithin

22.50 sectors of ,this area is listed in Table 2.2.

Me predominant rind dlreetionz at the site

are from the west-inorthw~et ayd south-southeast. F-obm a pop-

ulation distribution stpand-poit these 6re f£iorable, since they

are not directed at the major population centers oC the region

nor into areas of above average pobulation densitt.

2.4eteozoigy. (Reference 2.3)
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TABLE 2.1

TowaIs Nearest Reactor Site*

Allpoxrt

Bald Hill

*'Bellefonte

Benezette

Bigier

Bloomington

Blue Hill

Brandy Camp

t3zocLport

**Brockway

CaledonTa

Cameron

Chaellenige

Chester, Hill

Clarence

Clearfield

**Crenshaw

Curwensville

Dagus Mines

Dents Run

Drifting

?eopulation

300

.250

6088

200

500 -

160

450

450

2563

300

80

.30

,919

, 500

9200r

.35.0

3231

450

30

50

Kylertoun

Lanse

Iecontes Mill

MedLc Run

Mineral Sprir

Morrisdple

Moshennron

Munson

Oak Grove

Olanta

Oshanter

Orviston

Penfield

Thilipsburg

Pine Glen

Pottersdale

**Renovo

tRidga

Rockton

Sabula

`*tState College

Population

300

300

Ls 250

* 60

lgS 5°i50

800

45;.

200

8s

1 as

275

38725T0

r- C

50

332.6

6387

20Q0

80

22500

- 9 -



TALsE 2.1 (Cont d)

Polpulation PoiOulation

Drinftwood .203 St' Marys 8065

Drinz'y Run 200 Shawiville 25

**Dubois 2.0,600 Shintown 65

Elbon 150 . Sinnemahonin; 300

Bporium 3397 Snow Shoe 714

Force 400 "South Renovo 77'?

. renchville 50 Sterling IRun 15!)

C-len Rickey 400 Surveyor 10.)

Grassflat 850 **Sykesvilie 1479

HTaTmersley Pork 15 Truman 75

Hawk }Tun 850 Tyler 250

Hollywood 200 Wallaceton 429

Howard 45 YWeedville 500

Hyde 850 West Decatur 750

"Johnsonburg 4966 Westport 135

*"ane 5380 Wharton 25

Karthaus 400 Woodlaiid 9D0C

Keating 35 Windburne 80o

Keewaydin 35 ;y00aLe 5Y

Kersey 600

*from an~d McNlily Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide, 1963
Edition. InCl5cL' towns witihin 25 mile radius of site.

"*Towns slightly outside the 25 mile radius.

° L0 °



Population within 25

Sectoz'

IN-IiI'

SSHE-

ESE-sI

SE-wSFwS-Sag

ssw"5w

WSW-7T

W-WR 7

Tlls 2.2

mile Radius of Site by 22.50 Sectorse

Pop Lation

3627

228

415

4328

275

1264

1050

8472

3743

14696

200

780

3530

9375

0

',150

- 11
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2.4.01 Data Available

Meteorological data recorded at the facility

site show its weather conditions to be quite similar to those

at the Philipsbuzg airport, 27 miles southeast of the site, for

which complete meteorological records have been keptO The

information reported here is taken from observations at the

irpgort, although observations are now being recorded at the

site .

Wind elow

/ RourLiy wind observations for an eight-year

period were studied in detaile Table 2.3 presetsi the annual

*frequency of wind speeds for Various times and weather conditions;

Figure 2.4. and Table 2.4 show the annual frequency due to time

of day, weather condition and season of the year. The winds

are predominantly from north-northwest to west-.6iithwest and

occur 30 to 40% of the the time. About 20%Y 6f the *inds are

from the sector from east-southeast to south.

Wind. spends during the daylight hours varE

from a maximum average -o 1204 mph (spring) to 8.2 mph (su!er).

Night time speeds dra-sominwhat lower, with a highest average

speed of 1O.l1mph (Wi'ter) and a lowest speed of 4.2 mph (summer).

The maximum number of calms occur during the summer (=igt) when,

39% of the time, the dwind-is less than 1 mph. Maximum wind.

speeds are generally from the west with a maximum speed of.50

mph and a peak instantaneous gust of 60 mph recorded. Unrecorded



l:

Annual Frequency of Wind Speeds
* (%) at Airport Philipaburg, Pennsylvania

Wjnd Speed
.1wDha!- 4 to 12 m1 t 25 t2 31

Daylight

Night

6.8

23,0

3o4

709

3,4

59.8

51.2

.27*3

. 160.3

2,2

103

308

.3 to 46

0,4

0,3

0.9.

<0.1

<0.1 -During
Precipitation 5.1 52.4

Visibility
& 6 miles 16.9 6,9 55.1 19.1 01.7 0.4 ' -<0.1

I

I

I



N

WN%

W

WSW

Day

Night

3 mph and calm
Average speed

3 mph and calm
Average speed

10.1%
10.4 mph

30%
7.3 mph

Fig. 2.4 Annual Wind Direction at Airport, Philipsburg, Pennsylvania



TABE 2,.4

Annual F}requency of Wind Directions
at Airport, Philipsburg, Pennsyrlvania

Direction
(Wind Speed Daylight

h mphE

N 1.7

MEl 204;1
MB ,. l2.1

E1E 1E6

ESE 4q9

SE 5.,5

SSE 11.1

S 5.1

SSW 401

SW 305

WSW 140.1

w 10.6
WNW '18a8

NW 5,7

N.5W4

3 mph and calm 10.1
Avg. speed (mph) 10O4

Night
(18-0600 EST)

O9

1.4

2.:t

2.3

200

4.9

5.1

8.6

3*8

301

8.3

14.3

6.1

30.9.

7,3

During
Precipitatlon

.. . m

0.8

1.4
. 1.

2e0

2A3

71.

6e8

11o7

4.2

50"5

2.4

9O2.

10.2

21.9

5.2

3.2

8a5
11.8

During Low
Visibil±tr

0.8

1.3

1..5

2.4

2,5

7,1

7?§3
1.2.1202

5.O

4.,3

3F2

8.0

8.6

13.1
13f4

- 264N4

23.8
80.3

'I



gusts may attain 80 to 90 mph. It is noted that the most

frequent winds are between 4 and 12 mph (50%) with the second

frequency preference in the 13 to 24 mph category* Five tor-

nadoes have been reported in the surrounding LAve counties in

a 35-year period. The winds aloft have the same general

pattern as the surface winds, except that they increase in

velocity with altitude.

2.4.3 Precapitation

The average annual precipitation at the site

is estimated to be between 40 and 50 inches per year. Maximm

precipitation occurs in May through Jusy, and the m7l3.mdm pre-

cipitation occurs in November and December. The range of aver-

age precipitation is from 2.5 to 4.5 inches per month. Table

2.5 shows the average number of days of precipitation. Because

of the frequency of storms, precipitation is quite variable

Storms occur throughout the year, with heavy rainfall from

thunderstorms during the spring and summer monthr . Maximum

precipitation varies from 1.38 inches, registered over a one-

hour period, to 4.68 inches, recorded in a 48 hour period.

Snowfall is estimated to be an average total

of 40 inches per year. Heavy snowfalls are not uncommon (10

inches in a single storm). The maximum snowfall reobrded was

20.0 inches over a 24 hour period.

2.4.4 Atmospheric Stability

The vertical temperature distribution at or

- 16 -
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Inches

20.10

!0.50

;11a00

S0o10

20o 50

o1600

Jan

8

1

10

2

9

3

1

Average Number of Days of Precipitation
at Airport

Philipsburg, Pennsylvania

AdR Ma LM Wl AMP anD 9Ot
9 10 .8 7 6 -6 6

3 3 2 2 2 2 3

1 1 1 1 1 1 I

8

2

1

it.

6

2

1

89

27

9*

Range of Precipitation Occurrences

From 72/year to 113/year

24./year to 38 year

3/year to 15/year
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near the Bite has not been measured. Extrapolation has been

made from other locations having similar weather conditions.

Observations indicate that inversion conditions exist about

one-third of the time, chiefly at night. Variations are

expected in the duration of inversions due to the site topo-

graphy where inversions in the air drainage of the radial

gorges will be more prolonged than those on the plateau above.

However, good dispersion is expected during the daylight hours,

-and inversions would be of short duration.

2.4.5 . eM gerature

!Me average monthly temperature Zangs8 from

65°F in July to 220 F in January, with an annual average tem-

perature of 44Fo Below-freezing temperatures occur many days

per year.

2.4.6

Qualitative estimates of the meteorological

pattern can be made from the Philipsburg Airport data and from

regional characteristics which are relatively uniform. Dif-

fusion characteristics can be deduced from the local topography

and subsequent air drainage into the surrounding gorges.

2. 5 GeolpZZ

2.5.1 Strati

aBlE 2e6 shows the stratigraphic section in-

the site area. Outcrops in the area are meager and incomplete

logs of drill holes must serve 8s the basis for evaluation0

- 18 -



Generalized Section of Geology at
Quehannam Earthaus, Pennaylvania

Ame- Fonnagtion-

Pottsville
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shale
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Mississippian
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However, due to the lack of tectonic disturbances in the area,

lateral correlation from existing data is possible. The lower

portion of the Pottsville formation caps the area. It consists

of sandstones, with the lowest sandstone member as the predominant

aquifer. This is underlain by the Mauch Chunk shale which is

an imperrious layer about 50 feet thick. Beneath it is the

Pocono formation of inlterbedded sandstones and shales which

form the steep slopes of the gorges.

2. 5.2 Structure

/ . ithe. site area the beds are generally horizon-

tal and deinonstrateLt ',alI ;Of struictural distiirbatice bi the

area. In the nortbern oi~ti n'..of the site area, there is fieldi

evidence of gentle'f.Adin.. ultsj joints and fractures are

probably not abundazt at he site and the area is considered -to

be stable.

*2.6 :,Iydol:ciy.

2.6.1 SuVbsrfacei Hdrolo.

A4. aft&d *reviously, the pred6iniant .aquifer "ii

the area is atcathe base of the Pottsville, though t" isJ

not very productive Sbide.:the Pottsville forms the surface

exposure, it collects witer and transmits it downward to a .satu-

rated sandstone member 40 feet thick near the interf6rmationil

contact with the impeZvious Mauch Chunk shale. Secondary re-.

charge is provided by streams cutting the Pottsvinle, and



discharge occurs at springs at the interformational contact. T]h-

top of Mauch Chunk is less than 1900 feet elevation and is pre-

sumed to-be less than 100 feet, vertically, from the laboratory*

Water for the faci ity, is obtained from a dam

on Meeker Run. The dam is located upstream from the facility

approximately 1100 feet down the mountain and is capable of re-.

leasing 120 gpm.

Downward transmission of contaminants released

to the Pottsville formation is prevented by the underlying imper-

vious Matich Chunk shale. Lateral transmission within the Potts-

ville aquifer would be of a somewhat limited nature and would

not pose a significant subsurface contamination problem in the

light of the large exclusion area surrounding the laboratory.

In fact, the movement of soluble contaminants within the Potts-

ville would be measured in the terms of feet per year.. (Reference

204) .

2.6.2 Surface Hydrology

Surface drainage from the site exclusion area

is from four major radial stream systems; Mix Run (north),

Wykoff Run (northeast), Upper Three Run (southeast), and Mos-

quito Creek (south). The former two streams drain into Sinnema-

honing Creek, which flows into the west branch of the Busquehanna

River; the later two drain directly into the river.
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OIt',im n erst is Mosqu'to Creek, whiih dra ins,

the laboratory are a ;6.- in Figure 2050 Surface water.in

this area- flows su6cessively into Reactor Run, Meeker Ruin Mos-

quito Creek and ultimately into the west branch of the Susquehanaq.

The river has a rather large average flow rate at Xarthaus (maxi-

mum, 50,900 cfs; average, 2463 cfs; minimum.109 cfs)c. his:

branch of the Susquehanna is not used for public' water supply.

because of its acidity (p.H=3, Reference 2.4).

There are two reservoirs within the exclusion

-area, both of which are removed from the laboratory by several

miles,-and away from the runoff of Meeker Runo0 . i-

2.7 Seismology

A total of six recorded earthquakes have had

their epicenters in Pennsylvania, with some of the 'anadian and

New York state earthquakes being felt there. Of-the six epicen-

ters cited, none was in the site region, and all were in Eastern

Pennsylvania, involving low-intensity shock (maximum 6 to 7

Rossi-Forel Scale). It is-consluded thats due. to their low fre-

quency and intensity, the foundation 'material,9-.of the facility.

and its massive structure, earthquakes do.not present a signifi-

cant problem (Reference 2-5).



Fig. 2.5 Site Drainage--Radioisotopes Production Facility,
Quehanna, Pennsylvania
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CHLPTER 3

PROCESS DESCRIPION FOR STROETTIUM-9

3.1 . . G . eGenleral Descripiice

3. 1.1 SummaEy

The Quehanna Radioisotopes Pilot Plant processes

strontium-90 to encapsulated sources suitable for a variety of

-ses. In this chapter the Quehanna process and planned varia-

t-ions used in production of strontium-90 fuel forms are described.

In all variations of the process, a precipitate is foarmed 'from

a Sr(NOT0) 2 solution by addition of.inorganic nonflamable rea-

gents. The precipitate is filtered and d-ried; the resulting

powder is loaded. and densi2ie&;* the fuel container is sealed

and deconta.n.atded; Emeasuremeats are made as desired and the

final fuel container is load6d into a generator, cask or storage

facility'

3.1.2 Possession and Process LimIts

the Quehanna Radioisotope Pilot Plant is author-

ised to have in its possession a maximum of 6,000,000 curies of

strontium-90. Radioactive contaminants in association with the

6,000,000 Guties of strontium-90 will not exceed:

strontVii-89 1,800,000 curies

erium~-l~ 30,000 curies

Other grois fission

products 30,000 curies

The ratio of conteminents to Sr-90 will not be changed by processing.
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Further limitations are established for maximum-

quantities of strontiu-90 within the facility. These are:

1. Feed solution in HKM shipping cask -

500,000 curies

2. Feed material stored in T-31 - 750,000

curies

3. Material in process, i.e., withdrawn from

T-31, but not processed to final fuel form.

(A final fuel fora is a sintered pellet or

fully processed fuel, densely packed into

a fuel container by pressure or heat. A

final fuel form does not consist of loosely

packed fuel-n a container.) - 50,000 curies

4, Material stored in final fuel for= in

chamber 4A, but not necessarily with the

finall seal made on the fuel container. -

150,000 curies

5. Total in chamber 4A - 150,000 curies

6. Sealed in metal containers and stored in

chamber 4-B - 100,000 curies

7. Total in process box 250,000 curies

8. Sealed material in Cell 5 storage - 1,000,000

curies

9. Doubly-sealed material'in pool storage -

5,s00,000 curies
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10. Waste; packaged in not more than 5O0 con-

tainers and awaiting removal - 22t000

curies

3.2 Feed Haterial Handli

5,2.1 Receipt bf .Sh~pjRg Gask

he AE 0furnishes radioactive feed material to

the Radioisotope Pilot Plant at Quehanna, Pennsylvania. Stron-

tiuma-90, in the fo= of 8rC03 , is shipped in casks designed and

fabricated by Han ord Atomic Products Operation of General

Electric Company. This feed materiai, prepared from gross fis-

sion products, may contain, in addition. to the st-rotiu-90

activity due to strontiina-89, cerium-ml44, and other fission pro-

ducts 'There may- also be non-radioactive strontium, barium and

calcivx compounds.

Each cask, loaded at the Hanford Works, is

shipped from Richland, Washington, by rail and by motor tr-Uck

to Quehanna. Upon arrival at the buildl;ng containing the hot

cells, the cask is removed.from the truck by a crane and placed

on a pallet truck;- it it then moved into an airlock which pro-

vides access to the hot. cell service area.

The cask an.6 its content are under the contin-

uing surveillance of the Health -hysics group from its arrival

until it leaves the site after being emptied. This surveillance

includes appropriate surveys at each step in the process and any

*indicated corrective action; regaired for the protection of personnel
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and the area from radiation and contamination. (See Chapter 10

gor details).

30.22 .P.-8pareibn of Cask for Removal of Feed Material

The cask is moved from the airlock, through the

service area and into the isolation room of Cell 4. The exterior

of the cask is usually covered with heavy-duty aluminum foil at

this point, both to guard against possible contamination of the

cask during subsequent operations and to lower the heat trans-

-fer rate of the cask cooling fins. The decreased heat loss is

desirable tor the lesk check of the cask coolinS coil performed

prior to cask unloading. The protective blanks az removwed

from the cask cooling coil and the heater well and the outer

well cover is removed from the depression on to -of the cask

which contains the triply-sealed process line blanks; the cover

of the turiply-sealed cask vent valve connection is also removed.,

The following connections, which may vary with the particularv

cask as indicated, ere made:

(I) A line is connected to the cask cooling

coil inlet to permit introduction of

either high velocity (UDp to 60 c:m) air.,

or water from ambient temperature to 180°F.

(2) A line is onnected to the cask cooling

coil outlet. This line is provided with

valves which permit the. air from the coils

to be erhausted through the filtered cell

- 28 -



air exhaust system and water from the

coils 'o be returned to the closed cycle

water systemav

(3) A dhermocouple is inserted through a well

on the cask to indicate the cask inner

temperature.

(4) A special.srod-type electric heater is

inserted in the heater well on the top of

the cask. The heater is connected to an

electrical circuit through controlling

and monitoring devices.such-es a-variable

output transformer or volt-ampere meters.

(5) In cases where the cask is fitted with a

gas prdssure transmitter over the internal

ennulus containig the heat transfer med-.

iun.air lines are connected to a booster-

valve a-nd;inicator or other appropriate

readout instrment . In cases where a

direot reading preSsure gauge is provided,

ithe gauge is read by the use of a clos6&

circuit television systen8

The next step is a leak test of the cask cooling

coils. The test ia performed in accordance with standard in-

structions from Hanford ana consists of the following steps:

(1) The cask temperature is increased until
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the heat transfer medium is molten. TDhe

electrical heater is normally used for

this step.

(2) High pressure air (about 70 psig) is in-

troduced to the cask cooling coil with the

discharge line closed.

(3) The pressure on the cask gauge or trans-g

mitter is obsezred for thirty minutes.

Since the gauge lead on the cask pene-

tzates to the argon f'iled volume in the

some cavity with the molten alloy, any

increase in pressure on the gauge would

indicate a leak in the cooling coil.

(4a) Should no leak in the coil be indicated,

the cask is cooled according to a.stan-

dard procedure to minimize internal stress

on the cask and coils as the alloy solid-

ifies and the cask is readied for unload-

ing. The cask may be cooled by simply

removing the electrical heater and passing

high velocity cool air through the coil or,

after partial cooling has been achieved,

controlled temperature water may be used

to increase the heat loss.

(4b) Should it be determined that a leak exists



in the coil, the electrical heater would

be turned off and steps would be taken to

cool the cask short of introducing water

to the coil. The ABC would be notified

and no further action would be taken to

unload the cask pending instructions

from the AeC.

The leak check may be perfozimed either directly

or remotely. It is 'sually perfo-med remotely because co-"Dlete

instrumentation is provided on the cell face for the operation.

Upon completion of the leak test, a ventilated

cupola is sealed to the top of the cask. Thls cupola is similar

to a standard glovebox in concept in that it has glove ports, an

absolute type filter on both the inlet and exhaust sir lines and

a transfer port as well as provisions for sealing the process

line penetrations. The four process lines are inserted into the

cupola an the insertion port is sealed., after which the follow-

ing operations are perform3;ed:

(3 ) The two secondary covers are removed from

the cask vent valve, the vent line is

attached, and the vent valve is opened to

relieve any pressure in The container,

(2) The secon& of the three protective covers

are removed from each of the three cask

process line blanked connections which

are located in a well.



(3) Mch of the cask process line blank

fittings are removed and the connection

to its respective line is made in such a

menner that only one line is open to the

eupola at one time. 'Me connections are

not necessarily made in the order given

below.

(a) The solvent feed line is attached to

the cask connection zearke& FTLTUTE

OUT. This method of adding the sol-

vent permits a back-wsi-ng- action

of the filter and a subsequent fast

release of the filter Cake to the

bottom of the cask container.

(b) One branch of the line leading to

the feed storage tnik is connected to

the aask fi£tting marked. SLURR IN.

The SIJIRRZY TI line penetrates only

.tc the top of the product container,

so when fi teI with a separate valve,

this conxeGtion permits release of

the gas bulldup encountered during

dissolution of cask content without

forcing the dissolving liquuid out of

the bot-cm.oo the cak.
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(c) The second branch of the line men-

tioned in (b) above, is also fitted

with individual valving and is con-

nected to the cask fitting marked

SOLVENT IN. This line penetrates to

the bottom of the cask container and

is used to transfer the dissolved

product to the feed storage tayk.

3.2.3 Removal of Feed Material From Shipping Cask

The feed material is received as a solid stron-

tium carbonate cake loaded on a filter screen in-the- product

container portion of the shipping cask0 I.itric acid of various

concentrations is used to loosen the cake from the screen and

to dissolve it for transfer to the feed storage tank as soluble

strontium nitrate.

Each dissolution is calculated from the analysis

furnished by BLPO. This analysis gives the curies of strontium-

90,. the ratio of total strontium to strontium-90, and the amount

of inert impurities as a ratio to total strontium as well as

the radioactive impurities as a ratio to the curies of strontium-

90. The quantity of nitric acid required to completely dissolve

the contents of the cash and leave the resulting feed solution

from 0.4 to 006 molar.in free acid is then added. The total

liquid volume is calculated to make the radoactive concentration

of the Seed solution from 2.0 to 3.0 curies per milliliter with
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respect to strontium-90. The actual dissolution of the cake

and transfer of the resulting solution is carried out as follows:

(1) TIhe fittings between the cask and the stor-

age tank are leak checked by pulling a

vacuum on the system, closing the vacuum

vdlve, and observing the leak-down rate.

bo acid is added to the system until a

satisfactory vacuum can be maintained.

(2) The valve in the line connected to the

cask SoULTY INf itting is opened to permit

release of carbon dioxid,--a slight vacuum

is placed on both the cask and the feed

storage tank through the storage tank (T-31),

and a few (5 to 10) liters of dilute (0.5

to 1.0 molar) nitric acid are added

through the solvent feed line. This first

addition is made at a carefully controlled

rate which does not exceed 100 ml per

minute in order to prevent an overly vig-

orous reaction and to permit the vacuum to

'be maintained 4 n the system. Added pre-

cautions, such as a check valve in the sol-

vent feed line to prevent release of carbon

dioxide through that system are included.

Asf nted previously the feed storage tank
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(T-31) is maintained at.a negative pres-

sure during dissolution. 0 The vacuum

system has arn 8.4-cfm pump and a surge

volume in excess of 200 liters. The acid

is added at a rate that does not exceed

0.3 moler per minute. If the carbon di-

oxide is released at the same rate the

evolution does;.not exceed 6.72 liters/

minute.s STPO The.volume produced is neg-

ligible in comaparison lo the capacity of

thie vacuum' system. No difficulty has

been:encountered in maintaining a negative

presbure in the cask.

(3) The materisal added in step (2) is allowed

to diges' until no further reaction is

apparentr, ater which small volumes of

more concentrated (up to 4 molar) nitric

acid are added and allowed to digest. The

technique described in seeops (2) and (3)

prevents an overly vigorous reaction rate

vith attendant loss of control while per-

mitting one to obtain a relative high

nitrate ion concentration:;in the final

solution.

(4) When the cask is filled with liquid and
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digestion is complete, the valve on the

SLXR INf line is closed, the valve on the

SOLVeT IN line is opened, and the solution

is transferred to the feed storage tank by

vacuum.

(5) Steps (2)., (3) and (4) are repeated with

variations in acid concentration until

all the acid has been added and a firax

water wash of the cask has been performed.

(6) The contents of the feed storage tank are

air sparged and a sampleis:aken and

radioassayed. This assay is compared to

the Hanford analysis to determine the amount

of activity remaining in the cask.

The cask is dried by the use of heat and vacuum,

the lines disconnected, the seals replaced, the cask decontam-

inatied, placed in its outer shipping container or bumper, and

returned to the railhead for shipment to Hanford.
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353 Processing to Fuel Form

3.3.1 Metering and Precipitation of Feed Solution

The solution in the feed storage tank (T-31)

is mixed by air sparging prior to transferring each batch of

solution; this is accomplished by opening the air sparge valve

connected to the vent header and drawing a slight vacuum on the

tank to bubble air through the solution for 15 to 30 minutes.

After sparging, a sample is taken to check the-free acid content

of the solution and to insure that no evaporation with accompany-

ing concentration of the solution has occurred. The remainder

of the required analyses, such as total cation cvncentration and

strontium-89/strontium-90 ratio are run at the start of process-

ing each new cask as a check on the Hanford furnished analysis.

Experience to date has shown the Hanford analysis to be accurate

in every case within the limits of experimental error.

The process feed batch is transferred from the

.feed storage tank (T-31) to the precipitation tank (T-33) via

a fine metering tank (T-32). In addition to the Foxboro liquid

level indicators accurate to plus or minus 0.5 percent, this'

small tank is equipped with three calibrated stand pipes which

deliver 1, 2 or 3 liters. All excess solution is returned to

the feed storage tank and,? if for any reason it is not desired

to dump the batch to the precipitator, all feed may be returned

to the storage tanke
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The acidic strontium nitrate solution is adjusted

to the desired pE with a sodium hydroxide solution.

The temperature of the precipitator may be varied

from about 55OF to nearly 180O° by circulating water at a con-

trolled temperature through the external coils of T-33. All

liquid reagents are added to the precipitator from a metering

tank in the operations area by means of a diaphragm pump through

appropriate block valves, check valves and a siphon break. Solid,

:,reagents, such as T±02 , are weighed in 'he laboratory into small

plastic bqttles, passed into the process box and dumped into the

top of the- precipitator through a funnel which may-b7sesaled when

a vacuum on the precipitator vessel is required. Bee Section

3.6 for reagents and auantities used.

The precipitating reagents are added to the

neutralized or slightly basic strontium nitrate solution in

amounts stoichiometric to:th6 total cation concentration. The

mixture is stirred, either by an air driven mechanical stirrer

or by pressure air sparging at approximately three liters per

minute and 5 psig pressure. The air supply for spargIng is

located in the isolation room of Cell 4. It is controlled by

check valves and double pressure reducers. The sparging is

turned on and off from outside the isolation room. A bleed

line is installed adjacent to the bottle; in the event the line

becomes clogged the pressure can be released to the cell.. The

optimum flow- rate for sparging varies slightly wish batch size.
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Upon completion of the digestion period, the

precipitator may be brought to ambient temperature and cold

water added to speed settling of the precipitate. After allow-

ing time for settling, the precipitate is drawn over to an

alundum filter-crucible in filter housing T-34 and the filtrate

collected in the filtrate storage tank (T-25) by applying vacvum

to T-35 and opening the valve connecting T-33 through T-34 to

T'-35. T-33 and the precipitate are washed with water, as re-

quired, by adding water to T-35 and drawing it by vacuum into

T-35e ,

The filtrate and washings, stored--in T-35, are

assayed. Should an activity of more than 3 curies/liter be pre-

sent as would occur if insufficient sodium hydroxide or precipi-

tating reagent were added to the batch or if the T-34,filter had

been defective or the seals had been-imperfect, the washed

precipitate would be removed from T-34 in its crucible, the

crucible would be replaced with an empty ones and the filtrate

and wash from T-35 would be recycled through T-33 and 2-34 to

T-35 after any required reagents had been added. The T-35 solu-

tion would be resampled and, if the strontium content were low

enough, the solution would be vacuum-transferred to the waste

storage tav:, !2-20. The T-35 solution is normally transferred

to T-20 immediately after assay.
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3.3.2 Calcination, Blending and Compaction

The alundum crucible containing the precipitate

is removed from.the stainless steel filter holder (T-34) by

swinging back the top and lifting out the crucible with manipu-

lators using a special handling tool. The contents of the

crucible are. examined.visually and the crucible and contents

are placed in the furnace for the drying and/or calcination

step.

3.3.2.1 Process Fdrnace

The furnace u ed.for the drying step is a

versatile unit capable of sustained operation at-temperatures

as high as 15000 C; it is alsio used for subsequent sintering steps.

The furnace proper is heated by three sets of four "glo-bar"

resistance elements, with each set being individually adjust-

able for output from the control panel in the operations area.

The entire furnace is powered and automatically controlled

through a saturable reactor which receives its signal from one

of six replaceable thermocouples in the furnace; the furnace

cycle can be varied within a wide range by use of precision

cut cams. The in-cell portion-of the assembly is easily remove.

able from its water-cooled well in the process box for replace-

ment of heating elements and thermocouples.
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3.3.2.2 Drying and Calcination

The purpose of this operation is to dry the

filtrate and remove C02 without raising the temperature high

enough.to sinter the product. The furnace is closed, but not

sealed air tight. The temperature is taken to 250 to 3000C and

held for sufficient time to insure removal of free water vapor.

After this drying is completes the temperature in the furnace

is increased to 600 - 97000 depending on the batch size and the'

product desired. laximum temperature is maintained for a pre-

determined period. in one case, the reaction rate of the

strontium carbonate - TiO2 mixture is temperaturE--dependent

above its initiation temperature and since considerable self-

heating occurs from the strontium-90 content a relatively low

temperature is maintained for several hours to..prmzit conversion

to strontium titanate without sintering the central portion of

the cake. In the other case the removal of occluded water is

a relatively slow process.

3.3.2.3 Blending

It is necessary to break up lumps and reduce.

the particle size of the dried-and calcined cake prior to final

fuel forming to obtain consistently high density material. At

the present time, a Waring-type blender is used for this opera-

tion, but other eauipment-such as a ityl" tube blender and a small,

enclosed hammer mill will probably be tested anad used.
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3 o3 e 2 4' Powder Densifying

St rontium titanate powder has traditionally

been pressed into Sigreen" pellets by standard powder metal-

lurgical techniquose using a die of the desired diensionsns,
loading the die rith the desired mass oWf powdbr and pressing

with a hydraulic press. The pellet is then sintered at high
temperature to cause it to shrink with an accompanying increase
in density. The quehanLa Pilot Plant has retained this capa-
bility, which requires a pressure of cnly about 5 tons per
square #noh on tho pellet area, and at the same tine has built-
in versatility to perm-i; more efficient com-Dac1n-.¢ When

sintered pellets are loaded into capsules thera are always
void spaces Which-decreasa the power density. Workh- done by
Martin Nucl.ear Diivision indicates that good density material
without voids may be obtained by "step pressing.." particularly;
when strontium compounds other than the titanate are made. In
this process, a :fel container is placed in a large die and a
small volu.e of powder :ls added and pressed at 4.0 to 50 tsi.
The process is me-Peated until the container is full or until
the 6.esi re6. thermal output is obtained. A 250-ton press with
a 12-inch ram is £amployed in the process box. The hydraul.c
unit is loCated in the ooperations area and connected to the ran

by hi.gh pressure ;ubing through the cell wail. Whnen step pres-
sing is employed, sintexin; i s'omitted.
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3og5o2.5 Sintering

Green titanate pellets are transferred onto

sirconia covered setter plates, the plates are loaded into the

furnace in as many as three trays at different elevations and

a programmed sintering cycle is initiated. The maximum sinter-

ing temperatbre is about 145000 and a complete cycle requires

approximately 20 hours. Inert gas services are provided in the

furnace. Upon removal from the furnace, the fuel pellet is

--checked for physical characteristics and thezrma butputo

3o3 ,Interim .Fuel _Stora e

Shielded storage units are proviwdd-in-both

chambers of the process box to pezmit storage of either exposed

or sea-led fuel and containers as desired during processing. If

4he pellet form of material' is required, batches of pellets

would be stored in special open liners until the correct number

and t;j=e of pellets were available to make a final capsule

loading. If ste-press loading is emplcyed, a container or

containers wll also be' stored temporarily until loading is com-

Pleted. Open storage will be used only in the shielded storage

chlamber accessible to the A side of the process bor. Shielded

storage is also pro-v-ided. on the B side of the process box for

temporary storage of sealed containers. The shielded storage

chambers are so desisned that air will circulate through the

*interior and the fuel wi2.2 thus be cooled by convection currents.



5.3.4 Fuel Cofitainer Welding

Both final fuel containers and containers to

be used for long-term storage are welded shut. The welding is

performed by use of an Heliaro power supply placed near the face

of the cell and a welded tip and jig within the cell. Materials

to be welded will be chosen from among 300 series stainless

steel? Hastelloy C. Haynes 25 and tantalum. Techniques and

apparatus for each welding requirement are tested and approved

by Quality Control prior to utilization. Such materials as

iastelloy C and 300 series of steel have been remotely welded

successfully with penetrations from O'.015 inch fvr-light stain-

less steel liners to 0.090 inch on Hastalloy C with this

apparatus.

Prior to removing any welded fuel container

from the process box,- a mass spectrometer leak check is per-

formed. The existing system can detect leaks as small as 10

standard co's of helium/second; the acceptable maximwm leak

rate for a welded fuel container is 5 x7O6 standard cc's

of helium/second.

3e3-5 Fuel Container Decontamination

Decontamination of each sealed fuel container

is performed in several steps. The first step is in the A side

of the process bok accomplished by the use of an immersion bath.
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Each immersion tank is fitted with ultrasonic transducers to

assist in the cleaning0  After the preliminary decontamination,

the container is movel:to the B side of the process box and

immersed in additional ultrasonic cleaning tanks. The immersion

may be interspaced with scrubbing and/or the use of special

.reagents as required.. Saipe samples are taken, removed from

thb box and counted to determine when the fuel container is

sufficiently cleaned for. removal from the B section of the

process boXo. The decontaminated container is transferred to

Cell 5 for calorimetxr and storage in the shielded capsule stor-

age container. From there, if long-term storag-rvill-be re-

quired, it is sealed in a secondary stainless steel container..

welded, leak checked and transferred to the gamma pool after the

reouired waiting period.

3.4 On-Site Stozar&-

3e4.1 Cell 5 Storage

Sto.'age in this call is described in Paragraph

9ga.303

3.4.2 Transfer from1Cell-5 to Pool Storage

The cask (see .Paragraph 9.1.2.3) containing

the doubly sealed and leak-tested capsules is removed from, Cell

5 in either of two ways.-
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The service area crane is used to lift the cask

:out the top of Cell -5 through the opening left by removing the

concaete roof plugs. The crane then moves on an unobstructed

direct path to the pool. The cask is moved over the pool edge

above the specified section of pool in which no capsules are

stored. This prevents the possibility of the cask being ac-

'cidently dropped on a capsule. The cask is lowered into the

pool. A special tool is used to remove the capsules from the

cask. The cask is removed from the pool, drained and decon-

taminated, if necessary, for further use.

The other method of transfer J9 arformed bya

using a dolly to remove the cask from Cell 5. The dolly is

moved across the smooths unobstructed floor to -he edge of the

pool. The service area crane is then used to place the cask

in the pool as in the other method.

3.5 Fal Ladinz- Operations

Prior to loading into a generator or shipping

cask the decontaminated fuel capsules are accumulated in the

Cell 5 shielded storage container. Calorimetry is repeated if

desired, all capsules returned to ache Cell 5 shielded storage

container and the generatoir or cask is moved into Cell 5. The

loading operation entails either the placement of one or more

fuel capsules in the shielded generator block, addition of

shielding to the generator, And a final checkout of the generator



internal atmosphere and electrical output prior to shipment to

the Baltimore site for further testing, or, loading one or more

fuel capsules into a shipping cask, attaching the cover and

final checking of the cask before release for shipment to its

destination.

3.6 Reagents

This section is classified and will be trans-

mitted as a separate submittal.
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CHAPTER 4

ADMIISTATIVE CON1TROL

The function of the administration of the Radio-

isotopes Production Pilot.Plant is the economical processing. and

encapsulation of radiostronitium for power production. Recogniz-

ing that the handling of multicurie quantities of strontium-90

presents safety problems unique in private industrial operations,

the Martin Compaby has set up administrative controls designed

to enabl? the plant operations to be carried on with the least

possible hazard. (Refer -to Figure 4.1) _

4sl Operations.and.Responsibilities

In order to dchi-ve the necessary degree of

administratiVe control, reliance is placed not only on defined

-procedures.but also on properly trained and indoctrinated person-,

:nel.O This concept oPadministrativecontrol starts with the hot.:.

cell. operator and his-responsibilities, and works up in the lixif

and. staff. orgeuiizatibn:through a.series of overlapping responsi-J

bilities which provi0deince-sa6y checks on the operations. Thii:

system may perhaps be .eplained most readily by a review of

* responsibilities.

.H1o1 fot dell Operator

The hot cell operator is responsible for carry-

ing out the actual processing operations The operations to be

conducted during each shift are reviewed with the operator by
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the shift supervisor. Operations are carried out in accordance

with previously defined and authorized procedures. The opera-

tor will have been trained not only in these specific procedures

but also in the basic arts of health physics and radiocheistry

with emphasis on proper actions in case of emergency. Appren-

tice operators will work along with experienced operators

The operator will keep a running log of .the

tasks he performs, recording all pertinent data, e.g., volume

of solutions transferred, temperatures of solutions, duration

of operatIons, analytical results. Any evidence of unusual be-

havior in the processf process equipment or facility equipment

will be recorded and brought immediately to the attention of

the shift supervisor.

No deviations from the defined, normal operat-

iig procedures will be made by any operator unless authorized

by his shift supervisor. Such deviations must be noted and

emphasized in the log. The operations log is the basic record

of all operations at the facility..

4.1.2 Shift gRper`visor

The:shift supervisor is responsible for con-

ducting scheduled operations 3n:accordance with the authorized

procedures and instructions, and for directing and assisting

his assigned operators in their work. He- will receive written

and oral instructions from the Supervisor of Process and Quality
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-Control defining the operations to be performed on his shift.

Third shift supervisor will usually receive only written instruc-

tions, with oral instructions transmitted to the second shift

supervisor. In order to cope with minor deviations in the

process, the shift supervisor will be authorized to improvise

meinipulative chianges to correct the aberrations. He is encour-.

aged to delineate facts and mike recommendations, but he will

not make. any changes involving additions of chemicals or altera-

,tions in process conditions without review and approval by higher

authority.

The activities of the shift will be summarized

in the operations log by the shift supervisor. He will note

the transfer of radioactive material from one location to an-

other and from one form to another, unusual occurrences in

process or facility,.and unusual maintenance requirements. He

will examine and initial his instruction log book and bring the

next shift supervisor up to date on the facility status and pro-

duction situation.

4.1.3 Process and Quality Control Supervisor

The Supervisor-, Process and Quality Controls

is responsible for planning production operations, improving

operational techniques and 'maintaining the quality of product.

He will make daily assignments of operating orders and check

housekeeping through daily personal surveillance and review of
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the shift operations loge.

Through coordination with the Plant Manager,

Process Chemist, Licensing Specialist, Process Equipment Engineer

and resident Health Physicist, 'he will ensure that all materials

are available and requirements met for safe accomplishment of

production schedules.

He will review suggestions for process or pro-

cedure changes and forward his recommendations to the Plant

Manager. -He may not authorize any substantive change in estab-

lished ope'rating procedures without higher approval.

Th ..: S pervisor .of Process and Quality Control

will submit a daily report to 1ie Plant Manager summarizing the

information in the operation. log and will inlcude his personal

*observations and comments concerning the achievement of produc-

tion schedules and the safety of the operations.

4.1.4 Managers Radioisotope Pilot Plant Section
(Plant Manager)

The Plant Manager is responsible for the safe

and productive operation of the Quehanna facility. He will

direct all operations,-. approve operating procedures and estab-

lish goals consistent with the license for the facility and

any further restrictions he deems necessary. He will receive

processing requests and funding from other areas of the Nuclear

Division. He will coordinate and measure the activities within

his section, and will request the support required from other

sections through the Manager, Nuclear Components, so that
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training, preparation and stockpiling will be achieved on time

and in proper degree-to meet established goals.

He shall stops or prevent the start-up, of any

operation at the Quehanna facility when, in his judgments such

operation would be in violation.of the license, or otherwise be

in contradiction to safe practice. He shall take similar action,

regardless of his personal judgments if so ordered by the Managers

Nuclear Components, or the Commission.

He will review the daily reports of the Super-.

visor, Pr~ocess and Quality Control? the weekly reports of the

resident Health-.P iysicist.ani make frequent personal inspection

of the facility and logs. From these and other data, he will

submit a written report to the Managers Nuclear Components, on

a weekly basis, summarizing the status of the facility and the

week's activities.

He is responsible for anticipating the need

.for amending or up-dating sections of the license and, initiat-

ing action. In this regard, he will frequently compare the

goals and long range plans for the facility with the license

and current practice. From this analysis? he will take action

within his section and request support from other sections as

required to prepare other reports and data as ordered by the

Manager, Nuclear Components.
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4.1.5 Manager, Nuclear Components Department
(Department Manaxer)

*he Ianager, Nuclear Components, is responsible

for maintaining a satisfactory Radioisotope Pilot Plant facility,

a competent operating staff of.adequate size and for assuring

safe operation of the facility in accordance with the license.

He will review and retain for file in Baltimore the weekly sum-

mary reports by the Plant Manager, make personal inspections of

-the facility and logs at 4 to 6 week intervals? and take whatever

other act4on he deems necessaz7 to assure himself that the

facility and operations are maintained in accordance-with the

license. He has the authority to order the cessation of any

operation he deems unsafe. He will advise the General Manager

of the Nuclear Division of the status at Quehanna on a weekly

basis. He will provide, or take necessary action to-provide,

the required support activities for Quehanna. He will cooperate.

with the Radiois'otope SifetycA:dvox7 Committee, providing re-

ports and data&.rquested and assisting the Committee in its

investigations..

4.2 Administrative Checks

In addition to the control provided in the

organization and mode of operation of the Nuclear Components

* Department, two independent parallel admi nistrative checks have been.

established. These are the Nuclear Division Radioisotope
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Safety Advisory Committee and the administrative participation

of the Health Physics organization.

4.2. .Health Phsics

The organization and responsibilities of Health

Physics are presented in- Chapter 10. In addition to its con-

ventional duties the..Health Physics organization participates

in the administrative control of the Radioisotopes Production

Pilot Plant. As an ultimate check, the resident Health Physicist

may stop any operation at the.facility which he feels is being

carried out in a mannenr c3ontrary to.safety regulations and

constituting a definite hazard to the facility personnel and

to the public.

4.2.2 R.6dioisotope's Safe=y Advisory Committee

* The Radioisotopes Safety Advisory Committee

-has been constituted for the purpose of increasing assurance of

the safe use and possession of radioisotopes within the Nuclear

Division. It reviews the criteria that are generated by line

organizations to ensure the safe operation of any activities

utilizing radioasotopes. It carries out periodic surveillance

of such operations. The chairman of the Committee reports

directly to the General Manager and Vice-President of the

Nuclear Division.
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4.3 Fire Prevention and Control

The unusual nature of the plant operations with

the potential.hazard of radioisotopic contamination and nuclear

radiation, and the isolated location of the Quehanns facility

have caused considerations of fire prevention and control to be

of particular concern. This leads to the requirement of frequent

inspections and sspecial training in fire fighting.

4.31 . Inspections

Monthly' ixspections are made by the Quehanna

Radioisotope Pilot Plant. personnel accompanied by the repre-

sentative of the Pennseylvania.S Bate University. Findings of

-these inspections are distributed to officials at Pennsylvania

State University and the.-Plant Manager for action.

4.3.2 Training Program

All male personnel at the Quehanna site are

-trained in fire fighting. The training program is described

in Chapter II,, Summary of Bnergency Control Measures.

4.4 Qualifications of Personnel

41.41 * OOerating Personnel

The following.categories of personnel are

actively engaged in the handling and/or control of radioactive

materials at the pilot plant. The minimum acceptable qualifica-

tions for each category are:
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4.4.1.1 RHot Cell Operator

4.4.1.1.1 Operator C (trainee)

High school education and at least 4 years

experience of a general mechanical nature.

2 years of. college--2 years of college may-be

substituted for the general experience and non-diploma technical

courses may be substituted for experience in some cases.

Each employee must be of such character as to

' permit obtaining an AMC Q clearance.

4.4.1.1.9 Operator B (intermediate)

All qualifications listed above plus (1) suc-

cessful completion of a radiation protection training course

of at least 16 hours duration, (2) demonstrated competence in

each mainpulative operation involved in processing, and (3)

at least 18 months experience in handling radioactive materials.

4.4.1.1-3 Operator A (journeyman)

All qualifications listed above plus (1) at

least 36 months experience in handling radioactive materials,

(2) an understanding of each phase of all operations and a

demonstrated ability to explain the operation to others, and (3)

understanding and awareness of the radiation hazard in any

operation with radioactive materials and a demonstrated record

of safety.
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4.4.1.2 Shift Supervisor

(1) all qualifications of an A operator, (2)

demonstrated initiative and organisational ability, (3) at least.

5 years experience in the nuclear field, of which at least 2

.years must have been spent as an A operator or equivalent..

4.4.1.3 Supervisor, Production and Quality Control

:Education--BS, Chemistry or Chemical Engineer-

ing. Directly applicable eiperience in the field may be substi-

tuted on the basis of 2 years experience for 1 year of college.

/ Experience-at least 8 years of high level

radioactive chemical experience required, of which at least 3

years must have been in a supervisory capacity.

4.4.1.4 Managert Quehanna Pilot Plant

Education--BS, Chemistry, Chemical Engineering

or Nuclear Engineering.

Eiperience--8 years experience handling high

level high specific activity radioactive materials. Advanced

schooling in radiochemistry, nuclear engineering or radiation

protection may be substituted on a year-for-year basis for up

to 3.years experience; A minimum of 2 years supervisory experi-

enc6 in the nuclear field is required.

4.4.2 Health P i Personnel
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4.4.2.21 *Resident Health Physicist

The following minimum requirements are neces-

- sary for the position of Resident Health Physicist:

Education: oB'S6 in Physics, Chemistry or

equivalent''

*xperence.:: Two (2) years experience ±n Health'

* Physics administration and cpontrol procedures with particular.

emphasis being; placed .on personikl* possessing high level hot

* cell experience.

4.4.2.2 Health Physics Technician

The following minimum requirements are neces-

sary for the position of Health Physics Technician.

Education: High School graduate or equivalent

plus specialized training in radiological protection, electronics,

or laboratory techniques.

Experience: Six months experience in Health

Physics or related work to become familiar with radiological

monitoring and laboratory methods and procedures. in addiiion

will require an apprenticeship period at the facility working

along with experienced Health Physics Technicianst. The length

of on-the-job training will be governed by an individual's

ability, experience and educational background.
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4.5 SENSE

In recapitulation, the Martin Company has set

up an. admiiistrative system that provides safety in the handling

of multi-kilocurie amounts of radioisotopes. This system is

based upon the following elements:

4.5.1 A physical plant providing for control of

radioactive mdterial in normal and conceivable emergency

circumstances?

-4.5.2 Experienced personnel well-trained and indoctri-

nated in keouirements for safe handling of radioisotopes.

4.5.3 A system of supervisory progression within the

line group providing for overlapping responsibilities and checks

upon the standard operating procedures0

4.5.4 A system of records and reports which provide

complete awareness of the status of the facility and its con-

tained radioactive materials at any time.

4.5.5 . An independentstaff function through Health

Physics which proviaes a continuous check upon the operations

of the line group and the safety of the Tacility.

4.5.6 A second independent staff mutction through the

Radioisotopes Safety Advisory Commitbtee which advises the General

Manager in matters related to safe operation of facilities.

4.5.7 A special concern for indocti'ination and good

training in fire prevention and control.
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CHAPTER 5

PAOT DESCRIPTION

5.1 - Dscription and -Arrangement

51 ol lGeneral

A view of the exterior of the facility building

is shown in the frontispiece. The exterior, of simplified con-

temporary design, consists largely of insulated aluminum curtain

walls applied to the steel frame. The two large bays housing

* the reactor and the hot cell service area are evident. The

reactor area is isolated from the cell service area, except for

a large truck door and a pedestrian door, both of which will

normally be closed and locked. *The general layout of the site-

(frontispiece) shoes the relative position of the main plant,

radioactive waste treatment plant, storage buildings, and under-

ground holdup and storage tanks.

The 24,700 square foot reactor and hot lab

building is basically a one-story structure. The main floor

plan and the basement floor plan are shown in Figures 5.1 and

5.2. The Martin Radioisotopes Pilot Plant includes all areas

encompassed by the heavy line on the vellum overlay. The plant

has been designed to provide as positive separation as possible

between radioactively contaminated and radioactively clean areas.

Those areas which are maintained free of contamination include
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Figure 5.2. Basement Floor Plan of the Quehanna Nuclear Pilot Plant'



offices, dark room, staff laboratory, and reactor area. As

reference to Figure 5.1 reveals, the only normal access between

clean and contaminated areas is via the change room. The large

access door between the operating and service areas is normally

closed and locked. Because of the relative isolation of the

controlled areas, an intercommunication system connecting all

parts of the building has been installed.

A more detailed description of that portion of

-the building with which this report is concerned. the hot cell

area, is covered in the following pages. This area, enclosed

by the heavy lines in Figure 5.1, includes hot ceTlli- isolation

rooms, operating area, service area, radioactive materials stor-

age area, decontamination room, analytical radiochemistry labo-

*ratory, and change room and other associated cold areas such as

offices and conference rooms. To provide for expansion of the

plant ia the future, the building was laid out with the entire

east wall unobstructed. Additions can be made simply by build-

ing additional laboratory space or.hot cells in line and extend-

ing the operating and service areas.

5.1.2 Philosophy of Multiple Containment

The concept of multiple containment is applied

in handling multikilocurie amounts of beta-, and gamma-emitting

isotopes of high specific activity. This technique consists of

confining the radioisotopes vithin at least two containment
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enclosures. This approach has.successfully been used at this

facility since July 1962, to prevent the release of particulate

activity to the external environment.

The Radioisotopes Pilot Plant is divided into

two parts: the administrative area and the hot working area.

The operating area is usually maintained in an uncontaminated

condition. It is normally accessible only through the change

room. The flow of air is progressively from uncontaminated

areas to those of increasing likelihood of contamination.

The Martin philosophy'of multiple containment

is evident throughout the process. Four distinct-containment

barriers exist:

(a) Process equipment

(b) Steel and plastic process box

(c) Hot cell structure and ventilation system

(d) Building

The first containment barrier is the process

equipment itself located within the stainless steel process

box inside the hot cells. The process equipment. such as

tanks, precipitator, etc., is vented directly through the process

box exhaust system.

The second, and most positive, containment

barrier is the process box. The box is designed to have the

lowest air pressure in the system and is projected by both
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absolute type inlet and outlet air filters. In addition, it is

designed to have as small an air flow as possible, consistent

with a safe operating pressure drop from the cell environment.

The third containment barrier is the hot cell,

which also has absolute type filters on both inlet and outlet

air streams. The operating air pressure in the cells is higher

than that in the process box but lower than that in the operat-

ing area. The transfer of material to or from the process box

is accomplished by employing a Stationary Overhead Transfer

System (POTS) which prevents the box atmosphere from direct

connection to any regions other than the immediate-section of

the SOTS.

5.2 Area Descriptions

5.2.1 Hot Cells

This facility is comprised of five cells with

pbysical configurations as. indicated in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

HOT CEZL DIMENSIONS

Cell Floor Ceiling Wall
No. Size Height Thickness

(ft) .(f) (ft)

1 6x7 12 3

2 6x12 15 3

3 6x7 12 3

4 8x12 12 2

5 8x8 12 2
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Each of these cells is provided with manipu-

lator ports for the use of Model 8 manipulators. In addition,

a Kollmorgen periscope may be used. Cells 2 and 4 have two

pairs of manipulator port openings so the entire floor area of

the process box may be reached. With slight revisions to the

port holes, as many as 23 different manipulator locations are

.possible throughout the five cells. A side elevation of a

typical cell is shown in Figure 5.3. A detailed plan view of

.,the cell block appears in Figure 5.4.

TThe shielding walls of the cells$ which reach

to a height of 90 feet above the floor, are constoue-ted-of

ferrophosphorous concrete with a minimum density of 280 lb/ft3.

Above 9V feet, the walls are of ordinary concrete, having a

minimum density of approximately 150 lb/ft3. All dense concrete

was poured with 1/4-inch steel plate forms which remained in

place to form the inner and outer cell wall surfaces. The steel

plates simplify decontamination of the cells, afford a good base

for attaching fixtures to the interior or exterior, and prevent

chipping of the concrete around plugs, dravers: and access ports.

The radiation shielding windows are oil-filled

units of 3.6 gm/cmn density glass. Each window is roughly the

same thickness as the 4.5 gm/cm3 density wall in which it is

installed so that, in comparison to the wall, it is undershielded.

This undershielding can be compensated by using an additional
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Figure 5.4 Plan View of Hot Cells



------

slab of 6.2 gm/cm3 density glass, four inches thick, when ad-

ditional shielding is required. There are seven windows; two

in each of the larger cells and one in each of the remaining

three cells. The windows measure 36x48 inches on the hot face,

and by virtue-of the high refraction index of the glass, permit

one to view almost the entire cell area.

The cells may be entered through doors at the

rear which open into -the.isolation room. Details of the door

-arrangement may be seen in Figure 5.5 As reference to Figure

5.4 reveals, the openings.are so placed, and are of such size.

that modular equipment tables covering one half (or-=n the case

of the larger cells, one third) of the floor area can easily be

removed or rearranged within the cell. This is true of all the

cells except Cell 4'where the redesigned isolation' room limits

access to the cell so that SOTS (see Paragraph 9.2.3) is- the

only opening for large equipment. Equipment.which is too large

to pass through the doors (on all cells except.4) may be placed

in the cell by removing one or more of the two-foot thick slabs

which form the cell roof. By using the 15-ton bridge crane to

remove these slabs, the entire cell area may be uncovered if

necessamy.

Commercial flood lamps supply the cells and

process box with the required lighbt>ng. Standby or emergency

lighting is supplied in all cells so that lamp failures wil not
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cause shutdown. A propane-fueled motor-generator set supplies

sufficient power to continue operation of the cell ventilating

and lighting systems in case of electrical failure.

The operating faces of the cells are liberally

supplied with access ports.arranged as shown in Figure 5.6.

Many of them have been placed in rectangular drawers or inserts

which can be removed and replaced with drawers having plugs de-

signed for specific applications. Individual intercommunication

:systems connect the operating face and the isolation rooms.

There arelpenetrations from the isolation rooms to the cells

and between cells% through which piping and wiring-may be passed.

All standard services are available in a trench immediately in

front of the cell face so that they may be extended through the

wall as needed. Channel-through plugs car-ying services into

the cells are bent so that there is no direct path for radiation

from the celi to the o~eatI.g area. Only a few 110-volt electri-
fo the celt -6`.

cal lines are permanently installed within t'he cells.

5.2.2 Isolati6n Areas

Figure 5.1 indicates the location of the iso-

lavion rooms in reference to the hot cells and the rest of the

facility. 2able 5.2 indicates the physical configurations.
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Table 5.2

ISOLATION ROOM DIMENSIONS

Floor Wall Ceiling
Cell Size Thickness Height
No. a(ft) (inches) Ut

1 10l4 8 10.67

2 12x14 8 10.67

3 10x314 8 10.67

4 12x4 8 10.67

5 7 3xlO 8 10.67

The walls and ceiling of the isolation rooms

are made of precast reinforced concrete. The walls--are 8 inches

thick and the ceiling 5 inches thick. There are no penetrations

in the isolation room surfaces except for the door to the service

area and the hot cell door plus sealed conduit pipe for required

services.

5.2.3 ORerating Area

The operating area is immediately adjacent to

the front of the hot cells (Figure 5.1). The walls that form

the operating area boundaries are the hot cell walls, the machine

shop and metallographic laboratory, the change room, and the

exterior wall of the facility. The only normal access to the

20 by 66 foot operating area is through air locks to the change

room and to the outside. The door to the outside is part of the

integral locking system.
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Service Area

The service area is adjacent to the isolation

rooms at the back of the cells. The walls that form the service

area boundaries (Figure 5.1) are the isolation room, the decon-

tamination room and radiochemistry laboratory and cask storage

room, the exterior wall to the facility, and the wall separat-

ing the reactor bay from the hot cell area. The only normal

personnel access to the service area is again the change room

-and the outsi~de by way of air locks. The door to the outside

is again part of the integral locking system.

5.2.5 Decontamination Room --

The decontamination room is adjacent to the

service area (see Figure 5.1) and is bounded on the other three

walls by the radiochemistry lab, the electrical equipment room,

and the outside wall of the facility. The walls to the service

area and the electrical equipment room are made of 8-inch

concrete blocks and the wall to the radiochemistry lab is a

2-foot thick precast concrete wall. The only access to the 20

by 25 foot room is through the service area.

5,2.6 Radiochemistry Laborstoro

The radiochemistry lab is next to the decon-

tamination room and adjacent to the service area (Figure 5,1).

Aside from the 2-foot thick precast concrete wall between the

radiochemistry lab and the decontamination room, all walls are

made of 8-inch concrete blocks. The only access to the 18 by

34 foot room is through the service area.



5.2.7 Storage Area

The storage area (Figure 5.1) is adjacent to

the service area and all four walls are of concrete block con-

struction 8 inches thick, approximately 8 feet high, and open

at the top. Again the only access to the room is through the

service area.

5.2.8 Change Room and Cold Areas

The change room, as mentioned above, is the

.only way to leave or enter the hot cell area (Figure 5.1). In

the change room area are the showerst clothes storage, and the

cold area-men's toilets. All the walls in this re-aare 3/4

.inch Cemesto board on 2 x 6 inch wood studs. The office area

walls are regular construction plaster board on 2 X 4 inch

studs. The outside wall of the facility is generally made

of insulated aluminum siding applied on a steel frame.

5.2.9 Waste Storage Building

The waste storage building is located about 50

feet south of the plant (Figure 5.1). The prefabricated build-

ing, 20 feet by 60 feet, is made of aluminum siding on a steel

frame. The building has two roll-up garage type doors which

are locked. About one-third of the building has concrete block

shielding provided so that the waste drums containing a high

level of activity may be stored in this area.
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5.210 Zi2uid Waste Treatment Bui1d) L

The liquid.waste treatment building is located

about 50 feet south of the plant (Figure 5.1). The 25 x 30 feet'

building is made of aluminum siding on a steel frame. The build-

ing has two doors; which may be locked, one for personnel and

one for deliver of suppl es and equipment. The building is

equipped with a vacpuum evaporator system and complete laundry

facilities.

:M -5.2.11 Fan Room;

The room is located on the lower level, directly

under 5 -o1 ation irooras l-5. (igUure 5.2). The riddIt 14 ft. wide,, 5?

.feet long and 13 feet-high. The only entrance is from the

service area. Bquipment in this arei.consisiz.of normal' aux"-

'liary and process bo6 exfiaust fans and controls, double filter

plenum boxes vacuum pup and air sazeples.

5.2.12 . Sl6)&

This .ro is located on the lower level adja-

cent to t efni-oorn :. under Cell 1. It is a he.aily

shielded room with 2 b 3 ;foot concrete walls. It is 6 feet,

by 6 feet, by13 fleet..high with access corridors 3 feet wide.

The entire 11bor .aze is covered with stainless steel. The

only entzances are" "from the service area through the fan room

and tVrough 1;ha Cell 1 floor bldcks. ithe entrance door is

normally looked dnd i5 paxrrt of the integral locking system

(Paragraph 10.4.3).
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503 Area Work Assi&=ents

5.3.1 General

The facility has been designed to provide as

positive separation as possible between radioactively contami-

nated and radioactively clean areas. Those areas which will

remain free of contamination include offices, dark room, staff

laboratory, and reactor area. Potentially contaminated areas

include the change room, hot cells, isolation rooms, cell

:operating area, service area, radioactive materials storage area,

decontamination room and storage area. The only normal access

between clean and controlled areas is via the chafgw-room.

503.2 Snecific

ILocation

(1) Cell ., 2

(2) Cell 3

(3) Cell 4*

(4) Cell 5.

Work Assignment

Being rehabilitated; to

be submitted later.

Solid waste bag-out

station.

Entire fuel processing

from precipitation to

encapsulation.

Generator loading, decon-

tamination, thermal out-

put measurement, and

capsule storage.
.I
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(5) Isolation Boom

(6) Operating 'Area

I

(7) Service Area

Cell 3 Waste handlng

Cell 4 - Dissolution ot

cask teed material;

feed storage; feed,

sampling; and measure-

ment of process tank

levels.

Remto handling of me-

teri1ls and process coMPU2

tations and controls..

Material, aoe-in pool.,

cask transfer and cell

service.

Decontamination of port-

able equTpment and

materials.

Analysis of curie-level

untAli.ies -of radioiso-

top--S.

Temporazr storage, process

watter tanks and Health

Rrysics sumvey equipment.

Personnol change area.

(8) Decontamination

* oom

(9) Radiochems seby
Ub '.

(10) Storage Area

(11) Mhange Room
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(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

Office Area

Waste Storage

Building

Liquid Waste

Treasment'

Buil ding

Ban'Room

Cell 6

(Sub-cell)

Administration area.

Temporary storage of

waste drums.

Liquid waste processing.
., .:

Ventilation equipment

Not used

I
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CHAPTER 6

AIR HANDLING SYSTEM

6.1 General Description

Figure. 6.1 indicates the areas described in

this section and the air flow patterns for these areas. The

areas outlined on this drawing iclude Rooms 102, 103, 1057

107, 108, 10999 110 111, 112, 313, 1142 115r 116t 117, 118 and

119. All- are considered to be in the contained area. All

admission to this area is through air locks from outside the

building' or from adjoining areas.

The contained area is i-Vided ito three sub-

areas of controlled ventilation sered by Supply Air Systems 3e

5 and 7. Me areas outside the contaized area are served by

separate supply and exfiaust -systems. The airflow pattern with-

i-n the contained facility is from the machine shop (119) to

operation area (118), operation area (118) to service area

(107), servnice area (107) to isolation ares (108-112), isolation-

area (108-112) to cells (113-117)5 and cells to dry boxeso ?ost

air supplied to the service area is exhausted through the cellsX.

through at least two absolute filters in series, and then to

the outside through the main stack. During normal operation.,

the operation area is at atmospheric preszure or marginally

positive, the service area aligt.tly negative, and increasingly

more negeti-'e pressures in the isolation room, cell and dry
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box, in that order. The cell in which unsealed fuel is handled

has, in addition to the shielding door an absolute type filter

to allow airflow into the dell.'

The areas outside the contained area are served

by separate supply and exhaust systems. For example, system 10,

serving the decontamination room, receives its air supply from

the service area and discharges to the atmosphere through its

own fan and set of high efficiency filters. System 7. which

serves the radiochemistry laboratory, has its own outside air

supply ,fen and its own exhaust fan.

Eimergency control systems may-be-a-ctuated

manually or automatically. hre emergency buttons will shut

off all contained area supply fans. They are located in the

service area, operating area and outside the main entrance.

Continuous air monitors provide constant monitoring of the air

of various areas (see Paragraph 10.5.3.2). Upon alarm of these,

control mechanisms are automatically brought into play.

6.2 Ventilation Subsystems Description

Descriptions of the following systems are found

on Figure 6.2, Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.

6.2.1 System -Serice Area Air Supply

The oil-fired space heater SH-2 located in room

107, the service area, is set to provide a constant supply of

outside air. A pneumatic backdraft damper opens and closes
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TABLE 6.1

SUMIAR OF VIATLATION SYSTEMS FOR HOT CEM AREA

Sgstem No.

3

Pan -No.

SH-2

.Function

Supplies outside air to the
service area.

5 UP-2?
E-lI

Supplies outside air to the
macbine shop and exhausts to
operations area.

Supplies outside asir to radio-
chemistry laboratory and exhausts
to outside.

7 UV-2,
.- l2.

I

8 E-4 through
B-10 Exhausts air to stack from cells.

9 B-13 Exhausts air from process box
to stack.

Ewhausts air from the decon-
taminstion room. I

10 B-1.5
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TABLE 6.2

VENTILATION SYSTEM TYPICAL VOLUME FLOWS

ILeend

CL =

DS a

EB me

=

BVa

IL '

LSY

Controlled Leakage

Direct Supply

Process Box Exhaust

Normal Cell Ehaust

Auxiliary Cell Exhaust

Filtered Elxaust

Design Leakage

louver Exhaust

Louver Supply.

Room voll

2

.me Flow in cfm

CL 440

102

103

107

108

109

110

E - 440

LS F 3080
:EFE =3080

DS 5W 2586
HE S 2586

DS =6812

CL 758
FEsw 758

CL 1200
ME; 1200

CL 900
FE Y900
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ill CL = 1366
. FE = 1366

CL m 1055
FE 1055

112

113 ENf
IL
EB
EV

EN
IL
EB
EV

= 658
= 758

l100
= 1285

- 1100
= 1200
= 100
= 1285

114

115 E =
IL =
BB =
EV =

800
900
100
1285

f

116 ENf
IL
EB

'EV

EN
IL
EB
EV

= 1266
= 1366
= 100
E 1285

3 955
= 1055
= 100
8 1285

117

118 PDS - 5050
FE - 5987

119 'DS E 937
LE 937

Return air to 118 and 119 = 4755 cfm
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as the fan is started and stopped. From the heater, air passes

through four outlet ducts, each equipped with a backdraft damper,

Under an emergency conditions this fan will shut downs the out-

side air damper will close (intake side of SE-2) and the four

weighted backflow dampers on the positive side of SH-2 will

close. As soon as the emergency has cleared? SH-2 will return

to normal automatically ihen the activating monitor is reset.

Most of the air exhausted from the service area is eventually

exhausted through the cells; the remainder is exhausted through

the decontamination room (102).

6.2.2 syvstem 5 - Machine Shop and Operatinp Area

Supply fan UC-2 supplies a mixture of outside

and recirculated air to the operating area and machine shop.

Thermostatically controlled dampers located in the intake duct

for UC-2 and the return duct from exhaust fan E-1l regulate

the air supplied to UC-2. A pneumatically operated damper opens

and closes as the fan is started and stopped. A static pres-

sure regulator modulates the inlet damper to fan UC-2 to main-

tain a constant sir supply'to the supplied areas.

Air from the operating area is monitored (M-4)

as it enters the exhaust duct, serviced by fan E-11. The inlet

vanes to this fan are locked wide open to provide maximum air

exhaust frot the operating area. Air which is not recirculated

leaves the building through an exhaust stack provided with a

backflow damper.
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6.2.3 System 7 -Radio Chemistry Laboratory

Supply fan UV-2 furnishes only outside air to

the radio chemistry laboratory. Air from this laboratory is

exhausted to roughing and high efficiency filters through fan

E-12 to the outside of the facility. Two backflow dampers are

provided in the exhaust duct to prevent air from being drawn

into the room from. the hoods under emergency conditions. On a

drop in space temperatures the room thermostat will control the

face and.by-pass dampers to maintain 70'F. When room tempera-

ture Vises, the face damper will close. The low limit in the

fan discharge may take command away from the room-thermostat

and open the face damper to prevent the temperature from drop-

ping below 60OF. When the fan is not operating the face damper

will remain closed. A filter paper sampler is located down-

stream of E-12 and a final backflow damper is located in the

exhaust stack.

6.2.4 System 8 - Hot Cell Exhaust

6.2.4.1 Main Cell Exhaust

The main exhaust system from each cell takes

air from the service area through the isolation rooms into the

cells (see Figure 6.3). The air leaving the cell passes through

a roughing Uilter, two high efficiency filters in series through

the main cell exhaust fan, to a common header and finally to

the stack. The static pressure regulator for each cell will
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modulate the vane inlet damper of the main cell exhaust fan

to maintain the required static pressure. If the static pres-

sure rises above the throttling range of the regulator, the

auxiliary exhaust fan E-4 will operate and the auxiliary cell

intake damper will open. There is about one complete air change

per minute in all cells.

6.2.4.2 Auxiliary Cell Exhaust

Usually the normal exhaust fan will be in

operation with its intake damper open. However, if the pres-

sure difference across this fan decreases, indicating the ioos-

sibility of a failure, fan E-4 will start, thea:!iliary damper

will spring open and the main damper will be motor closed. Air

is then exhausted from the cell through a roughing filter and

two high efficiency filters in series in the auxiliary exhaust

system.

6.2.5 System 9 -,Process Box

The air supply to the ~process box is taken from

the cell. (Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6).. A differential pressure

switch indicates differential pressure across fan E-13. Dampers

are adjusted to maintain the box at a negative pressure with

respect to the cell. The pressure differentials are given in

Table 6.3 and the air velocities associated milth the differential

pressures are given in Table 6.4. The supply air enters the box

through a manifold with two high efficiency filters in parallel.

Valves enable use of one filter at a time, the other filter being

a spare.
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TPABLE 6e3

PRESSURE DIFFERENTIALS

READING GAGE-ACCURACY MINIUMM

1. Operations Area to Cell 4 Hays ± .02 0.5

2. Operations Area to. Other Cells Hays + .02 0.4

3. Cell 4 to Process Box Magnehelic (O-.5) ±.01 0.1

4. Service Area to Isolation Room 4 Hays.+ .02 0.2

5. Service Area to Other Isolation Hays + .02 0.4
Rooms

6. Isolation Room 4 to Cell 4 Hays ± .02 0.2

7. Isolation Rooms to Other Cells Hays ± .02 O0O.
8e Operations Area to Outer SOTS Magnehelic (0-2) ± .04 0.4

9. Outer to Inner SOTS Magnehelic (0-.5) + .01 0.1*

10. Inner SOTS to 4B (Process Box) 0.05

NOTE: (a) All.readingssin inches of water.
(b) Cell 4 always negative with respect tj outer SOTS.
(c) Above pressure differentials apply with isolation room door closed.

*Due to structural requirements the maximum is 0.5



TABLE 6.4

MINIMUM AIR VELOCITIES (NORMAL OPERATION)

1. Operations Area to Cell 4

2. Operations Area to Other Cells

3. Cell 4 to Process Box

4. Service Area to Isolation Room 4

5. Service Area to Other Isolation
Rooms

6. IsoJ7ation Room 4 to Cell 4

7. Isolation Rooms to Other Cells

8. Operations Area to Outer SOTS

9. Outer to Inner SOTS

10. Inner SOTS to 4B (Process Box)

11. 4B to 4A (in Process-Box)

*If leakage in the SOTS walls occurs

VELOCITY (feet/second)

47.1

42.3

21.1

29.0

42.3

29.0

0.0 *-- -

42.3*

21.A*

14.9

3-77
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The box has dual exhaust ducts installed in

parallel. Each duct has a high efficiency filter. The exhaust

air, after leaving the box? passes through an additional high

efficiency filter which is located at the rear of the box inside

the cell door. The filter is accessible for changing. The box

exhaust then enters the permanent system, passes through two

high efficiency filters, through B-53 or E-14 and then to the

stack.

Normally the fan E-13 will be in operation with

the faA E-14 acting as a standby.

With fan E-13 in operation, the-intake damper

is open. If the differential pressure switch senses a loss in

pressure differential across the exhaust fan E-13, relay R-30

contact will open, causing the control circuit for fan E-13 to

be de-energized, making a circuit to exhaust fez E-14 and caus-

ing it to start. opening its intake damper, and breaking an

interlock so that the exhaust fan E-14 will continue to run

and E-13 will not try to restart even through the correct pres-

sure difference has been re-established. An alarm will sound

to indicate that all the foregoing has taken place.

6.2.6 System 10 - Decontamination Room

Supply air is drawn into room 102 by fan E-15

from the service area through louvers in the door and exhausted

to the outside through roughing filters and high efficiency
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filters. A backflow damper is provided to prevent leakage

back into the hood during emergency conditions.

The velocity pressure regulator VPR-1 will

modulate the vane inlet damper motor DM-16 to maintain velocity

pressure.

6.3 Normal Operations of Cell Exhaust

The cell exhaust systems are started by one

push button located in the motor control center. Pans E-4

through E-10 have individual resets located in the motor con-

trol center. This main starter button starts fans E-5 through

E-10 with a time delay (15 seconds) before fan8a2 starts.

A time delay on the differential pressure switch

on fans E-5 through X-10 prevents operation of the auxiliary

exhaust fan E-4 before the system stabilizes.

There is a differential pressure switch across

each cell exhaust fan.. On loss of differential pressure due to

fan failuret.the pressure switch causes the normal damper to

close (motorized damper prior to first high efficiency filter)

and the weighted back draft damper beyond the fan will close.

The auxiliary damper will spring open on that particular cell

and auxiliary fan E-4 will start. An alarm sounds, indicating

that cell pressure has been lost and the auxiliary fan E-4 has

started.-
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A static pressure regulator connected between

each hot cell and the outside atmosphere maintains a negative

pressure by modulating the variable inlet vanes at the fan. If

the fan is unable to maintain this negative pressure by vane

modulation because of an oDen door or a dirty filter, a pneumatic

electric switch will start auxiliary fan E-4 and open the

associated auxiliary duct damper on that particular cell. Both

the normal cell fans and the auxiliary fan are thus exhausting

that cell.

6.4 , Method of Operations

With all supply air fans (E-15r---fiE2, UC-2?

E-ll, UV-2, R-12) in operation, and all cell fans (E-5 through

E-10 and E-13) operating normally? the auxiliary fan E-4 and

E-14 should be stopped.

As previously stated, the main manual push

button to control this system is located in the motor control

center. Therefore, for any initial start-up this button should

be in the OF. position and all switches on the control board

shall be turned to AUTOMATIC. The system can now be properly

operated by switching the button in the motor control center

to ON. All cell fans will start and after a 15 second delay

the supply fans will start.
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6.4.1 Static Pressure Regulator

The static pressure regulator senses the static

pressure differential between the cells.sand.operating area. It

provides contacts which begin corrective actions in case the

cell static pressure is lost. Gauges associated with the static

pressure regulator are normally set at 5 psi or lower operating

pressure. Upon loss of cell static pressure! these gauges rise

to about 11 psi or a little higher. This pressure actuates the

E-4 (auxiliary fen) switch, fan B-4 starts and the associated

cell avxiliary duct damper opens.

6.4.2 E-4 Switch -

The E-4 switch is connected to the static pres-

sure regulator and, upon activations causes fan e-4 to start

and associated cell auxiliary duct damper to open.

6.4.3 Pneumatic Electrical Switch Reset

When cell static pressure has built up to normal

again and can be maintained by the normal cell fan, pushing the

pneumatic electrical-switch reset turns off fan E-4 and closes

the associated cell auxiliary. duct damper returning the cell

ventilation systems to normal.

6.4.4 Differential Pressure Switch

Any loss of differential pressure across the

normal fans is sensed by this differential pressure switch in

the basement fan room. In case of fan failure, it closes the
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associated normal cell duct damper, opens the associated cell

auxiliary duct damper and causes fan E-4 to start. Such action

is displayed on the annunciator panel.

6.4.5 Differential Pressure Switch Reset

Upon establishment of pressure differential

across a fan, pushing the differential pressure switch reset

causes fan B-4 to stop, the normal cell damper to open and the

associated cell auxiliary duct damper to close, returning the

cell ventilation condition to normal.

6.4.6 / Hays Gauges

(a) Gauge A displays differential pressure

across the first high efficiency filter

in the normal cell exhaust duct.

(b) Gauge B displays differential across the

cell auxiliary pre-filter.

(c) Gauge C displays differential pressure

across the normal cell pre-filter.

Cd) Gauge D displays differential pressure

across the second high efficiency filter

in the normal cell exhaust.

There is no automatic corrective action associ-

ated with these differential pressure gauges.
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6.4.7 Process Box Control Section

(a) The process box control section of the

panel contains the same type of Hays gauges

as the rest of the panel to measure the

pressure differential across the two final

high efficiency filters.

(b) Three magnehelic vacuum gauges are located

here to display the operating conditions

of three vacuum pumps located in the fan

room. These pumps supply vacuum for a

filter paper sampling sysimIntegrated

with the ventilation system.

6.4.8 AuxiliayZ Pan Control Section

(a) The auxiliary fan control section contains

two Hays gauges which display the pressure

differential across the two associated

high efficiency filters.

(b) It contains one differential pressure

switch reset controlling .esetting of fan

E-153

(c) It contains one alarm contact, connected

to the annunciator panels which makes

contact and sounds an alarm whenever fan

O-4 is actuated.
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6.5 Emergency System Control

6.5.1 Manual

In the event of any gross contamination within

the contained area, all supply air must be shut down insuring

that the pressure will remain lower than that of the other

areas and the direction of air flow is always toward areas of

increasing contamination.

There are three manually operated push,button

v emergency stations; one is located in the service area air exit

(east end of building) one is in the operating area at the air

lock to the change room and a third button is located -on the

outside of the main entrance doors.

Activation of any of these manual buttons will

stop all fans supplying the contained area. The specific fans

involved are:

(1) E-15 - Exhaust asr from Decontamination

Room 102

(2) S-2 - Air to Room 107 - Service Area

(overhead oil burner)

(3) UC-2 - Air to Machine Shop and Operating

Area

(4) E-1l - Air to exhaust from Machine Shop

and Operating Areas

(5) IrV-2 - Air to Radiochemistry (103)
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(6) E-52 - Air exhaust from Radiochemistry (103)

To restart the air supply system the same

manual button that was activated will have.to be reset. After

resetting this manual buttonv all fans will start automatically

except for the following:

(1) UC-2, B-11 - Reset on equipment mezzanine

(2) E-15 - Reset on mezzanine above Decon-

tamination Room 103

(3) Reset on all pneumatic electrical switches

and differential pressure switches -

Buttons on control panel b-oward

A weighted backflow damper is located in the

wall between Rooms 118 - Operating Area and 107 - Service Area.

Under normal conditions, this damper will be closed. Under

emergency conditions, this damper will be open to purge the

operating areas

6.5.2 Monitoring gSstems and Controls

Constant air monitors control the air handling

systems to assist in the prevention of the spread of contamina-

tion. The details of their operation are found in Paragraph

10.5.3.2.

6.6 Stationarz Overhead Transe System Ventilation
Plan
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6.6.1 Secondary Inlet Air

A 500 cfm absolute type filter will be placed

id Cell 3 with a manual 6-inch damper on the inlet which can be-

operated from the face of the cell. A 6-inch diameter tube will

lead from the filter, through the top of Cell 3 into.the SOTS

secondary containment near Cell 3. That will insure that the

secondary containment will be held at a pressure approximately

equal to, or less than, the pressure in Cell 3.

6.6.2 Prima=- Inlet Air

An automatic damper will be installed behind

a roughing filter between the primary and secondbarf-SOTS contain-

ment near the Cell 3 downcomer door in a manner to make both

the filter and damper accessible.

The above dami)er-filter will be designed to

control the pressure drop across the .two stages of containment.

6.6.3 Primary Aitr Exhaust

The inner SOTS containment will be exhausted

through filters of at least 100 cfm capacity to the Cell 3 box

ezxheust system.

The SOTS exhaust duct will originate at a spot

hig in the inner containment with a 4-inch diameter duct coming

down between the two containment barriers and through the Cell 3

roof area. Filters will be set up in parallel with a damper

system to permit filter changes while maintaining an uninterrupted

air flow.
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6.6.4 Pressure Differential - Measurement

Two differential pressure gauges will be instal-

led on the cell face for SOTS. One will indicate the differential.

between the outer containment and operations and the other will

show the differential between the inner containment and opera-

tions. A similar system will be provided for the Cell 4 process

box.

6.6.5 Ventilation During Transfers

6e.6.5.1 Attachment of Drum Liner

'The drum and new drum liner will be attached

to the SOTS Cell 3 downcomer. A bleed valve will--be provided

on the downcomer to permit air from the cell to enter the down-

comer and a magnehelic gauge will be provided on the downcomer

proper to permit visual determination of negative pressure. The

internal downcomer pressure will be reduced to permit correct

attachment of the drum liner.

6.6.5.2 Pressure Equalization

The Cell 3 SOTS door would be opened and the

waste container taken up to SOTS and the Cell 3 door would be

closed. At this point, the SOTS inlet damper would be partially

closed and the pressure in SOTS would be lowered until the inner

pressure reached 0.05 to 0.1 inch water gauge positive with

respect to the process box; the box door would then be opened

and the transfer made. At no time will SOTS be allowed to be-

come negative with respect to the box, nor will more than one

of the SOTS doors be open at one time.
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CHAPTER 7

WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM

7.1 Description of Facilities

Facilities are available for the controls treat-

ment and disposal of airborne, liquid and solid radioactive wastes.

70101 Solid Wastes

As far as possible. all wastes are converted to

solid form and suitably packaged for shipment and ultimate dis-

posal by land burial. Airborne particulates are removed by filtra-

tion0 When the accumulated solids on the filter begin to impair

its flow capacity or reach a radiation level designated as the

maximum for operation, the filter is replaced. The old, con-

taited filter is removed from the system and packaged in a

disposal container for shipment and burial. In similiar fashion,

concentrated radioactive liquid process wastes, after neutra-

lization, are absorbed inma suitable medium, such as Flor-co,

a commercial product which can absorb about 4 times its own

weight of liquid, in the proper proportion to form a monolithic

solid0 The absorbing mixture is preloaded in the disposal con-

tainer; after the liquid waste has been added, the container can

simply be sealed for shipment0

The disposal containers. wnich are approved by

the Bureau of Explosives, consist of steel drums (see Paragraph

9013o2). For disposal of solids, the inner cavity is filled to
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capacity (dictated by either mass of material or radiation level)

the inner cover put on, the top cavity filled with concrete, and

the outer drum cover put on0  For disposal of liquids, the inner

drum cavity is preloaded with.Flor-co and the-cover with valved

inlet and vacuum line put in place. When the waste liquid has

been added, the valves are then closed and the line to the waste

storage tank disconnected0 Concrete ispoured into the top cavity

and the top cover put in place. Thus, for liquid process waste

disposal, it is necessary only to drain the liquid into the pre-

viously prepared drum. The drum for liquid waste is located in

the isolation room of Cell 3 and connected to the process lines

by appropriate plumLbing0  For removal of the loaedXadrdim to

.storage and shipment, the isolation room is entered, the drum

removed, and a new drum connected in place.

The solid wastes are removed from the process

boxes in specially designed transfer boxes (see Paragraph 9g1.2'4

for specifications) which are transported to Cell 3 by OTSO. The

waste is placed in drums using the solid waste bag-out system

(see Paragraph 9.1.5.1).

7.1.2 Liquid Wastes

The previous section indicated how high level

liquid process wastes are transposed to solids for ultimate dis-

posal. This is practical for the relatively small volume of

liquids handled in the process. There are relatively large volumes

of low level liquid wastes generated in operations auxiliary to the
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process, for which the previously described liquid treatment is

too costly. A liquid waste treatment plant is available for

disposal of this latter category of waste. In this plant, the

low level wastes are tested for activity. by a Pennsylvania State

University Health Physics representative. If a reasonable amount

of dilution will lower the activity level to within the specified

limits of l0C0R20, the wastes are diluted and discarded to the

stream system (see Figure 7.1). If this method is not possible,

the liquid is vacuum evaporated to provide a condensate of

sufficiently low level contamination for discharge to the streams.

*The high/level residual liquid remaining in the evaporator is

disposed -of by the above described method of conversion to a

solid.

The plant for treatment of low level liquid

wastes is housed in a separate building about 50 feet from the.

main building. The capacity of this plant is based on an esti-

mated flow of 300 gal/day, of which about 10% might actually

require evaporation treatment. In actual experience the plant

has safely and efficiently processed 15 gal/hr. by evaporation.

Figure 7.2 shows that wastes flow to the treat-

ment plant by way of two collection systems. The low level

waste system originates in areas of potential radioactive liquid

wastes and contamination such as the radio-chemistry laboratory

drains and the fume hoods in the.decontamination room., Drains

from areas of unlikely, but possible., radioactive contamination
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lead to a 'suspect" waste system and originate from such places

as the change room showers, reactor area and the personnel de-

contamination sink in the change room.0 Each system may be ter-

minatbd in either of two 3000-gallon underground tanks. When

one tank in one system is full, the other tank in the same system

may receive drainage.

There are two pumps for each system: one in

each system operates when required, with the second used as a

standby. When a tank is full, the contents are mixed by cir-

:--culation through the pump and back to the tank. A sample is then

taken from the sampling cock on the pressure side of the pump

and an analysis made for radioactivity content. -1t-the activity

concentration is below the maximum permissible level for release,

the contents of the tank are pumped out for disposal directly

to the stream. If the activity concentration is above the per-

missible level, the contents of the tank are either diluted or

pumped to the evaporator.

Following evaporation, the sludge is drained to

drums which are shipped offsite for ultimate disposal as mentioned

above0, The water vapor from the evaporator passes through a heat

exchanger-t.7pe condenser, and the condensate flows into the 100

gallon vacuous receiver tank and is then transferred to the 1000

gallon gravity head tank where it is analyzed for activity con-

centration by Pennsylvania State University Re alth Physios re-

presentativess Tf the activity is within disposal limits it can
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be dumped directly into the Meeker Run, 1500 feet from the facility,

via 4 inch plastic pipe0 If the activity is too high, it can be

again put through the evaporator. Active sludge is drained from

the evaporator through a 3-inch valve and pipe into a 55-gallon

drum which is preloaded with lor-co 0 Figure ?73 is a sketch

of the evaporator and preloaded drum system.

A station has been provided for the addition

of caustic to any storage tank for acid neutralization. This

station may also be used for the transfer of radioactive waste

solutions from other laboratories to one of the storage tanks.

Each group of.-two storage tanks is vented above

roof level through absolute type filters0 -

The system has been designed to be flexible.

The following operations are possible:

(1) The contents of any storage tank can be

pumped to the evaporator0

(2) The contents of any storage tank can be

pumped to the gravity head tank.

(3) The contents of any storage tank can be

pumped to any other storage tank.

(4) The contents of the gravity head tank

can be routed to emy storage tank0

A complete facility for laundering potentially

contaminated clothing is also included in the building housing

the liquid waste treatment plantG The effluent from the laundry
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facility drains to the waste storage tank. Under normal opera-

tions, this facility is not utilized. The normal procedure is

described in Paragraph 10.8.303

7.lo3 Gaseous System

No radioactive gases or vapors are present in

the Strontium-90 process* There is therefore no problem in

disposal of gaseous wastes.

Airborne radioactive particulate matter, on the

other hand, poses a serious problem. The solution to this pro-

blem is achieved through the principle of, and design for,

multiple containment. This system includes a barrier of multiple

absolute filters in series through which the air must pass before

discharge to the stack. The airborne radioactive wastes are

collected on filters, and the filter assembly disposed of when

the collected particles are sufficient to significantly impair

the flowr, or the radiation level of the filter is sufficient to

dictate replacement.

7.2 Quantities of Wastes

7.2.1 Solids

The principal sources of solid waste are solidified

liquids, .used filters, contaminated equipment, and the actual solid

wastes from the process box. All solid waste is packaged and put

in containers for shipments

Since used filters and contaminated equipment

vary in size and shape, it is usually the volume of the drum rather

than activity which dictates the amount placed in each drum.
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Most of the activity placed in drums comes from

the solid waste products of the pellet-making process. Since

this waste is of relatively high activity the amount of this

waste per drum is dictated by the activity and not the volume0

The Bureau of Explosives has approved shipment of drums con-

taining up to 100 curies each. Up to 500 drums can be stored

adequately in the waste storage building.

Shipments of waste offsite for burial are at

about two-month intervals. Each shipment is 1000-3000 curies,

or about 125 drums. These figures are for 10,000 curie batches.

The new 25,000 curie batches precipitated will result in more

waste but the increase is not anticipated to be large.

7.2.2 Licuids

As mentioned Cbove, the high level liquid

wastes from the process are directly converted to solids and

shipped as solid waste. Each 10,000 curie batch produces 12

to 20 liters of lioqid waste about 40 liters are placed iu

each drum.

The larger quantity of lowe level liquid wastes

is processed in the waste disposal plant. In the past, the

suspect system (very low activity) has collected about 1500

gal/month to be processed. Most of this was diluted with water

and discharged to the streams. . The low level system has col-

lected about 1000 gal/month. Some of this was run through the

vacuum evaporator system and the low level condensate discharged

to the streams.. The residual licuid was converted to a solid

and shipped offsite. The solidified liquid druas are included, in

the above solid waste quantities.
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. CHTER 8 :

UTILITIES AND SERVICES

* 8.1 Introduction

-This section covers the normal and emergency .

utilities and services that are installed at the Quehansna

facility. In any radioactive installation it is necessary that

provisions be made to supply adequate emergency facilities that

will be able to operabe critical equipment in the event of a

power failure, etc.

8.2 Electricit-

8.2.1 Source

Electric power is supplied to the-uehanna

lacility by the Pennsylvania Electric Corporation that has a

large generating station at Shawville. about 12 miles away. A

13,200-volt power line leads to a substation consisting of two

500-kva, 13,200-volt, 480/277-volt trnfomers. One of these

transformers supplies control end instrument power for the Rot

Laboratory and Reactor building sections. The second 500 Qva

transformer services all heavy electrical motors and equipment

in order to control power surges. There are automatic smitch-

over provisions so that, in case either transfor-mer fails the

other unit can carry the load. This provision asures the

availability of at least one transformer with power to operate

the essential ventilating equipment in the hot cell area. The

440-volt power input is reduced to 208/120-volt service as re-

quired for lighting and other services throughout the Radio-

isotopes Pilot Plant.
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8.2.2 - ergency Power

In the facility, the main emergency power sys-

tem consists of a generator rated as follows: 43.75-kva, 35-kw,

0.8 pf, 227/480-volt.3-phase, 4-wire, 60-cycle. The generator

is driven by a propane gas-fueled engine delivering a rated

output of 81.5 lip at a speed of 1800 rpm. The propane is obtained

from the building gas system. An automatic transfer panel trans-

:fers the load from the normal source to the emergency source when

the normal line voltage fails below 85% and returns the load to

normal when all normal line voltages have been restored to 95% or

more. Time delay relays are incorporated in the transfer switch
I

to pemit the emergency nt to reach rated voltge and speed

before the transfer is effected. This takes approximately 10

seconds. When noinal power is again available, the system must

remain at steady state on the normdl bus for 15 minutes before

the critical loId is aiuomatically transferred from emergency

to normal power. The automatic transfer sritch is electrically

and mechanically interlocked so that there is no feedback from

the normal bus to the emergency generator, or -vice-versa. Full

relay protection guards against phase failure. A built-in test

switch to simulate power failure is provided. for maintenance

checks end testiing. A four-position control si-tch on -the con-

trol panel permits. selection of four operating posiVions marked

STOP, HAIFlRA1 EST and AUT01UTIC.
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During a power failure, it is necessary to

provide emergency lighting, instrumentation, heating and venti-

lation for the hot cells. Bmergency lighting is.supplied in

most rooms in the building, -and consists mainly of one fluores-

cent fixture per room. In the hot cells, 50% emergency light-

ing is provided so that an experiment which is at a critical

stage when the normal power fails may continue.

it is necessaxy to keep the hot cells and pro-

cess boxes at a negative air pressure with respect to the sur-

rounding areas at all times to prevent leakage of contaminated

air intothese areas. .ie following equipment is therefore

connected to the emerg'ec;y poiwer supply:

(I).. 2auast fans E-4 to B-40 and E-13 and E-14

(2) Insltument air compressor (fan controls)

(3) The pneumatic electric switches which.

cause F-4 to operate in case of an ex-

haustefan failure

(4) Constant air monitor (CAR)

(5) Remote area ziadiation monitors (Rt)

(6) M1odel 8 manipulators

(7) Lnergency lighting

(8) Instrumentation power pan el

It may be seen that failure of both the normal

and emergency power supplies, while most improbable, could cause

a potential hazard so emergency exit lights are fed by an inde-

pendent battery unit. When the normal poser is restored, the
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emergency exit lights are automatically returned to the normal

power, circuits.

The entire fire alarm system will operate

from the normal power biis. In .case of a power fe.ilure,- the

system will automatical-ly switch over to a 24-volt d-c supply

obtained from storage batteries. Trickle chargers ensure th~at

all batteries are fully charged when not in use.

8. 3 Water SUPmil

8.3,1 General

Water is provided to the facility from a- dam

on MEeeker Rung iipstredm frot the waste disposal discharge point.

A float control in the facility reservoir contr6is the lOO-gpm

.submersible pumip loqcated in the kJeeker Run Dam. The surface

storage r8servbir.()eFigure 1), covered by an luminut-.

structure, hodls not less than 135%000 gallons of usable water

when: the vrface is "it frozen- .. .The domestic water suction

line removes water frot .a higher elevation in the reservoir

than the fire protectLon suction line so that, in case of a

water drawdown, there will always be 50,000 gallons of water

.available for fire protection.

These soui'es provide water for the following

general serices: hot and cold sanitary- wber, steam, process

cooling water at 501F.T closed loop process water, and hot

process water at 180OF. In eddition to these standard services,

deionized water iL avaiable 1fr filling the source storage

pool as well as for any other chemical uses that may be reqired.
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8.3.2 Storage Pool SRply

A deionizing system, installed primarily for

the purpose of providing water for the reactor pool, provides

deionized water in quite large quantities and ensures a suffi-

cient amount for maintaining the level in the storage pool,

even if a leak should develop. The rated capacity of this sys-

tem is approozimately 140000 gal/day. Figure 8.2 is a block

diagram of the system.. The storage nool recirculation system

is shown in-Figur'e 8.3

8.3.3 Water for Fire Protection

.Three fire hydrants are located outside of the

building. The first is approximately 60 feet 1from the north-

east corner of the building, the second about 100 feet from the

northwest corner, atL& the third-, a pumper hydrant, on the

south side of the buildings. SEch unit is enclosed in a hydrant

and hose-reel house which contains 200 feet of 2 1/2 - inch

nose and 300 feet of 1 1/2 - inch hose which is sufficiently

long to reach any section of the building.

An electrically driven pressure pump on the

fire protection Dp g ystem stases at p5 psig snd stops at

100 psig and will suppl.y 500 Epm at 100 Dsig. A oooster pump

cuts in if the pressure in the fire lines drops to 85 psig and

cuts out again when the pressure reach-es 110 psig. In case o,

an electric power failure, a propane-lueled engine-driven pump
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will cut -in automatieally when the rater pressure dxops to 75

psig; however, the pui. must be stopped manually.

8.4 SerVices

The.Quehanna Faeility is equipped to provide

. the following services:

i

(1) Compressed air at 125 psig obtained from

an air compressor located in the machanical

equipment room.

(2) Propane gas for general distribution sup-

plied by a 1600 gallon tank located on

the north idCLe of t'he facility 0

(3) Fuel oil for the boiler and other equip-

zent obtained f.rLom a 15C000 gallon under-

ground tank near the propane tank.

(4) Pteen rovided b7 the boiler in the

Mecbaticaa e uien.t r-ooz.

(.5) *Plait sewerage facilities with a 2,500

gallon .septic ;tnk located undergxround out-

side the north fence,



aELRT 9-

DESORIPnON OF EQIFENT

The equipment used in a facility which pro-

cesses radioactive material must-be adequate to protect

health and to minimize danger to life and property. This

chapter of the report describes the equipment used at the

Quehanna Facility. There are three main categories to be

consider-ed here; containers, devices and instrments.

.~9.1 Containers

9.1.1 G General Descrintion

Anything that functions to rdT&I radio-

active material and/or serves as a barrier against the dis-

persal of contaiination may be c1assif4 ed. as a container.

included in this category are trianport storage containers,

wor] enclosures and produf t vessels.

9c1.2 Transo6rt Containers
3- p

9e1o2,l fAOShipp~ing Caks;:

Pu Lied strontitm-90 feed material is shippef.

to the Q.aehanna site from the Hanford Works in spe-ial casks

(see Figure 9c1) designed and'.built for this purpose. Upon

arrival at Quehanrae the cask is transferred into the iso'ation

room of Cell 4L. There.are two sizes-of casks used, Hk.FO-I

ad EIPo-11
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.,APO-I, the larger of the two sizes of casks,,

has a capacity of about 500 kiloeuries of strontium-90 plus

the attendant impurities. lost of the shipments to Quehanna

will be made in the HP0-I caass. The design and accident

analysis for both casks are found in reports issued by General

Electric Company, Hanford Atomic Products Operation (MW 779653).

HAPO--I, the Emaller of the two sizes of

casks, has a capacity of about 170 kilocuries of strontium-90

plus the attendmtn impurities.

9.1.2.2 HUM Cask Cupola

The cupola (?igure 9.2) is fitted to the toeD

of the HAPO shipping cask before the removal of the st0rontium

fuel is s'tar=lted. 'Although the cupolas used do not aztuallly

hold any strontium fuel, they do serve as protective barriers

to dispersal of contminant-s during the dissolution procedure.

Since it is made of transparc-nt pol.vinylchio>'ide, the fit-

tings for the feed solution, etcc, many be connected while the

cupola is on the cask by using the glove ports and tool port.

Mhe procedure for connection of the cupola is described in

Paragraph 3.2.2.

After each cask is unloaded, tbe cupola is

bagged and put into a waste drum for disposal. Thus each

cask has a clean cupola andi no decontomnatiori of the cuniola

is required.
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9.1.2.3 Capsule Trsnsfer Cask

A shielded cask is used to move capsules from

the Cell 5 storage to the .storage pool9 The description of

the procedure 'or. transfer is found in Secion 3.4.

A typical cask is shown in Figure 9.3. It

has 3 inches of lead shielding and is designed for transfer

of one capsule at a time. A ha1f-bich steel pin locks the

cover in place and serves as a radial support in the event

the cask -is dropped. Any cask used vwill be sufficiently

shielded for the safe transfer of capsules lfOm Cell 5 to the

storage' pool 0

9.1.2.4 Transf sr BoE

The transfer box is used to transport small

amounts of solid waste and equipment from the process box of

0ell 4 to the waste bag-out station in Cell 3 The transfer

is made by using the Stationary Overhead Transfer System

(SOTS)e

Since the box is only used within the con-

fines of the cells and SOTS, no independent shielding is re-

quired. The- boq -•is Made o6 fBre-retardent plywood which is

approved by the -Ul -erWriters Lisboratories, inc. If equip-

ment larger than thisibox has to be moved from -Cell 4, a new

box is made out of -fire-retardent plywood or other suitable

itaterial .
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901G3 Storage Containers

9.e13.1 Storage Pool

Figire 5.1 shows the location of the storage

pool in the service area. . Capsules are to be stored- in the

pool, which provides coling. The pool is 8 feet wide, 10

feet long and 16 feet deep.. Its reinforced concrete walls

extend 3 feet above the service ares floor. The pool is equipped

with an expanded metal cover which can be locked in place. The

pool is spanned by a bridge which runs on tracks mounted length-

* wise atop each 10 foot wall, The bridge is positioned by hznd

and is used as a platform when samples are moved underwater

hrhough the use of long- haidling -tools. The cas useb eo tra-

fer the capsules (see :zagraph 9-1.2.3) is handled by the ser-

vice area cranew e cwerediinto the pool where the capsules

are removed for storage. The cask is then lifted above water

level 5 drained, .. e~yed. by Eealth Thysics and removed for

further use.

the storage pool is gilled from the pool rater

supply systeam as described in Section 8.e4 of this report. An

overflow pipe which te-minates one foot belor the top of the

pool wall leads to.the suspect.waste system which has a higth-

vel aLa6. Paragraph 7.1.2 describes Vne suspect waste sys-

tem. The water in the pool passes continuously. through a

purification system. it is circulated et a nominal flow rate

of 20 gpm from a sur-p sumk below the pool floor level. Then it
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goes through a single pump and one of a pair of deionizer tanks

and then back to the pool where it is released about five feet

below the top of the pool wall. A heat exchanger is added to

the system when there are-more than 1,000,000 curies stored.

Each of the deionizer tanks contains a re-

move le cartridge made up of mixed anion end cat-on resins. No

attept is made to regenerate the resins; once then become ex-

hausted, the spent cartridge is removed and replaced with a

fresh one. The effluent from the deionizer normally contains

less than LeO ppm total~ solids. A portable conductivity meter

makes it possible to dete-ine w hhen e resins =ee-hausted.

The deionizer units -are located :in the mechanical equipment rooa

are surrounded on 3 sides by a concrete block wall. The

fourth side of the enclosure is the outside wall of the building.

it is not 6xpeoted that the deioizeis will become sufficiently

Radioactive to require additional shieldinog;, however, under

emergency conditions, a shielded drum& wo"'d be reanired for

dis~osal of the resin caitridges.

Processed Sr-90 fuel Is to be stored in the

fom of pellets and powder in double encansulation5 each con-
taeenr being separately welded and leak checked.-

9.1.5.2 Waste Containers

All solid wastes, including equipment, solidi-

fied liquid, used filters, etc., are placed in containers for

shipment for burial offsite r lhe loading procedure is g:ven



in oaragraph 701.1.. The containers normally used are standa=d

55-gallon steel drums. NIested in them are 30-gallon steel

drums vith the space filled with concrete for shielding. The

resulting concrete shi-eld is normally sufficient to lower the

radiation level to the specified mzaxmum of 200 mz/br at the

surface, but occasionally additional shielding is required.

The drLms are approved by the Bureau of TEplosives.
9o1.3.3 Cell 5 Xuel Storage

The encapsulated fuel is stored in a chember'

which has 8 inches of lead shielding. The ohember has a re-
I

notely operated motorized door. The inner basketp. in which

the capsules are placedi can hold up to 49 capsules. Cooing

air is drawn over the capsules.by the noaral and auxiliaz7

cell exhaust at least 100 cfmo

9.1.4 work acilosures

90lo401 Puke Hoods'

There are th"es btandard radioisotope hoods

grouped along one wall of the anal'tical radiochemistry labora-

tory. There £s vlso a 6talne1s steel laboratory sink and

stainless steel-topped. work bench. Dinenzsions of the hoods cre:

width, 6 feet; depth, 3 feet; height, 4 feet. The hood interiors

are fabricated, of stainless steel and all work:inm surfaces are

ground and Dolishedd for easy decntarSiatton. The hood exteriors

are of mild steel with a baked enel finish. Services for air,

gEts. vacuum and water are bro'dided and are remotely controlled

from outside the hoods,
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The hoods are of the 'airflow" type. containing

double-wall end panels to achieve streamlined entrance shapes.

A single remov~able baffle is provided at the rear of the hoods

with fixed openings at top end bottom for exhausting air from

within the hoods. An .automatic air bypass -at the top of the

sash opening litits the madmum air velocity through the face

of the hoods ad prvides for emoving a constant volume of air

through the hoods. The e.iiaust fans for the room draw the

exhaust through the hoods and are running at all times. The

sash.opening is adjusted for safe, efficient operation at a

m m air velocity of 100 lineai- feet per minute (Lfpm). The

aximum velocity attained through the hood opening with the

sash lowered is 225 Lfpm.. The exhaust system for the fume hoods

is described in Paragraph .6,20.3

9.1.4.2 Altical Glove Box

The radio-hemistry laboratory is also equippe,

with a glove box of stainless steel with 2 inches of lead

shieldimng. . The. box sIts on.a stainless steel-topped bench 25

feet long, 3 feet wide,. and 3 feet high, placed along the east

concrete wall of the laboratory. An air exhaust hood is sus-

pended from the wall and the ceiling, directly over the bench.

After the inlet air is filtered through an absolute-tiype filter

i4t enters the box and exits through the exhaust hood. The

exhaust leads thrcough an absolute-type filter and is rejected

to the fime hood exaust system described above in 9.1.4e1. The

analytical glove box is used for mi2licurie-level analytical w7ork 0
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9.1 5 Product Vessels

901.5.1 . Solid Waste Bag-out System

The solid wastes are transferred using SOTS

to Cell 3 where they are placed in drums for disposal0 The

solid waste bag-out system consists mainly of a 10 mil poly-

ethelene drum liner, SOSt and the waste drum. 'The drum liner

is placed in the drum and the.open top of the liner is taped

to the SOTS downcomer. Then the solid waste, carried to Cell

3 by SOTS, is lowered into the liner and thus into the dzm.

'When thp dru is filled, the liner is necked down, closed with

tape and sheared off so that the drm and SOTS are sealed and

isolated. The drum is then closed and capped with concrete.

By this method, wastes are rarely exposed directly to the

atmosphere.

9.152 Process Box

The process box in Cell 4 is divided into two

compzartments: 4A and 4Bo The walls and top of each is :1/8 inch

stainless steel anidhe;floors.are made of 1/4 inch stainless

steel. The greater part of ihe processing operations are carried

out within this boxf

9.2 -- Devices

*9.2.1 -Mniulatdrs'andPeriscope

Standard 1odel 8 Master-slave manipulators are

used in all five cells. The larger cells, Cells 2 and 4, are

designed for four manipulators each; the small cells accept two
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man3.pulators each. All four manipulators in Cell 4 operate

inside the process boz, two in each of 4A and 4]B.

Special booting is required for the man-i_

pulators in Cell 40 The boots consist of a mounting ring

that forts an afrtigit seal in a special tube on the wall of

the process box-, a plastic sleeve covering the entire slave

arm an full gauntlet over the slave hand (Fig-ure 9.4)). The

mounting ring is a unique design employing spring steel and

flat springs to pemit installation through the manipulator

port in the cell wall. When installed, the ring occupies a

very small annular space and leaves a clear opening-for in-

sertion of the manipulator. The boot sleeve is polyvinyl-

chloride rei'forced with dacron mesh or equivalent material.

The gauntlet is made of ieavy polyuinylcehloride or sinilar

radiation resistant material.

9.2.2 Service Area Crane

The service area crane is a' 15-tor- capacity

Detroit unit. It is capable of being maneuvered to any

location in the service area or above the cells and will clear

the SOUSL

9.2.3 -- Statidna Overhead Transfe Sr Ate

The Stationary Overhead Transfer Slystem con-

sists of a series of structures wvhch when assembled form

doubly-contained airtight compartments connecting the process

boic 4A and 4B to the bag-out station in Cell 3.
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The inner.containment unit is approximately

5 ft wide, 7 ft high and 20 ft long and is fabricated of 1/16

inch aluminum. This unit has sealed, bolt-on end plates with

windows so that it can be extended in either direction at a

later dates and is equipped with a remote operated 2-ton hoist

so that material can be moved in or out of Cells 3 and 4. The

three doors from process box 4A and 4B and Cell 3 are shielded

and motorized (see Figure 9.5).

The secondary containment barrier and main

support for the 2-ton hoist is a concrete block, wall around

the inner barrier approximately 9 ft wide, 7 ft.2_i4h and 22 ft

long. The top has I-beams to support the hoist and is covered.

with an aluminim leaktight top. Ventilation details are des-

cribed in Chapter 6. SOTS 'Ls equipped with two spray bars

which run lengthwise between Cells 5 and 4. These facilitate

washdown of the interior. The floor is tilted to drovide

adequate drainage into a liquid waste disposal container.

9.2.4 Fork Lif t Tiucks

The fork lift trucks can be used to move the

waste dmums, One truck is a Clar-k propane powered., high-lift

model with a capacity of 3,000 pounds, The other is a Raymond

Electric rith the same capacity.

9.2.5 Pallet Truck

The pallet truck which has been used to trans-

port the HLPO-II casks to and froia the isolation room of Cell 4

is an electric powered Automatic Transoort-er truck with a

capacity of 15,000 pounds.
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9.2,6 Flat-bed. Truck

The-flat-bed truck (see Figure 9.6) is designed

to move HAPO-I or H&PO-11 casks from outside the building into

the isolation room of Cell 40, The four-wheeled, steerable, steel

truck is 54 inches Wide 96 inches long and is capable of carry-

ins 40,000 pounds.

9,.20'7 Remote Area T.V.

A remote operated television will be installed

in isolation room 4. It will be used to monitor the HAPO cask

dissolution, read liquid level instruments and observe the sample

box and cask cupola. It is a Model AM 14 R Kin-tel.

9.2.8 Pu'mace

The Marshall electric furnace used has twelve

g70-bars and six thermocouples and is remotely controlled from

the operations area. The effective heating volume is 7 inches

wide, 13-3/4 inches hig and 16 inches long. The ui.per tem-

peraturri limit is 1500l 0 and the furnace is water cooled.

9.2,9 Blender

The blender is used to mix the fuel powder so

that an even consistency of powder is available for pellet

pressing. 02e blender may be either a cormerci:al Waring or a

Y-type unit.

9.2.10 Pellet Press

The press used is a Modern k aulics 250-ton

unit rith a 12-inch ram and a. 6-iinch stroke,



Figure 9.6 Flat-bedl Truck for Transporting; 1{1A1' Cask



9.2.11. Casule Welder

The capsule welder is a remote controlled,

motorized unit using inert gas in a Heliaro process. The unit

is Hartin fabricated and is powered by a Hemnisohfeger P and H

power supply.

9?2.12 Capsule Dea Detector

The capsule leek detector is a Vacuum Elec-

tronics Corporation (Veeco) mass spectrometer unit.

9.3 Instrumentation

The following is a typical list of instrUments

used to .control the process:h

Use Make & Mcdel Fo. Jae

Connects tanks end

recorder-for liquid

level Measurements

Foiboro

Model 13A

Differential Dres-

sure cell trans-.

mitter w/316 S. S.

o~ __a - _2 9_A

-5

Records liQuid ieVe6Ds Poxboro Licuid level re-

of tanks 5 1odel 5;1OS corder pneumatic

snle Den

Supplies air to pneu- Foxcboro Indicating air set

matic sysem . 5 eAI-FE -w/fixed pressure

reducer and filter

Charts for various P@orboro Scale variation by

ranges on recorder 3_ Secial Scales senarate charts

-; AX3



Use

Measure air flow

n0

10

Make & Hodel Lao.

Foxboro

Standard Mode-]_

Ze

Btoneter tot air

flow

Pz'esssmre re-

Gu.lator

Regulates pressure

ftr air ventilation

svstem.

Foxboro

Stamnarafd Modes2

Gont2o'Ls cnicti; Foxboro Indicating receiver

ReCeiver 1 - odel 42Y:E controller w/high

_level -contacts

Furice Control 1 Browm Contzoller recorder

Hydraulic press Mod ern - I- ectric motor,

Control * Hyaraulics pump and pressure

ind:icator

Welder Control 2 Havcvsegeer Heliare, inert

P. E. H Aloshe2re

eak Testing 2 veeco Mc-Ss s-ectroneter



CHAPMTE 10

HEALH PHYSICS TROGRAM

-10.1 Introduction

The radiological safety program for the Martin

Radioisotope Pilot Plant has been developed to assure maximum

safety. The overall objectives of the program are to protect

facility personnel and the general public.

The definition of resvonsibilities relative to

.I radiological safety is essential to the safe-conduct ofb all

operations inivolving potential radiological hazards. All

parties concerned with any activity which may involve a radio-

logical hazard miust be cognizant of their obligations. Overall

responsibility-for radiological safety, as for any other health

or safety matter, rests with management and is discharged

through managemene' s representatives6

10.2 Health Physics Or:nization

The Health Physics Group at Quehanna consists

of a resident Health Physicist and Health Physics technician

staffed on a level-of-efkbrt-basis. This group. is supervised

by the Supervisor, Health Physics Section, Baltimore, who re-

ports to the Director of Support Services for the Baltimore com-

plex of the Martin Marietta Coxporation.



103 Overall Health Physics Responsibility

It is the responsibility of the Health Pbysics

Group to provide the radiological protection program required to

support operational activities conducted at the Martin Radio-

isotope Pilot Plant.

103.1 Supervisor, Health Dhysics Section - Baltimore

The Superiasor, Health Physics Section is re-

sponsible for continuous surveillance of the performance of the

Health Physics Group at the Qqehnnaa HPilot Plan.. He routinely

visits Phe site to personally evaluate conditions 0 In addition,

he investigates any anomalies in the weekly sums-r-es-or any un-

resolved condition mentioned in any special incident report pro-

vided by the resident Health Physicist. He discusses these

special situations by phone with persons at the site who can

effect correction. If deemed necessary, he makes an immediate

trip to the site to attempt to resolve the problem0  Fhrthermore,

it is his duty to inform management regarding abnormal situa-

tiOnlsc He has complete freedom to cross organizational lines

and discuss matters pertaining to radiation safety Fith any per-

son0 .

103¢2 Resident Health Physicist

Technical direction of the radiological protec-%

tion program is the responsibility of the resident Health Physi-

ciste This -responsibility includes itemis such as: development
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of safe practice rules: review of daily, Health Physics and oper:-

tions log books; facilities, operations and environmental moni-

tornig; surveillance and documentation of personnel exposures;

instrument calibration and calibration source control; deconta-

mination and waste disposal consulation and supervisions radio-

logical safety indoctrination; emergency radiological capabi-

lity; review of facility and equipment design or modification..

furthermore, he submits a weekly written summary of Health

Physics activities to the Supervisor. Health Physics Section -

Beltimo;e. This summary contains a detailed resume of radiation

and contemination conditions resulting from openatson 1, and is

supplemented by special reports made via telephone.

1035 Health-Psics Technician

Currently a Health Physics Technician is as-

signed to support each operating shifts His responsibility in-

cludes: conducting and documenting radiation-- contamination

suBveys; notifying supervision of survey results and personnel

exposures; inspecting to see that operations are coneuct ed in

accordance with approved practices; recommending protective

equipment requirements; notifying and consulting with the resi-

dent Health Physicist regarding non-rout-ine opefations or condi-

tions; calibrating Health Physics instrumentation0

lGCotrol of Access to Radiation Areas



1004.1 Radiation Area

The sections of the facility which are included

in the radiation area are: Operations Area, Service Area, Hot

Cells, cell Isolation Rooms, Radiochemical Laboratory, Deconta-

mination Room, Storage Area, Fan Room, and the Machine Shop.

Normal access to the areas listed above is through the change

room complex. All entrances to this area other than through the

change zbom are kept locked at all tines, using the lock system

described in Paragraph 10.4.d3.

10040p HihadiationAras

Certain hot cells, and isolation rooms are no3r-

mally high radiation areas. Whenever radiation reaches a level

such that a. majo±r portion of the body could receive more than

100 mnrem/hr, the area is marked as a high radiation area and is

suitably restricted Hiigh radiation areas are controlled with a

special absolute integrity locking system in lieu of the control

device specified in locFR2O

lOo40o 5Loc §Zstem

The lock system used is manufactured. by Best

Universal Lock Company, Indianapolist Indiarn. This system is

utilize& at several AEC installations and is designed for maxi~-.

num security. Significan't features which make it suitable for

controlling "high radiation" and/or "radiation" areas are:



104 31 Key blanks are of a special design and are not

obtainable by unauthorized personnel, therefore, it is not

possible to have a key duplicated without proper authorization.

10403.2 The manufacturer will supply locks. keys, and

combinations for keys only upon the written authorization of

the person who has been designated to control the system.

lOo4o3.3 The hardware is very sturdily constructed.

10040304 The combinated core of any lock in the system

can be changed immediately by the person controlling the system.

This makps it possible t'o restrict access to those persons 4aold-

ing a particular key or to prevent access completel-y, _- It also

allows immediate renewal of the locking system integrity should

any key be last.

lO.4.4 Am stration of _he .IiockingSYqtem

Tihe integrity of the locking system is main-

tained by the following administrative steps:

lO.4.4.1 The authority to procure locks, cores, keys, or

combinations is restricted absolutely to the Supervisor, Health

Physics Section0

lOo4e4o42 Alteration of the system installation or re-

moval of locks, or issuance of keys is done by t-e resident

Health Physicist only under a written order from the Plant' Mana-

ge r A complete record of key receipts and issuances is kept by

the resident Health Physicist0 All keys and cores.are accounted
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for and -n audit of keys including a check of the keys in the

possessibn of the users is conducted quarterly by the resident

Health Pbysicisto The results of the inventory are reported

to the P-ant Manager and the Supervisor, Health Physics Sec-

tion - Ba1timore.

i0.4.4.3. Radiation areas are divided into four cale-

gVries for controlling access:

10.4.4.3'.1 Areas where radiatioL levels are less than

100 mr/lit - access by facility operation and support personnel.

l0o4c~0&4c2 Areas where radiation.levels are greater than

100 mr/hr but less than 25 r/hr - access by shiftsupervisor.

loe4o4a32 3 Areas where radiation levels are greater than

25 r/hr _ these areas are locked with two separate locks, one-

of which. is controlled by the shift supervisor and one by the

Health PIysics representative on dut7y. Both locks must be un-

locked ia order to gain access*

lOe 04.3 0>4. Areas requiring special control - access to

these areas requires the concurrence of the Plant Manager or

*the resident oHalth Physicist with their physical presence.

10.4.5 Radiation Work pe;5jt

All activities in "Radiation ox- High Radia-

tion Areas" are performed in accordance with standard operating

procedures0 Work performed in these areas requires special

authorization in the form of a Radiation Work Permit (RWP)0
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The RWP is a written instruction sheet thbt is

issued Drior to the start of an operation in radiation areas.

and includes items such as: description of the Jobs results of

the nost recent surveys, maximum work time for locations within

the area, required protective equipment and personnel monitoring

devices, special instructions, approval to start work, signa-

tures of the shift supervisor and. the Health P1;hysics representa-

tive0 The operations supervisor is responsible for initiating

'the RWP. Health Physics is then notified for pertinent instruc-

tions,, preoperetional surveys and approval 0  Once the RWP is in

effectf. the Health Phbysics representative proveites- on-the-job

monitoring, as required, depending upon the type of operatioon

and sees that no one enters the work area other tb an. uthorizecl

personnel. The RWP becomes void at the conclusion of each job

and is returned to the operation Supervisor for filing and're-

tention.

lQ'.46 Snavof One rations ReauirinrE Hes.1th hic
Monltorlni

Survey and control procedures are utilized to

effectively limit personnel exposures0 Surveys are made to

determine erGe-rnS dose raees, the presence or absence of sur-

face contaminat.i-on and airborne concentrations in work or occu-

pancy areas. -Typical operations that require monitoring in-

clude: receipt of LAPO cask, LPO cask installation for disso-

lution, removal of HAPO cask and preparation of emptTy cask for
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return to Han ord, process Sr-90 feed materials, feed sample

analysis, radioactive waste handling and shipment, intercell

transfer, storage of tencapsulated fuel. generator loading

operations, and shipmennt or ±ueled generators.

105. Desq tion ofSurvey Techniues

Health .hysics conducts daily radiation -

contamination surve4ys 1 the facility. A variety of instru-

ments are available.&capable of monitoring all ranges of con-

tamination and/or radiation encountered0  Any unsual levels

are reported to supezvision and proper precautions are taken

to reduce personnel exposureso The sh!- superviscm- initiates

decontamination procedures, and a resurvey of the area is con-

ducted when decontamination is completed. Add-itional radia-

'bion surveys are performed as regqired to Bupport operational

activities

The individual: conducting the survey wears

the required protective clothing and equipment as described in

100704 and personnel.monitoring equipment described in 10.6i2

and proceeds to make neasaureimients of external radiation and

airborne, loose or fii:ed. contnationo he Health _Phys-cs re.-

presentative provides continuous evalaation of the radiological

conditions while the job is in progress.

The measurement of external radiation levels

is performed pith portable monitoring instwuments, A list of
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the instruments available is contained in Table 10.1 includirig

. their detection range and specific uses.. Portable instruments

are frequently checked in the field utilizing a reference

source. Malfunctions aire reported to the instrument repair

techiiician.

lO o 5.1. lolinii .. Routine Survey Schedule

=ocation diati ontainatin

Operating - Shop Aieo Weekly Daily -

Service Area Weekly Twice Weekly

aell Feaes Weekly Weekly

Iso RooMs Upon Entry End-f---Operation

Radio Chem :Lab Weekly Twice Weekly

Decon Rooma Weekly Week.y

Change Room - Daily

Liquid Waste Bldgc Weekly Weekly

WastQe Storage tidg. Weekly Weekly

Office Areas Weekly

ianch Room Twice Weekly Twice Weekly

10.5.1.2 Posting Areas

All radiation and high radiation areas are

posted xrth the approriate warning signs. Thes areas are su7-

veyed periodically in order to update or change the signs de-

pending on conditions3.
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TPABLE 10.3.

WI.ype of
Instn~tment

NMC AH2.2
Farticuiate

.Monitor

NMO AI2A Air
Particulatse

* Monitoor

No.
Avail.

s4;

1

Radiation
Detected

Alphat Beta'.
Gamad

eamba-
gamnft.

Window Material
and Thickness

Gas flow propor-
tional 1/4mil
mylar I sf3 than
2 mg/cml

Gas flow propor-
tional 1/4 rail
mylar las than
2 mg/cme-

SOnsitiVity

lO0"12tic/m,,1
bal, ha or
beta-gamma

.bet&--Ss ;an.

Upe

Monitoring aUd
Meidsuring

.Monitoring and
Moaswring

I

I-

Area Radiation
Monitoring Syts
tam-Jordan Rams
I Ion Chams
Md. 50 LIS and.I
LS

Gas flow pro-
portional
detectors:
IPAC M0d PCO10
Rberline MD

Goiger Tube
Deotctiors:

TRhd wind ow
tu2bes mounted
in lead shielis

1. Metal wall
ionization
chamber

2

Alpha,
Beta-
Gamma

Beta-
Gama

Gas flow Provor-
tional 1/4 mnl
mylar 1 so than
2 mg/cm2

Mica end Mindo4
1.4 mg/om I

3 stations
1-4000 .m=/hr
2 stations
10 - 10,000
mr/hr

1 to 3o6 dpm

10 to .o6 dpm

mlonitoring

With scaling
assembly for
measuring

With scaling
assembly for
measuring

31

Scaling ALsem.b
lies: Baird
Atomic Md 1050
Tracerlab Md.80
73 Eberline MD
PCG6

6 106 cPmf With detectors
for measuring



TABLE 10.13(ognt.).
Type of
InEtrument

Count rate
mxeters G.H.
Traerlb
8SUf-3D

Count Rato
Motors, G.M.
Eberline
RNM3

Victoreen
Thyao G.M.
Md. 489

Victoreen
Md 74.0

1 7'1tio Pie
Ion Chamher

No'

2

3

2

1

Radiation
Detected

B3eta-
gamma

Beta-
gaSa

Beta-
gamma

Beta-
gnmma

Beta-
gamma

Bota-
gamma

Window Material
and Thioknese

Mi~ca End indow
m~rffg/om

30 mg/Cm2

Metal Wall

30 mg/cm2

Metal Wall

1/4 nil mylar
less than 2 mg/

30 mg/en 2

Metal Wall

75 mg/cm2

plastic wall

Sensitivity

0-20,000 opm

0-50,000 Opm .

0-20 Mr/hr
(0-80,000
¢pm) I

0-10,000
mr/h.

0-2000 mr/hr

0-20,000 mrad/
hr

Monitoting and
Measuring

Monitoring and
Measuring

Monitoring and
Surveying

Monitoring and
Surveying

Monitoring and
Surveying

Monitoring and
Surveying

r berline E-500
B G.M Meter

Nucor 0S-40
loizabion
Chamber
Meter

1

IquCor' CS-40A
ianizt-oon
chamber meIbor

Taohulaal
Associatbo
CP-T-'P1A
ionization
Charaber Meter
(extende&. prove)

4 I Beta-
gamma

75 mg/cm2

plastic wal.1.
I 0-50,000

mrad/hr

0-500 rad/hr

Monitoring and
Surveying

SurveyingI
26 mg/cm window

432 mg/amd wall
bakolite
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TABLE lOl. -(Con.),

Typo of
Instrument

No.
Avail.

Radiation
Detectea

Window Material
and Thickness

NuCor DA-5
(R) ionization
chviber miter
(oxt2ended probe)

1 Gamma
Bet1a-

* .9mma

Technical
Assoceiatd
Model AIM-2
Hand-Foot
Counter
Geiger Tubes

Viatoreen
Nodel 570
Condenser
R-Meter
Chambera
#651, 228,
552, 576
Calibrated
at' 1113

1

3.

Bet-a"
samm&

Beta-
gamma

Aluminum Chamber
Paper chamber less

t~io2. 2.the 10' mZcm
savannah ie
Modification

30 mg/cm2
Metal Wall

7 to 450 mg/GM2
xKodapak, Bakelite$
Nylon

02,000. cpM

250 mr to
250 r

Sensitivity
0.500e r -h-

0-5000 r/hr

0°5000 rad;/hr

Surveying

SUrveying

Use

.Monitoring

Measurement
(Secondaxy
Calibration
Standard)

I

!ERGENCT 1EQUIPMET LOOATED OUTSIDE THE FACILITY
. .. . . _ v . s

G-M Detector
Scal.er Assem-
bly B.A. 1050
Scalor

1 Beta-
I gamma

MICA End Windop
14 mg/CM2 1

10-10'" dpm Measuring -
Energency

Colint-'rat emeter
GM Tube NOA
lModel DMID

1 Bota.
gamma

30 mg/cm2

Metal Wall
0-105 opm Monitoring and

Surveying.
EIkr genoy



"I

IM ! GENcY EQUiH&m Lo0aTzD OUTSIDE MEH FA0A3:LEr
(Oont.)

Type of'
Instrument

1Noe
Avaiil

Radiation
Detected

Window Material
and-Watkneas

S AitiVity

Viotoreen CQD..
Model 7200
Ionization
Chataber

Victoreen
Thyac, G.M.
Tube

Bondi=
Dosimetern
Models 862
and 611 +

I Charger

3
gawna

Aluminum
30 g/~am2

30 mg~/o2
Metal Wall

l Betad-
,m ma

1% .0500. . Ai/.

0~-20 mrjhr
0-80,000 apm

0-200 mm-.
0-5 r.

Uge

.MLontor~ing, and
Surveying

MoAitoring and
I surveying -

3kergenoy

.Mon toring -
kergOeny

12 Gamma

Fillm
PIackets

15 Beta-
gamma

5 mr,- 600 r Monitoring -
Ikergency

I I



10.5.2 -iAed a Radiation Monitorin System

.verlappin' high and low level area radiation.

monitoring systems are installed. The low level system con-

*sists of three detector units with ranges from 1 mr/br to

1 r/hr located in the operating area, service area, and the

*radiochemistry laboratory. These units are set to alarm above

10 mr/br and are connected into a central annunciator panel

which activates both a horn and light. The two high level

units, wivh ranges from 10 mr/hr to 10 r/hr, are located in

'the operating and service areas, These units are connected

into the.building evacuation alarm siren and are--set to alarm

above 1 =/lr.'

'10 .5.3 Fa a Jilit nt Asv nts

Coiination of areas falls into two broad

categories;. namely,. surface and airborne contamination. Su-

face contamination in turn is classified. as fixed and loose0

Separate measurements are necessay to fully evaluate the de-

gree of hazard6

1050301 Monitoring for Surface Contamination

Smears .are used for monitoring loose surface

contamination. Geigez-Mueller survey meters? aie generally

used for detecting and measuring fixed contamination.

105.3.1.l. Procedure for Monitoring Loose Surface 'Con-
: ..-. inati on

A dti porous paper (smeer) is wiped over a

standErd. area (approzimately 100 Cn,-) of surface being moni-

tored. Precautionary measures axe employed. hen smearing areas
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.where a high degree of contamination is suspectedo.. Used smears

are placed in paper smear holders to prevent cross contamina-

tion0  The smears are monitored for grosspcontamination. with a

G. Ml. count ratemeter unit before they are taken to the coant-

ing room for a more refined analysis. Care is exercised In

order to avoid contaminating counting equipment.

*l~e5o3 1 0 C Counting Smears

Smears are counted for beta-gamma activity

'utilizing a Geiger tube detector/scaler assemblye. The length

of count depends upon the activity present on the smear and the

counting accuracy required. Most smears are caLnted for one

* minute. A diagram indicating location of the smear, instnnment

reading and contamination level is given to the shift supervi-

sor who initiates decontamination as required. Areas that can-

not be immediately decontaminated are marked accordingly and

entrance is restnicted to authiorized personnel wearing the

specified protective equipment.

1Oc5.3.1.2 Procedure for Monitoring Fixed and Loose Sur-

face Contantio.n4o Monitoring for fixed beta-gama contam7ISna

tion is performed using a Go M. survey meter. The activity in-

dicated is a measure of both fixed and, loose surxface contamina-

tion une,.the loose cohtnaination has already been rsz9v~ed0

Measurements are na2e holding the Gc M. probe approximately

one-half inch above the surface being assayed. The fixed beta-

gamma cont inS attion :levels :te generally expressed in terms of'

mrad pez hour0



lO.5.3.2 lonitoring for Particulate Contamination in Air-

*:Continous' air monitors and fized filter air

samplers are used to determine the concentration of airborne

radioactivity. Sampling for airborne radioactivity is accom-

plished by drawing a known volune of air through a filter paper

capable of entrapping extremely small particles. The paper used

is greater than 99%, efficient for particulates greater than 003

microns in diameter0  The filter paper is then removed from the

air sampler or continuous air monitor, scanned 'or approximate

degree ,of acii.ty thet± placed in a gas proDortional detector/

scaler assembly to precisely measure the degree-ofrad-ioactivitr

collected. A calculation is then performed to-determine the

airborne concentration0  This method is capable of detecting

less than 1 x 10 uc/mle.

0 0503.2.1 Cintinuously Slonitored Filter Paper Samplers

Filter paper samplers with gas flow propor-

tional detectors and count rate displs aze use. to con-

tinously monitor air: eiaulEd from the processing areas, work

areas and the facillt&r e.Jiaust system. Four of these units

monitor both alDha And beta-grmm activity in the air and

alarm uPbn a chiige in ratio between the alpha and the ilpha-

plus-beta-gamea count rateo

1053"C2010 1 Con-inuous Air Monitor Sample Locations, Con-
trols -ad Interlocks

Four continuous air monitors sample and con-

trol the air handLing systenm to ziniDe dispersal of
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radioactive contamination from the cell areas to other parts of

the facility. Reference Figuie 6.2 Air Handling System,

10.o5.e3wO2 o 10l5lel- 1&4oitior 0o. l0 o 1-1 )

This unit monitors the air in the combined dis-

charge duct from the.:roceSB box e6haust fan and on indication

starts Fan B-14 and. stops the normal Fan E-13' at the same- time

the individual damers are,.activated and an alarm is sounded on

the alarm panelboard. in the operating area.

lO0 50 30201 10 2 MobItor No .e2 (M-2)

/This unit monitors the air in the combined cell

exhaust duct and on indication starts auxiliay Fan B-4 opens

auxiliary motorized exhatist dampers, stops all normal cell ex-'

haust Fans -5 through E-0o and closes all nonmal exhaust dam-

-pers. At the sa8Ee tine, air supply Fans SH-2, UC-2 and exhaust

Fan B-11 are shut .down.,

lQ5.5.2.l15 n Monitor No. 5 (M-3)

Tiis uiiit :monitors the air in the service-area

and on indication stops air supply.Fans SH-2. UC-2 and eius ::

Fan 33-1le

1050 0 2cio 1 0 4 Monitor VI'o 4 (M-4)

This uni.Zmonitors the air entering the recir-

culating duct -in the operating areas and on indication stobps

air supply Fans SH-2t UC-2 and exhaust Fan E-170



lO5-3.2.1.o15 Monitor Noo 5 (M-5)

This unit is used to monitor for sudden changes

in airborne contamination during various operations in the ser-

vice area, isolation rooms, radiochemical laboratory or decon-

tamination area. Since the unit is transportable, it is not

'interlocked to any paiticular system and is moved to the best

sampling locations to monitor individual operations in progress.

10.503.2.2 Fixed Filter Paper Samplers

A central vacuulm system adjusted to sample at

a rate ,of 1 cfm per sampling point, is used to collect samples

from various locations in the air handling sysitam-o .evaluate

the performance of the ventilation system filters0 (Referencs

Figure 602 Air Handng# System)O These filter paper air spaplpes-

are normally changed end radioassayed daily from approximatey

thirty different loct'uions making it possible to.detect venti-.

lation system filzen dederioratiLon so that corrective action can

be taken before a .elRoius .problem develops. Small low volitte

air pumps are used :tb collect. fixed filter paper air samples

from egch stack discharging *to atmosphere0  In addition, another

unit is used to samnle ouitside air.

lO5.3.27.2l HIgh Volume Air Samples

Grab samwles of air are collected prior to,

during, amnd after various operations Thich may produce airborne

contamination 0  A small high rpm motor is used to draw a high

volume (up to 20 cfm) of air through a four inch diameter filter
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paper. These samples are evaluated in order to determine the

airborne contamination levels. Sanple times for the collec-

tion of high volume air samples vary from 5 to 20 minutes0

lO.;5D3o2 3 Counting Air Samples

Filter papers used to collect samples of

particulate airborne radioactivity are counted utilizing gas

flow proportional detector/scaler assemblies. High volume

air samples are counted in a large area gas flow proportional

detector which is capable of accepting the entire filter

paper 0 ,

lO.503c3 Mopitoring for Liquid Contamination.

Water samples are collected and analyzed for

gross beta-gamma activity from the potable water supply, the

source storage pool, nearby streams and liquid waste holdup

tankso

1050oe3l Description of Water Sample Preparation and
Counting

A 500 to 1,000 ml water sample is evaporated

to approzimately 10 ml; transferred to a plenchet and evapo-

rated to dryness0 The planchet is counted for gross beta-

gamma activity in a gas flow proportional detector/scaler

assembly. Results of sample analysis are recorded in uic/ml.

The procedures utilized allow detection of less than 1 z 10 8

Pc/IM14
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100534 Records

Radiation and contamination survey results are

recorded on sketches of the areas where the survey was perforaned

and are filed in the Health Physics Office.

Air samples results are recorded on air sam-

pling record fozms and also. filed in the Health Physics Office.

*Liquid 'sample results are also maintained in

the.Health Physics Office with the exception that Pennsylvania

State University malintains the original copy of the results of

liquid nradioactive waste discharged to the environs.

1006 - Personnel Monitoring- -

Individuals entering the facility are provrided

with a personnel monitoring de-vice(s) for determinating radlla-

tion exposure. Knowledge of general dose rate and exposure time

gives an estimate of personnel exposure, but a more accurate de-

termination is made utilizing personnel monistoring equipment;.

10o 61 Ana inD s Q;.X eS

Correlation of job assignments with doses re-.

ceived by individuals sometimes indicates a need for revision of

certain job.procedures or further training of personnel in the

interest of minimizing radiation exposureso

10.6,2 Tyjnes ofPersonnel Moiormin4gjAKDvices

Two types of personnel monitoring devices, namely

film. badses and pocket dosineters , are currentl used to provide

info=mat-ion rega rding personnel exposure.
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10.6.3 Description -of Film, Badge and Film

The film badge currently used at the facility

can accommodate two fiilm packets, but is used to hold one Du-

pont Type 558 film packet for X, beta and gamma radiation de-

tection. The front portion of the badge- contains a metallic

filter and clear plastic windows used for photon energy deter-

kination and distinguishing between beta and. gaimm radiation.

The film is dated adjacent to. the clear plastic window to in-

dicate the wearing period. The wearer's name, and identifica-

tion n14mber are conspicuously displayed on the front of the

badge. -

10.6.31 X. Beta and Gamma Film

Dupont Type 558' or equivalent Personnel

monitoring films is.used to measure exposures at this facility.

This packet contains the sensitive type 508 and- the insensitive

type 1290 giving a useful dose range up to 600 rem.
...-..

10.6.4 Weamdno Film Bgdges

All personnel requiring access to or working

-in posted radiation areas, or handling radioac tive or contami -

nated materials in or adjacent to -the facility are required to

wear im badges. IThese badges are normally worn clipped to

outer clothing. During operations w7hre contamination is likely

to be present, film badges are worn on innermost clothing to

avoid contamination of the badge.
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106.5 Loss qf Im !d&e

An person sho loses' bis -badge h been itmreted

'to inmediately notify Health Physics to obtain a replacenent,

*Any lost or damaged film badges would be investigated by Health

ysics to detenniie the epposure for the unmonitored periLod

and a report would'-be.:vwlttien for the personnel monitoring :e-

cords e
10.6.6 Is'suance anod JF eR-7 fFlmBde ExchEMge

The loaded film badges, along with control

badges ,are placed on:racks at a. conveient point for thei±v dis-

tribution. Operating personnel have been cautioanped to occa-

s-Ionally check to see that..they are wearing their assigned

badge.

At the termination of the work period, all

personnel are responsible for ret aning their badges to the.

distribution rack.. Personnel have been instracted not to t-ake

their badge with them when. leaving the sitbe,

The -requency of film badge exchange is es-

tablished by Health Physics and is based upon type of the work

being done and anticipated exposures. The normal exchange

period ii one week, however it ie not anticipaied to eztend it

beyond two weeks. At the end of the prescribed wearing periods

the used badges are replaced and are submitted for evaluation.
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lOo6e7 Fia -_Pxoessing

All film badges are checked for contenination

prior to submitting the film for process ing. Any evidence of

contamination is noted-and an attempt is made to decontaminate

the badge and determine the true exposure. Film badges may be

submitted at any time for evaluation. The film processor cur-

rently retained under contract is Eealth Physics Services,

Baltimore, Md.

10.6.8 Reports and Records

Uhien film has been processed and the exposure

evaluated, the completed- radiation report fozm-4 -sent to the

resident Health Physicist; a duplicate copy is sent to the

'Baltimore Health Physics Officeb The current exposure iniorma-

tion is transposed to the individual's own ezposure report formn

where a cumulative exposure record is brought up to date. A

record of all personnel exposures is kept on file for a period

'in accordance with lOCFE2O0

A comprehensive report of all statutory over-

exosure incidents wwill be submitted to mnagement by Health

Physics. This maport will include an ealy isof the cause, and

when possible reco~endations to prievent ?ecuurrence of the in.-;

cident. Copies of this.report vill be submitted to the Oommins-

sion in accordance with the reouiresients as set forth in 10CF20.
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10.6.9 Other Uses for Film Badres

Film badges are used for area monitoringt moni-

toring of personnel;extremitiess and checking film badge service

evaluation0

10.6.10 Use of Pocket Dosimeters

Pocket dosimeters are available in the ranges

of 0-200 mr, 0-lr and 0-5r. and are worn in accordance with in-

structions from the Health Physics representative on duty. Us-

ually one low range and one high range dosimeter are worn when con-

ducting work in radiation areas.

10.6.10.1 Issuance and Handling of Pocke-t-Rosimeters

Pocket.. dosimeters are charged and issued by

Health Phyics personel.-.. Each person receiving a dos-mter is

*intructed to read--it periodically and to report the reading to

his supervisor or the Health Physics representative on duty.

At the end of the work; period, the dosimeters are returned to

Health Physics and the readings are recorded in the Health

Physics log book.

10.6.12 Mdcl Exmnto

All employees are requirdd to submit to a

medical examination prior to work in areas where ionizing ra-

diation exposure may be involved and routine examnations are

conducted periodically thereafter. Special medical examnin-

tions are required in the event of unusual or suspect ex-

posureso Arrangements have been made for a nuclear medical
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consultant to perform these special examinations. Copies of

records of all medical exams are retained by the medical de-

partment in Baltimore.

10.6.12 BioassgM

Bioassay samples are submitted for analysis

by all personnel working with radioactuivity. During the

early months of hot operations bioassak samples were collected

and analyzed on a frequent schedule, and the results were us.ed

to establish the present sampling schedule. Tlhe exact sampling

schedulp is governed by the type of work perfo red and the

potential for internal contamination based upo-su=veys. In

any event, all persons working with or exposed to radioactive

material are sampled at least quarterly0  If an individual is

kIown or suspected to have been exposed to radioactive con-

taminavion in such a manner that internal deposition is likelyt

an estimate is made of the internal dose for inclusion in the

individual's radiation exposure record. If in a more accurate

detemination of the body burden is required, arrangements

shall be made to utilize a total body counter.

10.6.13 Records

Records of all -bicassay resulta are maintained

at Quehanna and Baltimore and are posted in each individual 's

file.
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10.7 Personnel-Protective Clothinz and Ecuinmeant

Any equipment which aids in preventing the

deposition of radioactive contaminants onto or within the body

may be considered anti-contarination protection. Pmotective

clothing provided by the company is worn when access to a con-

taminated. area is required, or there is a possibility of the

release of contamination as the result of some operation0 The

Eealth Physics representative on duty shall specify the inium

-type and items of protective clothing to be worn and shall in-

spect tieir use. This equipment is stored in the change room.

and is donned prior to entry into contaminated-aweas,-

10.7.1 Protective qlotbin~

10.7.1.1 Plastic and/or rubber shoe coverings are worn

* whenever contamination is exoected. Coveralls are ftickedd into

the shoe 'covers and taped prior to entering highly contaminated

areas*

10.7.1.2 Gloves are nor±mally worn im are_- S c.-;

.tamiunation may be present. The gloves are taped to the sleeves

priot- to entering highly contaminated areas. Rubber gloves are

always worn when dealing with contaminated liquid.

10.7.1.3 Hoods or caps are use& to prevent contami.na-

tion of t-he head0 Plastiunc hoods are used in cases where lq4uid

contaminants may be present0
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lOc70104 Cotton coveralls are issued for protection of.

the whole body against dry contamination. Coveralls are rarely

worn over.personal clothing except undergarments.

lO07015 Plastic suits are worn over the coveralls

whenever liquid contamination is anticipated or suspected and

also worn as outer garments over coveralls when entering highly

contaminated areas.

1O.7.2 BreathiR& Eguipment

The following types of respiratory protective

equipment are available:

-(a) Iall Face Respirator - Xeachanical Filter

Type

(b) Scott Pressure Damand Hose Line Equipment

(c). Supplied Air Plastic Hood - Oontinuous

Flow Type

(d) Scott Air Paks -Positt

Pressure Facepiece Maintained as
part of the

(e) MUA - Chemox emergency equip-
ment.

All personnel receive instructions on the pro-

per use pf respiratory protective equipment0  Such aspects as..

the proper fitting of filter elements, damage to filter ele-

-ments, proper fit of the mask to the faces etc0 are emphasized.

Personnel are instructed to wear mechanical filter type full

face respiratory equipment whenever a potential exists for



airborne contamination. The efficiency of the respirator filter

units are checked by the manufacturezh before shipment. All res-

piratory equipment is inspected by Health Physics before use for

mechanical integrity It is felt that careful inspection and

use is adequate to guarantee the effectiveness of the mechanical

filter type respirators since they are not used where air con-

centrations could result in serious overexposure to the wearer.

Scott pressure demand hose line equipment or

supplied air-plastic hoods are used when the preoperational

survey,'indicates air contamination in excess of MPC or the con-

centration is expected to be highly variable. Sicott pressure

demand bose line equipment consists of a full facepiece, short

length of flexible tubing, an air flow control device designed

to maintain a slight positive pressure in the facepiece, an air

supply 4ose equipped with quick disconnect fittings, pressure

reducing regulator and compressed air supply.

Supplied air plastic hoods consist of either a

plastic hood fastened at the chest and back and worn beneath the

upper portion of a two piece plastic suit with the hood taped

at the collar of the plastic jacketor a hooded plastic blouse.

The hood being an integral part of the upper portion of the

plastic Suit0  The plastic air supply hose is introduced through

the baci at the waist and extends upwards through the hose re-

taining channel in the hood and tezminates above the forehead.



The hose is fastened at the top of the hood and at the waist to

prevent accidental removal. The plastic air supply hose used

is a continuous piece equipped with a quick disconnect fitting

connected to an air flow regulator and subsequent air supply.

During use, the air supply is adjusted to maintain a minimum

flow rate of 6 cfm through the hood. Currently the compressed

air supply, used exclusively for breathing air, consists of a

bank of cylinders interconnected to allow exchange of cylinders

:- during use without interuption of air supply, This air supply

is located outside the work area and is continuously attended

when nuse.

10.7.3 Classification of Protective Clothing ard
Ecuuipment

Table 10.2 presents the protective equipment

classifications currently utilized at the facility. The Health

Physics zepresentative on duty specifies the class 'of protective

clothing to be worn by individuals entering contaminated areas*

The protective equipment prescribed is determined on the basis

of the preoperational survey or prior operational eperience.

10-7.4 Descipt7ion of Entry Into Radiation -
Contamination Areas

lOc7.4e1 The protective equipment specified by the RWP

is obtained in the change room area. Certain items of equipment

are &oaied in the change roomo
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TABLE IQ. 2 .

CLASSES OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Cover- lHead
Cla1s Alls .Cover

She
.Cov'tr

Plastic Pull,
.Jaolkiot Ipace
and Rdspir-
Txbsoerb' htor

Plaestic
Hood.
SuppTied
Air or
Airline
Reavii"afotr

Surfaoe
contemi-
nation
Level

Potential for
Airbore
Contamination
Due to Nature,
of WorkGlovos

I
H

V

3. Cover- X )epends < 500 None
bils or upon

- Lab work
C'oats.

2 X Cap 2 pr X > 500 Measured <lM
dpm not expocted.
c 50 to exceed MJC
dpm

3 X Pla 2 pr 2 pr - X > 5000 Measured <DMC
tic dpm ma exroaed

~ood (' but <50X

4 2 pr Plas- 2 pr 2 pr X X > 5000 Measurod >X!PO
tic dpm variable and
Hood could be >50X

I I
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1007.4.2 Personnel monitoring equipment, including any

supplementary S.fi badges, .wist biages and dosimeters M

specified, is ati;ached in the change room0

107.4.3 Personnel proceed to the general work area and

assemble all necessary equipment such as tools, meters , decon-

taimination suppliest etc. required to perform the job.

10.7.4.4 Additional protective equipment is donned prior

to entering the specific work area0

10.7.4.5 Personnel proceed to the job site and perform

the task in accordance with specific operating procedures.

10.7.4.6. When applicable, the Health Thysijs representa-

tive notifies tho personnel when thair time limit has eqri'ed

and the personnel. leave the job site,,

10.7.5 Descrintion of Ei-ress from Radition
Contaminated Areas

10.7.5.1 Upon completion of the work task or.expiration

of time limit. personnel leave the specific job site.

10.7.5.2 Monitor and remove cuter protective equipment

as required to minimize the spread of _cntination. Place con-

taminated equipment in containers provided near the job site.

10.7.5.3 At the completion of the job, all tools and

equipment are placed in clean plastic bags at the job site and

stored or placeC. in the deoontaminetbion .room for surve xi.zAcr

decontamination.
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iCo075J^- Personnel proceed to the change room to remove

their remaining protective equipment place it in designed con-

tainers and-perform personal monitoring utilizing the G0.L

count ratemetero

1QO 8 Decontamination

Decontamination is the process of removing con-

taminants by physical or chemical means 0  Survey techniques for

contamination measurement's were previously described in 1005030

100801 Decontamination of Areas

/ . Decontamination of areas is carried out as soon

as possible after detection0  This not only reduces the possi-

bility of airborne contamination hazairs but the contamination

is more easily removed before it has a chance to become fixed.

The protectire clothing requirements for personnel performing

decontapination are established by Health Physics based upon*

the results of surveyss0 Many areas where contamination is ex-

pected to result from. a job are covered prior to performing any

work. Coverings. include papers polyethylene, metal foil., end

strippable paintEl0

10o 8olo Removal oi Gontaminated Coverings

Cont'ami:nated coverings are noFmally taken up

by rolling the contaminated side in on itself0 Care is exercised

when handling contaminated materials to prevent the contamination

from becoming airborne0 Strippable painted coverings are recovred
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with additional paint prior to rem.oval. This step tends to fin

he conramni.gaion ance reduces the airborne hazard0

lQ8.2.2 Wiping Contaminated Surfaces with Dust Absorbing
Cloths

"tMasslin"t or other treated dust--retaining cloths

.may be used to wrie smooth surface areas which require decontsai-

nation. For large areas, such as floors, the cloths are mounted

on long handled fixtures and gently pushed across the floor. For

smaller areas and equipments the cloths are held in the gloved

hand. The cloth i5 frequently turned to present a clean surface

to the drea being decontaminated 0  The cloth is also frequently

surveyed to detect the degree of contamination being removed.

Contaminated cloths are discarded in.the radioactive waste

containrse

108.2 Decontamination of Equivment

D)eo6nt6nination of equipment is accomplished

in the decontamination room, isolation rooms, or other areas

suitably prepaared to handle potential contamination arising from

decontamination operations

10.8.201 Washing and Scrubbing

Washing and scrubing with detergents and other

chemical agents such as acids, alkalis, and chelating agents are

generally effective for removing dirt Eman grease along with con-

taminatioz from surfaces. This method is employed where small
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Pieces of equipment are to be decontaminated. Manipulator

wrists and similar eouiDment are imriersed in buckets of deter-

gent solution and sckabbed under water to loosen small particles

of contamination. They are withdrawn from the detergen'; sblu-

tion, dried with rags and reoiled immediately to prevent cor-

rosive galling0  Waste rags and. liquid are discarded as radio-

active waste.

10080202 St-eam Cleaning

Where possible, large pieces of contaminated

equipment are steam cleaned. Precautions are taken to avoid

plugging and subsequent damage of the ventilation system filters

and to col.lect the steam condensate in containers for treatment

as liquid radioactive waste 0 This method.of decontamination is

quite effective, especially when detergents are mixed wr.th the

st-an, however, since facilities for handling large quantities

of liquid waste are limited, it is rarely used.

1o08o2e3 Ultrasonic Decontamination

This specialized method of decontami 4.ipFA is

normally used to decontaminate small parts0  Ultrasonic decon-

tamination tanks are installed. in the process box for decon-

taminating fuel capsules0

108.3 Decontamination of Protective ClothinE

All protective clothing is monitored and segre!-

gated into two groups accop&ling to the quantity of cont.imiation
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present. Group A consists of items indicating less than 6 mrad/ib 4

and Group B more than 6 mrad/hr, but leas than 122 mrad/hr average

contemination over the entire garment when read at one inch from

the surface of .the item with a G.M. survey meter. Thes4 items

are placed in plastic bags, tagged according to radiation level,

placed in a shipping container and. shipped in compliance with

1.0CC. regulations to an approved off site laundry decontami-

nation service... This service is currently being provided -by

Nuclear Laundry Service, Jeannette, Pa. Items of protective

clothingcontaminated above 50- mrad/hr are discarded as radio-

active waste.

.10 0 8.4 Decont-amination of Breathin& Equivment

Breathing equipment is surveyed by Health Physics

after completion of jobs where this equipment was used. Noncon-

*taminated equipment is either returned to individuals to which

.it was assigned, or is stored in the equipment issue area after

cleaning. Contaminated equipment is heanded as follows:

10.8.4.1 Contaminated face pieces are washed with a

detergent in warn water, thoroughly ri.nsed in warm water,, dried

surveyed and. pac1caged in a plastic bage

10.8.4.2 Used respirator filters are discarded0

10.8.4..3 Letal parts of supplied air breathing equipment

are washed with warm soapy water and/or wiped with I'Masslin? or

other suitable contamination removing cloths. Persistent
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contamination is roaved by scrubbing in mild chemical. solutions0

The items are dried and surveyed priozr to storage.

10.80404 Strap webbing is washed in warm soapy water,

dried aid sureyed

l0080405 Airlines are discarded after use0

1008.406 plastic hoods worn in conjunction with supplied

air are disearded after, use.

10.8o5 De'ontamination of Personnel

10.8.5.1 General Washing Procedure

Thorough washing with mild soap and tepid water

is the beat general method for removing contm inants -from the

hands or body. If the contamination is localized, it is often

more practical to mask off the affected area and cleanse with

swabs, before risking the danger of spreading the contaminants.

Repeated washings and rinsings may be necessary, hewever, care

should be exercised not to abrade the skin0  Applications of

lanolin or hand cream may be desirable to prevent chapping after

repeating washiags. If contamnination persists, the fol.lowing

method may be used under .ealth Physics supervision: Apply

a 10% solution of potassium permanSanate, rinse in warm water

and apply a freshly prepared solution of sodiuff bisulfite0

Rinse thoroughly and wash with a mild soap0

CAUTION: These solutions should not be allowed

to remain in . contact writh the skin for more than 2 minutes per

washing.
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In the event that comtamination cannot be re-

moved by employing these methods, addA%-ional decontamination.

shall be attempted under the directio:± of the resident Health

Physicist with the advice of a consulting physician.

108.5.2 Decontamination of Injured Personnel

Decontamination of superficial wounds shall be

performed under the supervision of the resident Health Physicist 0

Services of a consulting physician will be utilized based upon

the degree of injury. Arrangements have been made with local

physic4ans and the Clearfield Hospital to provide any necessary

medical-assistance. In addition, a Naolear Medioal Consultant

from the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public

Health has been contacted to provide professional services Vhen

required.

108.6 Decontamination of Liquids

Infor~mation regarding liquid waste handling

methods is descaibed in Chapter 7c

108.7 Decontamination of Air_(Air Aandln System)

Filters are installed in the air handling system

to remove particulate radioactivity resulting from process

operations prior to discharge to the environs0 - A description

of the air handling system is presented in Chapter 6.



10.8.8 Storage and Control of Contaainated Material
and Enlipment-

. 2uipment that cannot be decontaminated immedi-

ately is sealed in plastic and stored in the decontamination roome'

Items of equipment which are used only in contaminated ureaB on

a-periodic basis are also sealed in plastic and stored in the

decontamination room when not in use.

.Pieces of equipment presenting a serious radia-

tion hazard'.due. to tb. amount of cont'anination present are decon.;.

taminated or discared as radioactive waste.

10.9 Waste-Disposal Monitorin_

A- description of the naethods employed for the

disposal oi radioactive wastes is presented in Chapter 7-

l0 lnitinSoliLd Waste Disposal Containers
duriR& -?illing- and RemoaL4 from the 1Iacjlit

During the removal of solid radioactiv'.r waste

from the cells and process box, a Haaith Physics representative

monitors for external radiation, surface and airborn-e contami-

nation0 The waste containers are Surveyed for surface contami-

nation prior to removal from the cell 'solation rooit after

sealing the disposal container. Contaminated containers are

decontaminated prior to removal to the waste storage area0  All

containers of radioactive waste are labeled and tagrged in ac-

cordance with the applicable regulations.
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109.2 9Aonitoring the Solid Waste Dis9 osal Container
A2rage, Area

Sealed radioactive waste disposal containers are.

m6ved from the facility to the waste storage.building where they

are stored until shipped to an approved disposal site. The

radioactive waste storage area is monitored at least weekly

for external radiation0 The general radiation level is posted

at a location where it can be observed. by personnel entering the

area0 The storage area is posted with radiation signs in ac-

cordance with applicable regulations.

109.3 M21nitorinE Shiooin& Vehicles

Vehicles used to ship radioactive-waste con-

-tainers to the disposal site are monitored during loading opera-

tions08 Containers -are arranged so that those emitting the mrax-

mum radiation levels are shielded by those of lower radiation

levels. The exterior of the shipping vehicle is monitored and

posted to assure conpliance with shipping regulations prior to

leaving the sitYe0

109.4 Records

Any entry is made in a Solid Radioactive Waste

Dispos2. Log ;Book after waste containers have been transferred

to the waste storage area. This entry includes the radiation

level at the surface of the container, the level at one meter

from the container surfaces an indication of the curie content



of the container, results of surface contamination surveys and

container weight. These records are maintained by both Health

Physics and the administration and are used when loading trucks

for waste shipments0

10.9.5 Monitorinp Liquid Radioactive Waste

Process liquids are absorbed and treated as

solid radioactive waste as described in Chapter 7. Low level

liquid waste is monitorhd by Pennsylvania State University

personnel who are responsible for the discharge of liquid waste

to the facility environs. Liquid waste samples are collected

and analyzed by Penn State personnel under the UpSrvision of

the University Health Physics officer. Dilution factors, as

required, are supplied by Pennsylvania State University to

facility operations personnel- who adjust the flow of dilution

liquid so the waste discharge is conducted in compliance with

applicable regulations0

10.9.6 Monitoring Liquid Waste Treatment Facilities

Health Physics conducts periodic radiation and

contamination surveys in the liquid waste treatment facility.

The frequency of' surveys is governed by facility utilization.

Results of these surveys are recorded and reported to the Plant

Manager.
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10.9.? Liquid Waste Dischapge Records

Records of the activity of liquid waste dis-

charged to the environs are maintained by the Pennsylvanle State

University Health Physics Office. Duplicates of these records

are also retained in the Health Physics files at the facility.

iOolO Health PhaSiCs instrumentation

An adequate supply oi" instruments, capable of

detecting and measuring ionizing radiation throughout the facili-

ty, are maintained as Health Physics equipment. Table 10e1 pre-

sents a list of the typical instruments0

10.10.1 Description of Instrumentation Check and/or
Calibration Method and Frequtncy

1O.lOo.1.l Air Particulate Monitors

Dhe continuous air monitors are functicaa~ly

checked at.least once every 3 months or after each servicing.

This check includes utilization of a calibrated strontium-90

reference source placed in view of the detector. If the instru-

ment reading varies beyond + 20% from the known value of the

source, 1the instrument.is adjusted and/or repaired. In addition,

the air -flow is measured using a calibrated rotameter and adjusted

to 4 cfaL

10.10.7.2 Area Radiation Monitoring System

The area radiation monitoring detectors are

functionally che;red at least once every - months or after each



servicing. This check includes utilization of a 25 mg radium

source placed at varying distances from the detector id order

to check the repcnse of the detector. If the meter reaming

varies beyond 20% from the true reading- the equipment is

adjusted and/or repaired.

10.10.1.3 Detector/Scaler Counting Assemblies

All counting room instrumentation is checked

daily for background and statistical. accuracy. A calibrated

6trontium-90 source is placed in each detector and counted for

a preset time0  The background and total count is zecorded in

a log. If the instrument readings vary greater than the calcu-

lated statical error, it is recalibrated and/or repaired0

10.100.10 4 'Count ratemeters - Hand and Foot Counti-r

The count ratemeters are functionally checked

at least once every t-hree.months or after each servicing0 This

check includes utilization of a calibrated strontium°90 source

placed in view of the detector. If the instrument readings vary

beyond +-20% fron. the known value of the source, the instrument

is adjusted and/or repaired.

100100105 Portable Radiation Detection Instruments

The portable survey meters are calibrated at

least once every three months or after each servicing. This

calibration inclrdes utilization of a 25 mg radium source and

a Martin custom fncapsulated 7-curie 9trontium-90 titanate pellet.
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if the instrument readings vary beyond + 20 from the ]mown dose

rate established with a R-meter, the instrument is adjusted

and/or repaired0

.10.1002 Instrument Maintenance and Records

Minor instrument repairs and calibrations are

performed by Health Physics personnel. Major repairs are per-

formed by the facility instrument technician.

'Health Physics maintains permanent records of

all instrument calibrations and repair records are maintained

by the instrument technician. Each instrument is tagged in-

dicating the calibration date.

10.11 Environmental Monitoring Program

Effluent monitoring data collected since plant

startup indicates that during normal operations no radicoctivity

in excess of the limits set forth in lOCFR20 is released to the

environs.

A practical environmental monitoring program

has been developed for the Quehanna site. Consideration has

been given to the geographic geological, hydrological and

meterological aspects of the site, as well as to the influence

of low population density and the operational activities con-

ducted&,t the Martin Radioisotope Pilot Plant. The purpose of

this program is to obtain data on the normal variations in back-

ground radiation which can be used to assess the effect of an

accidental release of radioactive material to the environs.
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This program includes collection and analysis

of: stream water, silt? soil and vegetation, and environmental

air c

10 ll.l Samples Location and frequency

Samples of the environs (refer to Figure 10.1)

accessibility to the sample locations permit

schedule:

are collected as

on the following

LOCATION

#1 ,
-

I #2

#3

#4 & 5

#6 &.7.

#8

#9

#10, 11, 12

#13i 14

SAMPLE ZRBQUEUCY

Water Monthly
Soil and Vegetation Twice per Year

Water Monthly
Siit Twice per Year

Water Monthly

Water Monthly
Silt Twice per Year

Soil and Vegetation Twice per Year

Environmental Air Daily

Water (Facility Daily
Potable Water)

Soil and Vegetation Twice per Year

Water Monthly
Silt Twice per Year

and Analvsis10011.2 Samnle Size

-- One liter of wa-ers approximately 10 Ems of

vegetation an;. one pound of soil are collected and analyzed for

gross beta-gamma activity. Selected proportions of the samples

collected are analyzed for strontium. Records of analysis are

maintained by Health Physics.
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CHAPTER 11

SUMIARY OF MM=GENY CONTCROL MEASURES

11.1 Introduction

The Quehanna Radioisotope Production Facility has

processed kilocurie quantities of SrTiO2 since July 1962 and much

valuable operating experience has been-gained. This valuable in-

formation has influenced the design of new equipment and the

planning of a safe operation. This section presents a summary

.of the available means for dealing with emergencies. While it

is not possible to predict all the accidents that may occur, it.

is felt that the equipment provided2 .combined with--intelligent

understanding of the facility and careful preplanning, make it

possible to deal with any emergency that may arise. Detailed

emergency that may arise. Detailed emergency procedures are out-

lined in the Standard Operating Procedures.

11.2 Local Assistance

Pennsylvania state and local police, Pennsyl-

vania State Health Department, hospital and civil defense autho-

rities have been contacted and arrangements completed for mutual

assistance in the event of- an emergency. These officials are

aware of the facility operations and an efficient-system for

emergency assistance has been agreed upon. Local volunteer fire

departments have visited the facility and are familiar with the.

plant fire fightinm-.equipment.
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11.3 Or; zation

The Plant Manager supervises the emergency con-

trol procedures. 3e issues any alternative procedures which he

may feel necessary to cope with a particular situation. It is

also his responsibility to report an emergency incident to res-

ponsible authorities of Martin, the facility owner (Pennsylvania

State University), and the ABC in accordance with the requirements

as set forth in lOFP.20. In the absence of the Plant Manager,

the shift foreman vwuil assume the responsibility of evacuation

coordinator until the Plant Ianager arrives on the site.

1104 Heilth PAysics

The resident Health Physicist acts as consultant

on radiation and contamination problems and reports the-hazards

to the evacuation coordinator0 Detailed duties are covered in

the Standard Operating Procedures0

1105. Off.-Hour Coverage

During processing of radioactive material, at

least two persons will be in attendance at all.times0 In case

of any emergency, the Plant Manager and the resident Health

Physicist will be notified.

1106 EQUIRment

In addition to the support equipment, ventilation

air monitoring systems and controls, the facility maintain and

operates an emergency vehicle and trailer outfitted with equipment



for detecting and measuring contamination and radiation levels

in the site environse .he unt, also contains protective clothing

and equipmientq.decontaminati-on supplies an emergency generator-

and other items necessary for handling emergency situations.

11.7 Emergency Drills

Drills are held periodically in order to train

the personnel in the proper procedures to follow in case of a.

radiation or particulate-release alarm.. All personnel evacuate

the facility at the sound of the alarm and congregate in the.

parking lot. In the event of a real alarm, they will remain-in

the lot until the Plant Manager and the Health Physicist can.de-

termine the cause of 'the ,alarm-and plan immediate action0

D6siinetryand fbllow-up procedures are conducted

on all personnel who may-have become contaminated or exposed.

(Reference Chapter 10 - Health Physics).

11.8 Internal Emergencies

11.8.1 Licuid and DrM spills

In case of major contamination due to a spill or.

other accident within the building. the contaminated area is

marked by Health Physics and decontamination procedures are ini-

tiated. Appropriate protective clothing is worn during this time

(see Paragraph 10-7@3)o
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118 2 Hich Air Contamination

.he room constant alr monitors have a set and.

an alarm point. In case of an air monitor alarm,. all personnel

immediately don protective respiratory gear and Health Physics

evaluates conditions and advises regarding the course of adtionP

In the event of an ..evacuation the emergency coordinator -and :the

senior health physicist don respiratory protective and evaluate'

bui ding conditions .V7entiiation.:is adjusted to minimize -the.

spread of contamin&tioi-n d :dec6ntamination procedures are ini-

tiated utilizing appropriate pr&otective equipment.

UlS&3 Hig-i Radiati6n Levels

The venti'ltion system sample filters are changee

daily and in case II ±iltezr becbmes unduly contaminated0  While

the contaminated filt6r ..is being changed, an emergency fan is

started and the fl6w.-by-passes the contaminated filterz

ll.8.4 Leaking Capsule in Pool

If a leak should occur in one of the fuel capsules

in the storage pool, it will be detected by either Health .Psics

analyses of the water or the continuous water monitor 0 . The. .pro-

ces9 by wnich the leaking capsule is isolated entails the use of

a hollow, siphon-fitted can which whnen placed around the suspect

capsules, draws water to be sampled for excess activity0  In addi-..

* tion to water sampless the deionizers which service the storage

pool through a continuous recirculating system are monitored on
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a regular basis. When a capsule is removed from the pool, smears

are taken at the ea 3liest. 6onvenient time.

ll 805 Pool 1akape

The following action is taken if the storage pool

should leak: the pool water supply is increased to maintain

shielding over the fuel capsules; environmental monitoring is

initiated to measure the radiation in the area, The cause.of the

leak is determined by the Plant lanager-and Health Physics i and

repairs and preventive remedies are initiated.

119 External Release

l. 9.I Airborne

If contaminated air should be released to the

environment, a survey will be conducted to determine the extent..

A high volume air sample mounted on the facility emergency trailer

will be used for sample collection and radiation levels will be

recorded.

l1 9 e2 Water Contamination

Contamination of the environmental water system

could result from accidental release of high level liquid waste

from the waste treatment plant. in this event.Health Physics is J

made aware of the situation via the alarm systems. Water samples.

ol local streams wil. be collected0  After a period of time fol-

lowing an incident, silt samples from the streams will be collected.

The proper agencies throughout the area will be notified0 .
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11.10 Fire Pightinm

11.10.1 Fire Fivhting Plan

In addition to the general problems iniolved in

in fighting fires, the Quehanna Pilot Plant is faced with two

special problem areas. These problems are:

(1) lFighting laboratory fires involving acids,

gases, chemical processing apparatus, electrical equipment and

other hazardous materials -normally found in a laboratory.

(2)- AA of the above, plus the added hazard

that radioactive materials may be present in the area or dissemi-:.

* nated in' the atmosphere.

A training program is designedtb provide a gene-

ral background and experience (through field demonstrations) in

fighting fires, with emphasis on the special precautions required

by virtue of the special conditions.

The.design of the facility lends itself readily

to the establisbment of a three-area control system. The areas

in which a fire would ,Droduce.the most serious consequences are

the hot cells. In theievent.of.such-a fire all efforts will be,

made to confine the. radioactivity to the area while putting out-

the fire. The second area is the isolation room. If necessary

to put out the fire, and if it cannot be confined to the hot cell,

radioactivity may be allowed to spread, under control, to the

isolation room. The service area provides a third region, the
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cold area, from which the fire may be approached. If at all pos-

sibles radioactive contamination will be kept from this area.

The facility has highly trained personnel, com-

petent in matters pertaining to radiation and radioactive materials

control. Most of the training is therefore directed to those pro-

blems associated with the proper use of equipment, techniques,

philosophy of the three area control and location of emergency

supplies. the Pennsylvania State University Fire Marshal and a

representative of the EPINA Agency are available as consultants0

Both individuals make periodic inspections and inform the Plant

Manager of any deficiencies in the equipment, or new techniques

that may be incorporated in the protection plan.

11.1002 Fi±e Alarms and Equipment

Fire fighting equipment is installed in and about

the building in accordance with the requirements of the National

Board of Fire Underxvrters; :Most sections of the building in

which radioactive work is not carried on are protected by an auto-'

matic sprinkler syitem0 'When any part of tBhis sprinkler system

is actuated, an alarm will sound throughout the building. It is

also arranged that an alarm will sound if the water pressure in

the sprinkler system drops below a preset levelo

it is not practical to use sprinkl er systems in

most areas where chemical and radioactive work take place because

the reagent which shoulCa be used to put out the fire depends
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largely on the burning material and other materials in the labora-

tory0  Sprinkler systems also tend to spread radioactive contami-

nation. In such areas, therefore, automatic fire detectors have

been installed. If the temperature in one of these areas rises

above a preset limit, it will result in the continuous ringing

of all fire alarm bells throughout the building8 Automatic de-

tectors are located in the reactor bay, remote control rooms re-

actor pump room, mezzanine fan robims, operating areas above.the.

isolation rooms, the service area, decontamination room, and the

analytical radiocheiistry lavoratory.

The entire fire alarm system will operate from

the normal power bus. In case of power failure, the system will

automatically switch over to storage batteries. Provisions are

made for the system to be connected to a future central fire

station.

In the areas in which only fire detectors are

installed, it will be necessary to combat fires with locally

available fire extinguishing apparatus0  The extinguishing rea-

gents include water, foam, carbon dioxide, and powdered sodium

carbonate. The reagent to be used depends upon the type of fire.

There is no provision for fixed sprinkler or

automatic fire detector equipment in the hot cells. Each experi-

mental installation is evaluated individually for an associated

fire hazard, and appropriate alarm and/or fire extinguishing

apparatus is installed with the experimental equipment as required0
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lllO3 The Training Program

Because of the relatively small staff at the

Qdehanna Radioisotope Pilot Plant, all men are members of the

Fire Brigade and will receive fire fighting training0  Three

hours of preliminary training will be provided in the course of

training programs related to Health Physics and the strontium-90

titanate process. The special hazards caused by the particular

. systems at the facility and the chemical systems to be operated

will be reviewed, and techniques for emergency action.presented

and practiced0  Additional classroom training of-on-rhour per

quarter will cover such items as alarm code instruction, evacua-

tion procedarer2 emergency treatment. familiarization with equip-

ment and other related topics0 During favorable weather, the

fire fighting equipment will be tested in these classese Field

exercises will include techniques of handling high pressure hose

and various types of extinguishers. Proper maintenance of. hose

and equipment after use will be learned0 Classes will be con-

ducted by the plant Fire Marshal although any member of the staff

or the aforementioned consultants may provide the actual instruc-

tion0  The following reports will be required reading and will

serve as texts for the instruction:

l0 Living with Radiation - Tolume II

Fire Service Problems

U. Se Atomic Eaergy Commission
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2. The Hazard of Radioisotopes under Fire Con-

ditions

Factory Insurance Association

3. Recommended Fire Protection Practices for

Nuclear Reactors,

N.FPA 802

As part of the training already given, fire hoses

. are checked periodically.

11.10.4 , Specific Emergency Procedures

1,1000401 Fires or Explosions in Process Toic- -

.11.10.4.1.1 Detection

Flammable materials are rarely used in the pro-

cessing box and the only other possibility is an electric motor

becoming overheated. Since the facility is never left unattended

visual detection of fires and subsequent remedial action is pos~-

sible.

11.100.4.12 Standard Procedure

in the event of

The cell operator must do the following things

a fire or explosions:

a0  Sound fire alarm i f not alleady done.

b. Don respiratory protection device.

co Use extinguishing chemicals and reduce air

flow via manual damper control.

d. Leave the area if radiation or evacuation

alarm sounds
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The emergency coordinator is required to:

a0 Check performance of cell operator and

-assist if necessary

b. Assure safety of all personnal.

co Coordinate and direct all emergency measures

do Inform his superiors'

The Health Physicist in case of fire or explosion

is responsible for:

ac Detecting spread of contamination, if any.

Initiating radiation-contamination surveys

.If necessary.

b.'... Advising emergency coordinator as required.

co .-Tistring the wearing of necessary protective

-ewuliment.:.

d_ h ,personnel for possible contamination-

ad* lfbrmation regarding radiationdexposurer-

e. Assisting coordinator as reauired in *nakin

a thorough post-emergency evaluation.

f. Initiating personnel decontanination:and.

administering first aid ilt necessary.

All the other personnel in the area will report

to the parking lot area and await instructions.

11.10.4.2 Fires in Low Hazard Area
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11.10.4.2.1 Detection

*Non-radiation areas are protected by sprinklers.

Radiation areas. with the exception of the cells, are protected

by heat detector alarms. Msnual fire alarm stations are pro-

.vided in each area.

11*10.4o2o2 Standard Procedure

A cell operator is required to do the following:

a. Sound the alarm, if not already donee

b.-Brinethe work in the process cell to a point,

where it.is safe to leave if necessary.

ce. After putting on respiratory equipment, assist

to extinguish five if nearby.

do Check operation of ventilation system..

ec Remain in operation area, alert for problems.

until instructed otherwise.

The emergency coordinator is required to:

a. Determine location of alarm.

b0  Don respiratory protective device.
C. ..ns . .. r asis

c- i~nscruct others to extinguish fire or assist

as- required.

do Check with Health Physics.

The Health-Physics representative must:

a. Don respiratory equipment.

bo Proceed to fire location,

c. Evaluate hazard.

d. Assist as required
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Others persons, if in the vicinity of he fire,

must sound the alarm,.don respiratory equipment and extinguish

the fire. If in another locations they should report to the assem-.

bly area to be available to assist.

11.11 Storms

11.11.1 Wind Damage

Under normal conditions, the average wind speed

-in the area does not affect the building ventilation system.

However, if wind speeds should increase to such a degree that

'they cause a perturbation of the system by varying the static

pressure of the building,, orrective action will be taken when

necessary; ioe., supplyaiir':uil*l.be reduced to increase negative.

pressure in the ce~lla~nd*dry 'boxes. open or close doors and/orpre.... in. th clb'n. ..

dampers to rebalance .air' system -in the operating and service areas...

Questionable air flow and pressures will be measured with hot

-wire anemometer, velometer or smoke tubes.

11.11.2 Floo dnS,

The facility is located on a plateau approximately

1900 feet above sea level. As drainage flows away from the site

to lower altitudes, the possibility of flood damage within the

facility is quite remote.

11.12 Power Failures

Power failures in the past occasionally have

occured. When the power fails, an emergency power system is
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automatically operated Transfer from the main source of power

to the emergency power system takes place through time delay

relays which permit the emergency unit to reach rated speed and

voltage in approximately 10 seconds,

I
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CHAP-M 12

SAMT EVAAM2ICH

Inttroduction

The design and operating philosophy of this faci-

lity is based on the principle of multiple containment barriers

of radioactive materials at all times. In essence, this means

that a minimum of two containment structures must fail in order

-'to allow the release of radioactive material to the atmosphere.

The criterion of safety emphasized throughout the analysis is

reasonable assurance .that the general population in areas sur-

rounding the facility and operating personnel will not receive

overdoses of radiation as defined by lOCFR20 and the recommenda-

tions of the ICRPC

A shielding analysis has been carried out to

assure that direct radiation doses to operating personnel do

not exceed acceptable limits0

A complete safety evaluation has been performed to

determine the radiobiological consequences of accidental activity

releases. All cases in which the possibility of primary contain-

ment failure exists were analyzed, The results indicate that

activity releases due to containment failure are highly imnprob-

able. A very conservative approach was assumed in the postula-

tion of a series of failures that might cause the release of



activity from the secondary containment to the surrounding

environment or to operating areas of the facility. This

approach is emphasized particularly in the examination of the

maximum credible accident.

1n addition to accidental activity releases,

all of the chemical processing steps and other operational pro-

cedures have been studied to ensure their safety with respect to

operating personnel and the general public.

12.2 Shielding Analysis

An analysis has been made of the shielding re-

quirements for the strontium-90 production proqcsia, The effec-

tiveness of the cells and auxiliary process equipment shields

for shielding against the m.ximum cilculated radiation intensity

has been established.

12.2.1 Cell Walls

12.2.1.1 Dose Rate from Strontium-90

An analysis of the shielding value of the hot

cell walls and windows has shown that dose rates are extremely

low for the antici`ated amounts of strontium-90 to be processed

and handled in the .celIs. :Dose rate calculations were for a

curie strength of 250 ,OOO. curies -and to forms -solution and

solid titanate)o The dose rat1e varies practic-aly linearly

wish the activity0
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Dose rates were calculated at points located in

the front of the cell outside the walls and windows, at a point

on top of the cells, at a point in back of the cells outside the

cast iron door but inside the isolation room, and at a point in

back of the cell outside the isolation room but shielded by the

cast iron door only0  These points are shown in Figures 12.1 and

1202 and the dose rates are given in Table 12.1. The results are

conservative since they neglect self-absorption, the shielding

effect of structural materials and the effect of any localized

shielding which may be used for personnel entry in°tothe cell0

12020102 Effect of Cerium-144- on Cell Wall Analy6Is

It is etimated that the Cerium-144 content may

be as high as 2 to 3 millicuries per curie of strontium-90.

Table 12.2 shows the increase in dose rates for selected situa-

tions around the hot cells. It should be noted that the shield-

ing of the cells is still adeguate with this amount of cerium0

The significant bremsstrahlung associated with

the decay of Cerium-Praseodymium-144 arise from the approximately

3-mev beta particle of Praseodymium-1440  In addition, there are

high energy-decay gammas associated with Praseodymium-144. As

a result. the average energy of the gammas for Cerium-Praseodymium-

144 is higher than those from Strontium-Yttrium-900 In terms of

shielding, this means that the Cerium-Praseodymium-144 gamma rays

become relatively more important and contribute an increasing

fraction to the total dose rate as shielding thickness is increased.
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Dose point,
top of cell

104
Cells
1,3,4
and 5

Cell 2

42, for 2-foot walls
X (Cells 4 and 5)

54, for 3-foot walls
(Cells 1,2 and 3)

Window Centerline

Dose point'in front of
cell

All dimensions in inches

* Figure 12.1 Configuration Used for Shielding
Analysis of Strontium-90 Processing Cell



L 22 ft, 6 in. --'Cells 1,2, and 3 ' L1
23 ft. 6 in. -- Cells 4 and 5

F11

15 in.

12 in.

-_ Cells

-- Cells

1,2,3 \

4 and5 <

outside
room

Dose point
isolation

12 in. -

Source

iron door
..d4l

Dose point
isolation room

Ag_-Cast

_j L9 ft,9 in.--Cellsl,23
[-]O ft,6 in.--Cells 4&F51

Figure 12.2 Configuration for Shielding Analysis
of Rear of Cell



TABL 12.1

STRON1IUM-90 PROCESSING; DOSE RATES (mr/hi)

or 250,000 curies in hot cell

Form of Strontium

I

Front
Cells 113 ,
3-foot wall

2.75 x 10-5

705 x 10i 5

of Cell
Cells 4,5
2-foot wall

Solution 0.12

Titanate 0.15

3-foot window 2-foot window

. Solution '

Titanate

0.04

.0.1i

8.5

22.5

CellB 172,3
15-inch door

Rear-of Cell
In'lsomaUio oom

Cell 4 Cell 5
12-inch do or

Solution

Titanate

0.073

0.e9

0.8o
I1

1.66 2.10

Outside Isolation Room

Solution

Titanate

.. 0 0.14
. . .. .

.O;i5,

.1625

403 .425

Cells 1 2
-2 ft

concrete

cell f2-
185 inl
steel

of Cell
I I 4

2 in. stee2?
l in. Al

Cell 5
2 ft
concrete.

Solution

Titanate

17.0

45.0

3lr25

5800 5000 80 0
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M!ARTB 12.2

Efect of 2.5 Mill1curies

of Strontium-90 on Dose Rate (mr/Ir)

of Cerium-144 per Curie

Isotope

Sr-9p0

Ce-144

Activity
curies

250,000

625

Wa:lls
2-ft

Qc148

0.200

Windows
2-ft

22.25

9.00

Roof

80.0

14.0

Isolation Room
12-in. door

2.08

0.45

..:* TPotal 0.348 31.25 94.0 2.53

I
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12.2.2 Peed Storage Tank

The feed storage tank. T-31 and it's shielding

are located in the cell annex of Cell 4. In the determination

of the effectiveness of the shielding it was assumed that

750,000 curies, the maximum activity, was distributed uniformly

throughout the tank. !The points at which the dose rates were

determined and the dose rates are shown in Figures 12.3, 12.4

and 12.5. Figure 12.3 is a plan view with the dose rates given

for an horizontal plane taken through the middle of the tank.

Figure 12.4 and 122o5 are for orthogonal vertical_planes..

These tank T-31 dose rate calculations were

performed by integrating the Green's function for the dose

weighted by the homogeneous source throughout the tank. To

accomplish these calculations IBM 7094 Program SPMND was used;

Due to the as vtaons>i& n and the method of calculation. the

calculated dose rates could be high by as much as a factor of.

two,.

us~hk the naximum possible activity of 750,000

curies, the dose rates are low enough to allow-for short periods,

of work in the vici~ito:bf. the tank.

12.2. )Dse 6Rates 'Trough. the Shine Shield from the
TPocess BSo

To determine the amount of radiation from the

process box, a DoInt source of 100.000 curies was used.. The
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-T*4- 15.1
+ 17.2

Cell No. 4 - IsolationConcrete Wall

Cell No. 3 - Isolation

+ 18.7
Concrete Block Wall

F I, 20.7

.d-_ .,5-H I

Box for IIAPO

Cask Lines

Vacuum Pump

3.1 3.9 5.3
+ +I

7.3

T-31 and

Shielding

12.75"

32.7 19.3
. +

14.7 12.2

t '36" ft

Dose Rates in mrcm/hr

Figure 12.3 Dose Rates from Strontium-90 Storage Tank T-31
Horizontal Plane through Middle of Tank



Ceiling

Concrete Wall --L/

Cell No. 3 - Isolation

6.6 9.6 14.8 23.6
- + -

Area Around

- Tank T-20

3.1 3.9 5.3 7.3
+ . 3+

}< 36"n

.2 80.2 50.4

-T

T-31 and

32.0

12.2
4-

Shielding

106" 19.3 14.7
4-

36" i

1.4 1.6 2.0

Dose Rates in mrem/hr

2. .4 8.7 6.2 4.8
+ -I4 +

Figure 12.4 Dose Rates from Strontium-90 Storage Tank T-31
Vertical Section Perpendicular to Cell 3
Isolation Room Wall
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Floor -_-

Shielding

6.4 39.6 27.4 20.0
4- ' +

5 36"

Dose Rates in
mr-em/hr

20.7 18.7 17.2 15.1

X, + + +

Concrete Block
g' Wall

Figure 12.5 Dose Rates from Strontium-90 Storage Tank T-.31
Vertical Section Perpendicular to Cell 4 Wall



source was located at a point in the process box closest to the

shine shield. Thus the values obtained are conservative.

The calculations were carried out with the 12-

2.nch iron call door open so that the physical attenuation was

due entirely to the shine shield. At a distance of 51 inches

from the source the dose rate is 1.66 millrem per hours Figures

12.6 and 12.7 locate the source and dose points.

It is clear that the shine shield is adequate

shielding for the process box. The dose rates are low enough to

permit personnel to do necessary maintenance at the closest pos-

s..ble position to the shine shield.

An area which may cause concern is that of the

filter plenum. At times when strontium is in the furnace, which

:is situated in the process box of Cell 4, the dose rate from

this source' combined with that from tank T-31 and the activity

retained by the filter may be high enough to warrant special

prodedurf.s for chang:ng the filter. Considering only the stor-

age tank. T-31 and 25,000 curies in the furnace, dose rates of

approximately 25 to 50 millirem per hour are possible.

12.2.4 _ Temporary Shielding

A curve was prepared for use in estimating tem-

porary shielding for various amounts of strontium-90. Figure 12.8

is a {urve of activity versus thickness of lead shielding required

to reduce the dose rate to 10 mr/hr at one meter
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Concrete

Figure 12.6 Dose Rates from Cell Four Dry Box
Alorizontal Section
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1.66 3.34
*-i

36" Cell No. 4 Dry Box

42"
Wall.,Shine Shikid

Figure 12.7 Dose Rates from Cell Four Dry Box
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12.3 Chemical Hazards

12.301 Radioll-sis of Br(10 33 Solution

12-3.11 Hydrogen Formation

The feed storage tank may contain up to 750 kilo-

curies of strontium-90 in 250 liters. Assuming conservatively

that 100% of the radiation energy emitted is involved in decomposi-

tion of the solution, the rate of hydrogen evolution from the solii-

tion is calculated to be 78.O cc/min. (STP)0 The G value of 0.028

(molecules -er 100 electron volts) was calculated from an expres-

sion given by Sowden (Reference 12-7) for the effect-of-high

nitrate ion concentrations on the radiolytic formation of hydrogen,

assuming a nitrate concentration of 1.27M (00075M excess BMTO)3

The rate of hydrogen evolution varies in inverse fashion with in-

creasing nitrate concentration. For example, increasing nitrate

ion molarity of 195 (0.771 excess E'03) suppresses hydrogen

evolution to 16.1 cc/minm.(STP). The excess of ENO maintained
3

in the feed tank is normally 0.4 to O06M.

In the usual course of operations the 250-liter

feed storage tank will have a maximum filling of two-thirds. by

transfer from a HAP0-I casks, and will consequently have .500 kilo-.

curies and a void space of'about 83 liters. Hydrogen evolution-

at a proportional rate could theoretically bring the composition

of the gas in the void space to the lower flammability limit of
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401 volume percent in about an hour and to.the lower detonation

limit of 19% in about five hourso (References 12.8 and. 12.9).

The opportunity for igniting the gas within the tank is negligible

since no access to the tank interior is possible, no electrical

connections are made to it and it is not exposed to any flame.

In addition, the tank is vented to the process box where dilu-

tion occurs before the air is exhausted through the air handling

system.

The feed storage tank is air sparged at a rate

of about 3 liters/minute when it is first filled, and before any

subsequent withdrawals0  At this time the hydrogen is diluted..

and carried away through the air handling system.

If. for some inadvertent or Unknown reason, the

vent and vacuum connections to the tank should be closed for a

substantial period of time, it might first be assumed that the

hydrogen evolution would cause pressure build-up in the free

volume. Theoretically, it would require about 18 hours to raise

the pressure to 15 psig.0 However, it is more logical to assume

that in a sealed vessel, hydrogen produced by radiolysis recom-

bines with-the other radiolysis products so that no net hydrogen

is produced0 Allen (Reference 12.11) has commented on this pheno-

menon at length. In any event, the tank is capablo of withstand-

ing internal pressures of at least 100 psig and has been tested

to that figure in conformance with the Uniform Unfired Pressure

Vessel Code.
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12.3 1.2 Nitrite Formation

Another radiolytic reaction is expected to occur

in the storage tank],.nbmely the reduction of nitrate ion to

nitrite ion, with attendent consumption of hydrogen ion. The G

value depends on the nitrate ion concentration and is computed

to be 1.95 for the case at band (Reference 12.12), giving a

maximum nitrite ion formation rate of'3.03 gram-mole/hr. No

safety considerations are apparent* in the formation of nitrite

ion, since strontium nitrite is reported to exhibit'essentially

the same solubility as the.nitrate and bas no unusual-chemical

properties.

12.3=1.3 Oxygen and Peroxide Formation

As far as can be determined by an examination

of the literature the formatibn of oxygen gas or of hydrogen

peroxide should not occur to any significant extent in the feed

* solution.

ap

12.3.2 Ciemical Therne Production

12.3.2.1 Heat of Neutralization of Excess Acid

BEcess ENO added during the dissolution Step

is neutraliced during the course of carbonate precipitation in

Cell 4. The concentration of the excess acid is measured and

will not exceed 1E and.is usually held to.about 0.5M. If the

volume of solution aliquoted for precipitation is 9 liters its

may contain 9 moles of excess E0 30 Based on a heat of
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neutralization of 13.l; kcal/mol, 118 kcal may be liberated during

the neutralization step.. *.-V ls.Can produce a temperature rise of

about 107 but cannot result in.any excessive release of energy

12.3.2.2 Hi*t of Reaction of Carbonate Precipitationp.

*ibm data readily available on the heats of for"

mation of the various chemical species involved in the reaction

by which strontium carbonate is precipitated, it is found that

.te reaction is slightiy endothermic (Reference 12.13):

SBr(T05)2(aq) + Na2C03 (aq)-"c:SrCO3(s) +- 2 NaNO3(aq)

Beat of
fermation: 229.82 276.18 291.2&6.. . 214e66

H = .+ .06 kcal/mole

*Since a batch size of 25,000 curies of Br-90

ptNcipitated at a time amounts to about 40 mol of reactive ca-

tions, this reaction. is of no great concern-from an energy re-

ldase or absotp tion ooint. of view. Mhe reaction of the cal cium.

=resent is ignored for purposes of this study since the amount

ii- small and this reaction also involves only a small quantity

f-' heat0  The TiO2 present at the Ume of caebonate precivitation

does not react chemically w'ith the other reagents present0

l~323Siability of SrCO - T1i0.. ~i~re

TIee mixture of SrCO end Ti 2 which iseparateC

by filtration Irom. Lts supernatant liquid is permitted to dry



partially by self-heating before it is processed further. The

batch generates heat at the rate of 160 watts. This heat is

e.panded principally in evaporating the water held in the pre-

cipitated mixturee

Following evaporation of the water, the tempera-

ture of the cake will rise to an ecuilibrium figure whose value

is determined by various factors unless it is placed within a

wi.ter-cooled receptacle available for that purpose. In no event

can the self-heating of the cake 'cause a temperature rise suf-

ficient to cause raatyiodn between the SBrOO, and TIO, since the.2

reaetion rate has been conclusivel: demonstVrate.tn... become

significant only above 925"OC it is thought -that the reaction

between SrC00 and Mi, is.per~aps endothermic, but the heat of,

formation of S'rT 05 as. n&t been determined. Me experimentd1

evidence shows that th& evolu-tion of heat is, at most., quite

sill. The reacti~on Is consequently not contributory to any

significant energ y.'ease diiiing the process..
l232L. . . .12e ,3 024 F ires

1either the material being processed nor any..of:-

the reagents used are fl'amable and it has been shovn above that.

energy releases in the. process reactions are qu-te moderate.:. .6-

open flames are used. The only combustible materials to be

f6iund in the process box at any time are the required electric
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insulation, manipulator b6ots, polyethylene reagent bottles and

cloth swabs used for minor decontamination. These are present

in very small quantities generally have high ignition tempera-

tures, are non-explosive and even if any of them could become

ignited the total energy production is not great.

12.3.3 Radiolysis of Pool Water

The storage of -the encapsulated sources in the

pool will result in .spmez'radiolysis of the pool water. The beta

energy of the .strontiim-96 riwmn-9O chain is entirely dissi-

pated wthin the capsules, but gamma energy produced as brems-

stralung enters the wateri ... In. the following ciculatijon, coz-

rection has been made for self-absorption wthLin the capsule.

A G factor of 025 molecules per electron volt has been used.
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The total bremsstrahlung energy generated per

curie per hour is obtained by integrating the eznerg yield

spectrum:

!ield
E Photons/dis _ E ev/dis

2.2-1.98 7.I42r10 7  2.1 1.56xl06

1.98-1.76 6,.75x106 1.87 1.26x10-

1.76-1.54 - 5 1.65 4.76x10-5

-1.54-1.32 8.5130 5 1,t.43 I.2zI04.

1.32-1.10, 2609XILO 1.21 2.53x 0l .

1l10-.88 40.37x0 .99 -4721104

.88-o6G 8.o8710e .77 6.84XrlO4

o66..Slc 7-3 -f5lOiQ31.213 .55 1. 0 ~L0o

A4 o22' 40132xdo3 e33i l.36xdO 3

.22WO 1.657102 ,11 1.8110-3

J-t*E)d 5.7 x }03 Mev/dis

FOr one cile: 2.1c : 0+8 1ev/euie:sec' or 2.1 x 104 ev/curie sec

For one megacri: 201 x 1O ev/curie. sec

*i :oe!3 - 210° ev/Bec ; 0.25 molecules/ev
6.2m- Goles/mol ecule

8.7 xI1O '.gm moles/sec or e.14 x 10-1 gm moles/hr

or, 7 Ji:er/br

* is z'ate of hydrogen generation is not high

enough to present a hzerd., ViThe pool is covered by an expanded

metal cover, and alas: b a sheet of transpaxent plastic. The

latter is elevated ac' that air can tirculate under it. The air

circulation in this -urea o1 he facility is good so that there

can be no eccumulation of bydrogen;
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12.4 Transfer Accidents

12.4.1 Cupola Rpture

The purpose of the cupola is to provide secondary

containment of the APO cask connections during and subsequent

to the transferal of the feed solution from the cask to the feed

storage tank. . The operator, wearing full protective clothing

(Section :10.7.) -and ai independent air supply, removes all lines

and the .thermocouple by working through the glove ports. If the

cupola should be torn awiay during this process, any spilled or

othereise deposited feed solution would remain in the well of

the cask, Even though the operator is safe in.thBeabsense of

the cupola,. its presence _s Justified by the fact twhat it does,

if intact, prevent any ielease -to the surrounding area, that

would reaur±ze cleaniing up.

12.4.2 Feedline Break

As stated in the process description, subsequent

to the coninectidn of all lines and the thezmocouple to the EPO

cask., no personnel are in the isolation room. The process from

dissolution -on is carried out reotely. The strontium solution

is vacuum drawn to the feed storage tank t-rough the fe-d line.

Unless the supports fail and the line breaks simltaneously,,

only a minor spill can occur, the major portion of the solution

running back into the cask or being drawn to the feed storage

tenk. If the feedline should break at the point where it goes

into the isolation room wall and if, in addition, the line supports
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should fail, allowing the line to fall to the floor, then worst-

case conditions would be realized. The greatest length that

could extend from the RAPO cask to the floor is 8 feet.' The in-

side diameter of the line is 0.275 inch and the solution con-

3centration is a maximum of about 3 curies/cm . Thus a maximum of

(wri cm3)(3 curies/cm3) = r(O.L375)2(8 x 12)in3 x 16039
X in3

x c3 curies/cm3 280 curies

is released to :the loor of the isolation room. As the process

is MV mponitored, s ~uch release and its extent could be immed-

iately determined. If the maximum release occurs..-water dilution

will be necess rary before manual clean-up (as described in waste

'hold tank leak section) is initiated.

12.4.3 Capsule Transfer from Cell 5 Storage to StoragEe

Pool

12.4.3.1 Cask or Capsule Rupture During !iransfer from

Cell to Pool

During transfer of the cask, on a dolly, the

dolly will be pushed and guided by trained operators over a smooth,

uninterupted, concrete floor from Cell 5 to the service area.

--- During transfer of the cask by-the 15 ton cap-

acity service area crane, the-cask will be suspended not more

than 15 feet or l3ss above the service room floor as it moves

across the service area to the pool. While all handling and move-

ment will be performed by skilled operators, a human error or



mechanical failure could result in the dropping of' the cask-in

the area between Cell 5 and the pool.

This cask will be constructed with a steel

inner and outer jacket. The inner jacket will be at least 1/4

inch thick and be bonded to the lead so that significant de-

formation cannot occur if the cask is dropped. The cask cover

will be secured to the cask body by a steel pin of at least 1/2

inch diameter to prevent disassembly in case of impact. Thus

-it is considered incredible for a capsule to become dislodged and

crushed or, significantly deformed by the cask.

Having established the above criter-ia for the

transfer cask. it is apparent that the maximum load on a cap-

sule will be its own impact force. While the cask will be fas-

tened in a manner to preclude disassembly, the components of the

cask will probably not be rigidly connected Each component

will react essentially, as an independently impacting body. So,

similarly, will the capsules react. This means that except for

' the. differences in material characteristics between the cask

--and the floor the impact loads on a capsule impacted. within the

cask would be the same as the impact loads on a capsule dropped

independent1y. In practice, the bottom of the cask will pro-

bably be a better energy absorbing medium than the floor, so

that a capsule contained in the cask will be subjected to less

stress than one dropped separately.
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Using v =2as it is calculated that a capsule .

dropped from 15 feet will impact with a velocity of 31 ft/sec.

Th6 average weight of a powder capsule is about 5021 pounds so-

thAt its kinetic energy at impact is very nearly 80 ft-lb0

Thb lack of engineering data and correlations for the analysis

of containers under impulsive loads precludes a detailed analysis

of the stress imposed on the capsule for all attitudes of impact.

Th!t the capsule will not rupture under 80 ft-lb impact can be

*inferred, however, from a calculation of the total energy which

the outer'container can absorb without rupture0  This is simply

thei area under a standard tensile stress-strain diagram for

thd container material multiplied by the container volume0 The

area under the stress-strain curve for AlSl-316 steel is 47,000

i=. lbs/in3 and the outer container volume is 60095 inThe

contwainer should be capable of absorbing up to approximately

20bo0o ft-lbs without rupturing. Since the impact energy under

quastion is only 80 ft-lbs it is clear that the capsule would

not be ruptured by a 15 foot drop onto a concrete floor.

12.4s3.2 Capsule or Pool Damage by-the Cask

Dropping the cask into the pool would impose

approximately the same load on the capsules in the cask as drop-

. ping on the service room floor and is, therefore, no more hazard-

OusO Dropping of the cask upon capsules already in the pool is

not credible since the capsules will be stored around the per-

iphery on three sides of the pool with. the fourth side being



kept free of capsules. The cask will always be transferied

across this side of the pool.

It has not been possible to determine if a

dropped cask would crack the pool floor. Consensus of opinion,

based on the pool design, is that it would not. If the floor

were to crack, howevert it is believed that the resultant leak-

age rate would be si'.all and, therefore, not represent a hazardous

-condition.

12.4.35.3 Capsule Melting

The total weight of strontium fuel and steel in

each capsule is less than 6 lb. The specific heat of fuel and

capsule is approximavely 0l2 B`TU/lb.0F. The temperature rise,

assuming adiabatic conditions would be:

t 47= a 100 F/min.

This is well below a rate of rise that could cause thermal shock.

An Lltearnte cask is available in which six

capsules imay be transferred. The most severe heating will occur

with six capsules contained in the cask. The maximum heat out-

put per capsule is 15 'watts and the cask will be approximately

10 inches ID by 30 inches ODO If the cask is taken as lead only.

the inner surface will be raised only a few degrees Fahrenheit

above embient. Assume only radiation loss of heat by the cap-

sules (conservative, since convection will also remove heat).

If one-half the lateral surface of the six capsules is taken as

the radiative sirface and an emissivity of 0.3 is assumed for
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capsule and inner cask surface, the maximum surface temperature

achieved on the-capsule is less than 1001F. Since this is well

below the melting point of stainless steel (2550°F), there is

no danger of capsule melting.

12.5 Storage Accidents

12.5.1 Cell 5 Storage

The capsules that are stored in Cell 5 are

cooled by the cell air flow. Since there is an auxiliary cell

exhaust system, it is not considered credible that the capsules

would 4qe without cooling. If the normal exhaust system should

fail, it could be repaired while the auxi iay--sy-stem. main-

tained the air flow.

The analysis of the accidental dropping of .a

capsule (Paragraph 12.4.351) shored that a capsule could not .be

damaged by a fall from 15 feet so, since the cell has a 12 foot

ceiling, a drop in the cell could not damage a capsule.

12.5.2 Pool Storage

12.50.2.1 Capsule Leakage During Storage in the Pool

Every capsule is doubly contained and 'Leak-

checked before removal from Cell 5. However, if both the inner

liner a>d outer container of a capsule are damgea during trans-

fer or installation in the pool, a leak could develop. Such a

situation is extremel- improbable but is remotely credible.

-The presence of a breached capsule would be

promptly detected during one of the frequent gross beasa count
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analyses of the pool.water and/or as a result of detection by the

continuous liquid flow type monitor probe. Furthermore, a deviqe

which is capable of locating the leaking capsule is a permanent

part of the storage facility. This device consists of a can,

open at one end, which fits over the fuel capsule. Flexible

tubing, attached to the other end, is connected to a pump which

draws water from immediately around the capsule through a liquid

flow counter. Available liquid flow counters of the continuously

- monitoring type are capable of detecting concentrations as low

as 10 7
1 uC/CC,

The pool is filled from the 2-incb-main pool

. water supply system. A 2-inch overflow pipe terminates one

foot below the top of the pool and connects with the suspect

drein--system.. Thus, it'isot possible for any water from the

pool to enter uncontrolled drainage or sewage systems.

12.5.2.2 Failure of the Pool Water Circulation System

The clean up system for the gamma pool consists

of a stainless steel closed circuit system which muns from the

gaema pool four and one-half feet underground to a shielded rooal

in the mechanical equipment room. Access to this room Is through

a separate locked door. The pool water recirculating system is

enclose, by three walls of concrete blocks, the building out-

side wall uaking up the enclosure. The 3/-inch plywood top

and concrete block walls have a smooth nonporous firish painted

with Phenoline 300 or its equivalent. Equipnment in the cleanup
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room consists of two circulating pumps rated at 5 and 20 gpm and

two resin beds and t;wo 10-micron filters in parallel. Each of

these resin beds is so designed that the valves may be closed

to one bed and the complete filter unit, if necessary, can be

removed and replaced, Only the resin may-be replaced if desired,

If the water circulation system for the stor-

age pool fails. the temperature of the water will increase, since

there will be heat transferred out of the pool through the walls

and to the air above the pool, an equilibrium temperature will

be reacted that depends on the activity stored in itc

--- Yhe storage pool at Quehanna is 15 feet deep --

* with surface dimensions of 8 x 10 feet. The walls are made of

lO.nches of concretes The stored material acts as a constant

.- heat source to the water,. Heat is lost from the water in two -

ways

1h, Heat is conducted through the concrete walls

and into the surrounding earthc

2. Heat is transferred by convection from the

upper surface of the water to the air above

the pool&

10-inch concrete

1;-feet 10 Er

i p. ; ,Stored Fuel
* t ok Heatca Soure
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The analytical model chosen to.solve the heat

transfer problem is that of a circular cylinder. The dimensions

of the cylinder are chosen so the surface area of the cylinder

is the same as that of the actual pool and the depth is the same.

The assumptions used to simplify the problem are:

1. The air above the pool is still. It is at

atmospheric pressure with a temperature of

70°Fo.
2. Since there will be natural mixing of the

heated rater, the water is asstmed to be

the same temperature throughout..

*3 No heat is lost through the bottom of the

pool.

41. The ther'mal conductivity of the ear-th.is

K 1.1 BTU/hr ftI? (Reference 12.10).

This is the conductivity of the sandstone

which is found in the Qiehanna aresa

5c The cooling affect of the evaporation of

water from. the surface is neglected.

-6 The heat loss through the walls is approx-

imated' by calculating the-heat loss from an

infinitely long fin of earth extending rad-

ially from the pool. The fin shape is that

of an annular disk.
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The results of this calculation are shown in

Figure 12090 It is found that for about 800p00 curies stored in

the pool the equilibrium temperature reached is 150°Fc At

this temperature the maximum evaporation rate is about 10 gal/hr.

A heat exchanger will prevent the temperature from exceeding

150 0F even with 5 megacuries.stored in the pool.

A second calculation was made for the rate of

evaporation with air circulation over the pool.

The results of the calculations are:

Velocity of Air (ft/min.) Water Loss (Sal/hr.)

0 6.62

10 6.88

60 8.35

120 100O= maximum

12;5o2e3 fotall LOSS of Pool Water

A total loss of pool water, resulting from any

sequence of events, is not considered to be credible 0 The en-

tire water purification and circulation system is in a closed

cycle, physically located above the normal water level of the

pool. The slow loss of water through a crack in the concrete is
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possible. The area and the pool are under 24-hour surveillance

by facility personnel. In additibn, demineralized water is

made and. is available adjacent to the pool. Thus, the pool

water level will be maintained at proper level and immediate

response would be given to correction of the source of leak.

1205.2.4 Accidental Falls into the Pool

The probability of such an accident is extreme-

ly remote.. A three-foot high concrete rail surrounds the pool

and it is covered except during actual transfer and leak test-

ing operations.

12.6 Air Handling Analysi_

After considering the possible malfunctions of

the ventilation system which might occur during the operation of

the plant, the following two cases were taken as representative.

They include situations which arise from a malfunction of instru-

ments and the operating error of the personnel.

12.6.1 Instrument Malfunction

In examining the possible ways for a pressure

reversal to occur due to instrument malfunction, the following

case was considered.

The normal exhaust fan for Cell 4-(E-6) was

considered to have failed. This would only present a problem

if the differential pressure switch across this fan would mal-

function. Formally, the loss of pressure change across the fan

would automatically close the damper in the normal cell exhaust

J
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ductS open the damper in the auxiliary cell exhaust duct, start

the auxiliary cell exhaust fan and an alarm would signify the

stopping of the nodal exhaust fan (see P'igure 6.2). Also, the

loss of air flow in the normal exhaust duct would cause the

gravity backflow damper to close in that duct. It was considered

that the differential pressure switch failed to acknowlege the

loss of pressure change across the normal exhaust fan F.60. The

auxiliary cell exhaust system would not come. on, nor would the

moqtorized damper in the normal cell exhaust duct close. Also

consider that the gravity backflow damper had stuck in the open

position. The result of this series of highly unlikely failures

of equipment would be that the cell exhaust duct from Cell 4 would

be open and no fan would be operating in that duct.

The back pressure from the friction and inertia

losses in the stack was calculated to be 0151 inches of water.

This back.pressure plus the higher pressure in the exhaust duct

on the way to the stack from the other cells would cause a nom-

inal backflow toward Cell 4 along the normal cell exhaust duct0

The pressure drops across the two absolute type filters and one

roughing filter in series in this duct would reduce the back

pressure seen-by the cell0 The backflow would cause-the pressure

in Cell 4 to slowly start to rise. The gauges measuring the

pressure difference between the cell and. the operations area

would show the pressure differential reduction and the auxiliary

cell exhaust system would be started.
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The result would be, even after the highly

unlIkely series of instrument failures, that the auxiliary cell

exhaust system would return the pressure differential to normal

with no resulting pressure reversal. The operating personnel

would immediately check the normal cell exhaust fan and damper

system since, even though the instruments did not show the

reduction in pressure differential across the fan, the starting

auxiliary exhaust system would Cndicate that the normal exhaust

fan was not in operation.

1296.2 -Operating Personnel Error

in examig the possible hazewds-created by

operator errors, the following case was considered.

To change a manipulator boot the manipulator

must be removed from the cell wall. While the manipulator is

out of the cell wall there is an 8-inch opening which leads from

the operations area into the cell. During a normal boot change,

the old boot is left in place while the new boot is pushed.

through the opening.. Therefore the 8-inch opening is covered

at the process box end by the old boot. A special tool is used

to hold the flat spring (see Figure 9.4) compressed while the.

new boot is moved through the cell opening. When the new boot

is lined up, the old boot is pushed off and the flat spring is

released so that the new boot is in place. If the operator

should accidently misjudge the alignment or somehow drop the new

boot as well as the old boot into the process box, there would
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be an open path leading directly into the process box.'-

The resulting air velocity through this opening

was calculated to be over 3800 feet per minute when the cell and

process box exhaust systems are in operation. If for some un-

likely reason, both the normal and auxiliary cell exhaust sys-

tems should fail leaving only the process box exhaust in oper-

ation, the velocity is over 280 feet per minute. These velocities

are high enough to insure that no upstream diffusion of con-

,tamination could occur.

12.7 , Process Vessel Leaks

1207.1 Feed Storage Tank Leak

The feed storage is located in the cell annex

of Cell 4 flush against-Cell 3 isolation room wall and Cell 4

wall. The tank is designed with a safety factor of five or more.

It is leak tested at a pressure of 100 psi for 4 hourso All

seams are Heliare welded and the chance for a leak is indeed

remote. If, however. a leak should occur, in keeping with the

practice of double containment, a watertight chamber which is

constructed of 1/4-inch stainless steel surrounds the feed stor-

age tank. The stainless steel chamber will have a capacity

greater thah the feed storage tank. A stainless steel line

(normally capped at termination) runs from the bottom of this

chamber into the cell. It would be use- to carry the spilled

feed solution into the cell in the event of a leak. Another

line is provided to make possible the washing of the feed storage
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tank exterior.

Cooling the liquid presents no problem as the

stainless steel cooling coils spiral about the exterior of the

tank and are in direct contact with the liquid. If the cooling

from one set of coils is insufficient, a second set parallel to

the first can be operated in addition. The release of activity-

bearing vapor resulting from such an occurrence is the maximum

credible accident and is considered later.

12-7.2. Waste Hold Tank

The waste hold tank is located in the isolation

room of Cell 3. Before any solution is transferred to the waste

* hold tank it is sampled and tested to be sure the activity is

low (see paragraph 3.14). This assures that a minimum of fuel

material is lost to waste' and that the activity level of the

waste hold tank is low0

The waste hold tank is made of 1/4 inch stain-

less steel and all seams are Heliarc welded. The tank has been

pressure tested to 100 psi for 4 hours0

The waste contained in the tank is of low

enough activity to allow manual clean-up in case of a release.

The operator would don full protective clothing as described in

Section 10.7 and mop up the spill using long-handled tongs and

an absorbent material. The contaminated absorber is deposited

in a shielded container and the container is stored in the

waste storage building. AS in the case in any type of accident,



the area is sealed off and the Health Physicist conducts a'survey

to determine the extent of the contamination.

127.35 In Cell Tank Leaks

Cell 4 contains the filtrate tank, capacity 75

liters; the vacuum surge tank, 50 liters; the metering tank, 5

liters; and the precipitation vessel, 50 liters. The latter two

are in the process box. All of these tanks are constructed of

stainless steel, are Reliarc welded and have been tested to 100

psi for four hours0  Leakage of any of these is improbable but

in case it should take place the shielding due to the cell wall

prevents any direct radiation hazard. Clean-up, decontamination

and repair within the process box would be carried out by use

of the manipulators 0  The tanks that are not in the process box

cannot be reached by the manipulators so repair would be carried

out by other remote means.

12.7.4 HBydraulic Oil Leakage

The hydraulic fluid used in the press is Mon-

santo Pydraul which is composed of phosphate esters and chlor-

inated hydrocarbons. These liquids have open cup flash point

temperatures of approximately 4700C and fire point temperatures

of 675 - 7250C. Therefore, in order for the fluid-to flash, it

must be completely vaporized and must be subjected to a tem-

perature of at least 7000C.

if a minute hole should form in the hydraulic

pressure line during the power stroke of the press, it is conceivable
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that a portion of the hydraulic fluid could be sprayed out in a

vaporized mist. The furnace is the only, object in the process

box which will even approach the required temperature for flash-

ing the oil. The furnace is surrounded on five sides with panel

coil coolers Bo that the only point of access for oil spray

would be the 13-inch high cut out on one panel which is used for

the electrical connections for the furnace. However, this area

is protected since the hydraulic lines, which are designed with

a high margin of safety, enter the 4A section of the process box

on the side away from the furnace. The placement of these lines

is such that should the line break or spring a small high vel-

ocity leak at the weakest point, the connector, the precipitation

tank (m-33) would be between the.ibreak and the exposed portion

of the furnace0 For the above reasons the burning of the hydrau-

lic fluid in the process box is not considered to be credible.
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12.8 Activit-r Releases

12.801 General

12.8e1e1 Meteorological Models

Sutton's diffusion equations (Reference 12.1)

have been used in previous analyses of potential release

hazards for the Quehanna site (References 12.2, 12.3) and

their use is continued in this study.

The equation for the concentration of a radio-

active plume for a continuous point source release is

[ cC2
uCCd 2 -[ d2- 2  2
T YCd L C~2

where

X = cloud concentration at ground level

curie/meter3, equivalent to uccec)

Q = activity release (curie/sec)

C7 = cross-wind diffusion coefficient
n/2).(meters )

CZ = vertical diffusion coefficient
_n/2.(meters- -)

u wind velocity (meters/sbc)

d = distance from release point (meters)

n = atmospheric stability parameter
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y =crosswind distance from centerline of

cloud (meters)

z = vertical distance from ground to center-

line of cloud (meters)

Calculations are usually made for ground level under the cen-

terline of the cloud in which case the y21Cy2 term in the ex-

ponential drops out.

Two meteorological situations shown in

Chapter 2 to be appropriate to the site have-been examined0

The firsp of these which tends to prevail during the day is a

neutral condition with approximately adiabatic lapas rate.

The second which occu'rs frequently at night, and in the early

morning3 is a stable inversion condition. The values of the

parameters as used for the two models are:

Parameter Model

Neutral Inversion

C 0o40 0.40

a- 0.40 0005

0 0.25 o055

u 5 3

It has been assumed that any discharge to the environment

takes place from the stack which has a height of 15.25 meters

(50 ft); consequently this value has been used for z.
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12.8.1.2 Inhalation Doses

In an airborne release of radiostrontiun the

principal dose to a receptor in the cloud path is incurred by

inhalation0  The activity: inhaled-is calculated directly.

I XBt

where

I = activ:ity inhaled (microcuries)

B - breathing rate (cc/second)

t = exposure time (seconds)

It is assumed that the "standard man" i hales 20,000 liters

(2.0 x 107 cc) of air in 24 hours. The average breathing rat-e

is consequently 232 cc/sec. However. it is usually assumed

that half of the 20,000 liters is inhaled during the more

active 8 hours of the day. The breathing rate during this

period is consequently 347 cc/sec (Reference 12A4).

The most significant assessment of the poten-

tial radiation hazard from inhalation is obtained by a calcu-

l ation of the integrat.ed lifetime dose to the critical organ

accruing from the activity inhaled. This may be -calculated by

the method proposed by Burnett (Reference 12.5)e The appli-

cable equation is: D - r n

D lifetime dose for activity inhaled,

(rem/Lie)

f wfraction of activity inhaled that re-

meins in the critical organ



Z FE(a)n energy per disintegration delivered

to the critical organ? considering the re-

lative biological effectiveness (RBE) of

the radiation? and n the relative damage

- factor for nuclides deposited in the bone

(Mev).

= effective half life of the activity in the

critical organ (days)

m mass of the critical organ (grams)

For the inhalation of strontium-90 a distinction should be made

between soluble and insoluble forms. The bone is the critical

organ for the soluble form and the effective halflife is long.

for the insoluble form the lung is the critical organ and the

residence time of the activity is relatively short, In the sub-

sequent calculations the values used for the parameters for

strontium-90 with its daughter product, yttrium-90, are given

below (from Reference 12.4).

Parameter Insoluble Soluble

0012 012

l FE(RBE)n 1

* E 120 6.4 : 10

Critical.orga n Bone (including marrow)

Mass 1000 10000

D rem/Lic 118 311



12.8.1A.. * eas of Potential Exposures

.Calculations have been made for the two se-

lected meteorological models of the plume concentrations

a(6tivity inhaled and integrated lifetime dose for three dis-

tinces from the Radioisotope Pilot Plant. The first of

these, 4800 meters, is the approbimate distance to the nearest

Point on the perimeter of the exclusion areas This is a point

zfot easily accessible and is not normally occupied; it may be

visited occasionally by hunters in season. The nearest ap-

proach of unrestricted roads is about 8000 meters0 The nearest

docupied village or town, Sinnemahoning, is distan-jbout

16,000 meters0

12.8.2 2l2~8.2Releases tLo the Environment

120802.01 Yaximm Credible Accident

It is assumed that in the future the Radio-

isotopes Pilot Plant will receive shipments in the HAPO I cask

od 500 kilocuries of Strontium-90 and that-up to 750 kilocuries

ray be held in the feed storage tanke This tank is located in

a- stainless steel chamber in the cell annex of Cell 4. Refer

to Chapter 3 and the detached drawings0 This tank is made of

stainless steel and has fittings and connecting plumbing for

connection to the HAM Cask and to the metering vessel. A

rupture of the feed storage tank permitting a large quantity of-

the strontium nitrate solution to leak into the stainless steel

changer is highly improbable but will be considered to be credi-

ble0 The strontium nitrate in solution is not volatile. It is
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thought that the dual set of cooling coils is sufficient to'-

maintain the feed solution temperature below boiling, But

it is assumed that with boiling due to self-heating a frac-

tion of the activity becomes airborne in aerosol foxm0

This fraction is pessimistically assumed to be 0.1%; thus

it is postulated that 750 curies can be released. If there

should be a failure of one roughing filter and three abso-

lute type filters this activity could be released into the

ventilation system and discharged through the stack0  it is

estixate. that there is essentially a complete change of

air in the building in about 13 minutes. The rate of re-V

lease of activity to the environment is assumed to be a

continuous uniform release of the 750 curies in 780 seconds,

or Q 0>962 cuie/sec0

Thus the maximwm credible accident is pos-

tulated to be the result of six sequential or simultaneous

and scarcely related accidents of varying credibility0

The plume concentrations activity inhaled

and lifetime dose for various distances and the two selected

meteorological models are presented in the following table.

The greatest dose received, that at 4800 meters -under inver-

sion conditions, is 187 rems0  This is, of courset a signi-

ficant radiation dose, but it should be emphasized that this

is the total integrated dose received over many years0 The



NEUTRAL CONDITIONS IN VERSION CONDIt'IONS

Plume Activity Lifetime Plume Activity Lifetime
Distance . Cone. 1iihaled Dose - Cone. Ihal ed Dose

0
t o

0

d

meters.

4800'

8000

16000

x I x

tic~/cc

2,76 x10 7

le 130X10 7

3. 37z10 8~

tic

5,05,d1n 2 -
5005X1 2

2.04xl10 2

6009xl0d

rem

157

0.635

0.19,

a-t/cc

I. 2

1, 960xlo 7

80 18x10-"6

Oc rem

6.01 187

3554 L . 110

1o48 46

I

*I 1



dose received during the first year is 3.95% of the total, or.

7.4 rem, and this quantity decreases progressively each year'

It is not expected that clinical symptons would ever be ob-

served in an individual with this exposure.

It should be emphasized that if even one

absolute-type filter in the system remained inviolate the

plume concentrations at all points would be decreased by a

factor of at least 100.

12.8.2.2 Other Accidents

It is assumed that the largest quantity of

the strontium nitrate that will be withdrawn fram'the-feed

storage tank for batch processing is 25,000 curies. This

quantity will be measured in the metering tank and transferred

to the process vessels. These transfers are by suction so .

that any failures due to line leakage or rupture would release

only minimal quantities of liquid. After transfer to the pro-

cess cess vessel there is multiple containment, i.e. the pro-

cess vessel, process box and cell. It is difficult. to con-

ceive of any accident in the processing of the material whereby.

.any large fraction of the activity in the solution could bezome

airborne. For release to the environment there would have to

be simultaneous or sequential failure of four absolute type

filters. Even if there could berelease of as much as 1% of

the material, the activity released would be 250 curies and the

consequences would be less severe than for the maximum credible

accident examined above.
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l2~8,3 legaegs Within the Buildi~n-

12v-8..1 General Consideration

The greatest potential hazard to the operating

personnel of the Pilot Plant arises from, accidentzs that Might

release airborne particulate material intc the operations area,

The situation that appears to be. Credible is the inupture of a'

manripulatsor boot. !2his 'hpothetical accident -will be discussed

in tbe 1o7o11twi.ng ansaisw0  ..

-W is assured that ,he largfest quantitsy of

strontium titanate powder (or other Tuel. fTrn) that x.ay be in

arocess in tne proCess box 4A at o:ne tine 4.s 11O,000 curies4

* f this quantity not more than 5O10 cnuries w.ll be in a loose

.fozm suDject to. becoming airborne. hEe renainder wall have

been pelletized, or at least compressed in .the way of producing

a pellet.

The alundum filter ciucible -serves as the con-

-.taiuer in. the furnace so that the only pouring of dry powder is

.into tbe pe3let press.

It is evremely difficult; to make a estimate

o0 the quantity of dry powder tbVt could become airborne in the

worst -eircumstances. VarLous approaches coasider ne mass con-

centrat.Lon of kown aerosols and the ratio of e;posed surface

to the nass of the powder.s Postulation of 0Qo1i% as the nazimui

quantity to become airborne appears to be hIghly pessiis=ic

Thus if 5O curies be'ome iidbcrnZ -in process box 4A that has e

o9JA . . .
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i2.8.3.2 Rupture of Manipulator Boot

A 1/2 inch annular gap exists between the mani-

pulator support tube and the device wnich clamps the manipul~ator

boot to the wall of the process box0  This gap permitsthe boot

to breathe cell air internally as the manipulator is moved in

and out, If the pressure in the boot, or in the process box if

the boot is ruptured, is considered as rising above the cell

, pressure, than air is expelled through the gap into the cell0

If a manipulator boo- is torn. it is corn-eiva-

ble thaon if the manipulator is pushed rapidly into the box, the

'boot will be filled to some extent with eonbamizinjt_air from

the box, although in practice most of this air will come from

.-he air at higer pressure in the cell: If the manipulator is

:ow withdrawn rapidlys portions of the contaminated air will be

S. epelled into the cell and, into the operating area, and a por-

* tion will be returned to the box. For the purposes of this

analysis, the worst possible case is.assumed: the boot is filled

or&J with contaminated air and, once filled, the boot expels the

contaminated air only Ao the cell and operating area. The la.g-

est boot employed varies uniformly in average diameter from

10 inhes co 4 inches and has a maximum working stroke of 45

behes. It encloses a manipulator arm 4 inches in diameter0

Thus, the maximm volume of. air pumped is 0.74 ft 53 Based on

the steady. state flow rate:figrlre-s -computed on the basis of re-

lative opening areas, about 905 of this will flow into the cell
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and 10% into the operating area if the manipulator can be moved

quickly enough to raise the pressure in the boot to greater

than the operating area pressure. This would be almost im-

possible to achieve in practice' but again for the purposes of

the a-alyis it is assumed to becur. Therefore, 0.074 ft 3 of

air would be expelled into the operating area. This 0.074 ft 3 ,

or 2100 cc would contain 1.15 x 104 microcuries. If it is as-

sumed that this actiity becomes uniformly dispersed through

-the'volume of the operating area, 18,930 ft 3 or 536 m3, the

concentration becomes 2.24 x 10- 5Ic/cc. This is a factor of

45)0 times. the occupational XPC for insoluble stzmntdum-90.

The area monitoring system is capable of detecting levels of

the order of the MPC in. about one or two nmintes, and thus the

release of the stated amount of activity would be detected al-

most immediately, the alarm would be sounded and face masks

would be donned. -If it is further assumed that the cell

operators would breathe the contaminated air for 20 seconds at

the 347 cc/sec rate, before the alarm is sounded, the activity

inhaled is 0.155 microcuries. The corresponding lifetime dose

due to strontium-90 in the insoluble form is 0.185 rem. In

contrast to the inhalation of the soluble form, as previously

discussed, this dosewould be received substantially in the

first year. Even if the dispersion of the activity is only.

into one-tenth of the volume of the operating room, the situa-

tion is -still tolerable, If this postulated dry release were
( '
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K of a soluble form, the corrspodifng lifetime dose would be
about 4.8 rem,
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